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I). FOREST POLICIES OF EUROPEAN NATIONS. 

The conditions which a hundred years ago influenced the policies of the Huropean nations— 

namely, the necessity of looking out for continuance of domestic supplies—are at present well 

overcome, provided the supplies in other countries last and can readily be secured. 

In regard to supplies, the European countries may be grouped into those which produce as 

yet more than they need, namely: Russia, Austria-Hungary, Servia, Sweden and Norway, which 

are, therefore, exporters; those which produce large quantities of forest products, but not 

sufficient for their needs, Germany, France, Switzerland; those which depend largely or almost 

entirely on importation, England, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Spain, Portugal, ltaly, Greece, 

and Turkey. 

Nevertheless, at least in Germany, the desirability of fostering home production and advan- 

tages of a general economic character, especially employment of labor in winter time which the 

forest industries insure, have still an influence upon the policy of the Government, even with 

supply forests. 

In this way may be explained the protective tariff against wood imports, which was enacted 

in 1885 and increased later, especially to keep out competition from the virgin woods of Austria- 

Hungary and Russia. The last revision of 1892 has for its object not the discouragement. of 

importation, but the inducing of importation of only raw material to be manufactured at home, by 

imposing a duty five times as high on lumber as on logs. 

The result, however, has been more satisfactory from the revenue point of view than in 

protecting the forest owuers, the Austro-Hungarian railroads equalizing the duty charges by 

lower rates. 

The existence of a State forest policy, such as most European States have adopted, is based 

at present mainly on the protective value of the forest cover and the recognition that private 

interest can not be expected, or is insufticent, to give proper regard to this feature in its treatment 

of the forest areas. 

It can not be said that a finally settled policy exists in any of the States, not even in Germany, 

but only that it is in a highly advanced stage of formation, with the tendency of increasing 

governmental activity and interference. 

Such a policy is expressed in various ways, State ownership, State supervision of Communal 

and private forests, restriction of clearing and enforced veforesting, establishment of forestry 

schools, and experiment stations. 

State ownership of forest areas, which in the beginning of the century began to decrease 

under the influence and misapplication of Adam Smith’s teaching, and the doctrine of individual 

rights urged to its extreme consequences, is now on the increase m most States. Thus France, 

which during and after the Revolution, took the lead in this dismemberment of the forest property 

which the monarchy had maintained, sold during the years 1791 to 1795 nearly one-half of the 

State forests and continued to reduce the area until there remained in 1574 but one-fifth of the 

original holdings. Since then a reversal of the policy bas been in practice, the area not only 

being increased but financial assistance in reforesting on a large scale being given to private 

owners and communities. 

Thus in the budget for 1895 of $2,500,000 appropriated for the State forest department, 

$1,000,000 is set aside for the extension of the State forests and necessary improvement of the 

existing ones, The State owns about 2,600,000 acres—somewhat over 10 per cent of the total 
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area. In addition the private property is controlled entirely as regards cleariug; that is to 

say, no clearing may be done without notice to the Government authorities, or, in the mountain 

districts, without sanction of the same. 

This control is especially stringent with reference to the holdings of village and city corpora- 

tions, which represent over 27 per cent of the forest area. These must submit their plans of 

management to the State forest department for approval, and are debarred trom dividing their 

property, thus insuring continuity of ownership and conservative management. 

The necessity for such control became apparent in the first quarter of the century, when as a 

consequence of reckless denudation in the Alps, Cevennes, and Pyrenees, whole communities 

became impoverished by the torrents which destroyed and silted over the fertile lands at the foot 

of the mountains. Some 8,000,000 acres of mountain forest in twenty departments were Involved 

in these disastrous consequences of forest destruction, with 1,000,000 acres of once fertile soil made 

useless. The work of recovery was begun under laws of 1860 and 1864, and a revised law, the 

reboisement act, of 1882. Under this law the State buys and recuperates the’land, or else forces 

communities or private owners to do so with financial aid from the Government. 

Since the operation of this law the State has spent in purchases of worn out lands and in works 

to check the torrents and in reforesting, nearly $12,000,000, not including subventions to commnu- 

nities and private owners. It is estimated that $28,000,000 more will have to be expended before 

the area which the State does or is to possess, some 800,000 acres in all, will be restored. 

A forestry school at Naney educates the officers, and is among the best on the Continent. 
England, in the home country, has had little need of a forest policy on account of its insular 

position and topography. Of the 5,000,000 acres of woodlands, mostly devoted to purposes of the 

chase or parks, 2 per cent are State forests, and so encumbered with rights of adjoining Commoners 

as pasture or for wood supplies that no rational management is possible. * But in India there is 

a well-organized forest administration with a very extensive area, namely, 60,000 square miles 

reserved and 34,590 square miles protected and under active control of the Government. The 

organization of the forestry service was begun in 1865 by German foresters. (See pages 259-263.) 

At present special schools of forestry, one in Hngland and one in India, supply the technical 

education of the officers. 
Italy has long suffered from the effects of forest devastation by droughts and floods, but the 

Government was always too weak to secure effective remedies. The State owns only 1.6 per cent 

of 116,000 acres of forest, the balance of 7,000,000 acres belonging to communities and corporations 

or individuals. Yet by the laws of 1877, revised in 1888, the policy of State interference is clearly 

defined. Excellent though the law appears on paper, it has probably not yielded any significant 

results or even general enforcement, owing to the financial disability of the Government. This 

law placed nearly half the area not owned by the State under Government control, namely, all 

woods and lands cleared of wood on the summits and slopes of the mountains above the upper 

limit of chestnut growth, and those that from their character and situation may, in consequence 

of being cleared or tilled, give rise to landslips, caving, or gullying, avalanches and snowslides, 

and may to the public injury interfere with water courses or change the character of the soil or 

injure local hygienic conditions. Government aid is to be extended where reforestation appeared 

necessary. 
Of the 76,000 acres which required immediate reforestation, for reasons of public safety, only 

2°,000 were reforested in twenty years up to 1886, the Government contributing $85,000 toward 

the cost. 

In the revised law of 1888, as a result of the vast experiences preceding, a further elabora- 

tion of the same plan was attempted by creating further authority to enforce action. It is now 

estimated that 534,000 acres need reforesting at a cost of $12,000,000, of which two-fifths is to be 

contributed by the State. 
Expropriation proceedings may be instituted where owners refuse to reforest, with permission 

to reclaim in five years by paying the cost of work, with interest, incurred by the State. 

In Austria, the disastrous consequences which the reckless devastation “and abuse of her 

mountain forests by their owners has brought upon whole communities have led to a more stringent 

and general supervision of private and communal forests than anywhere else. Since 1883 there 
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has been also in progress a work of recuperation similar to the French reboisement work, in which, 

up to 1894, nearly $1,500,000 had been spent, the State contributing variously from 25 to 100 per 

cent toward covering the expense. <A fully organized forest department manages the Government 

forests, 2,000,000 acres, which are gradually being increased by purchase, or 73 per cent of the 

whole forest area, One higher, and several lower schools provide instruction. 

Some 150,000 acres of waste land were reforested by the State between 1881 and 1890, 

Even Russia, although one of the export countries, with $30,000,000 to $35,000,000, and 

largely in the pioneering stage, has a well-devised forest policy, developed within the last thirty 

or fifty years, which consists not only in maintaining Government forests to the extent of about 

280,000,000 acres under tolerably good management, and 30,000,000 of Crown forests, personal 

property of the royal family, but in restricting private owners from abuse of their property, where 

the publ welfare demands, while in the prairie country in southern Russia large amounts of 

money are spent by the Government in planting forests and assisting private enterprise in the 

same direction. : 

With the Siberian forests and those of the Caucasus added, the area of Government forest 

may reach the large figure of 600,000,000 acres, which, though not yet all placed under manage 

ment, is sooner or later to come wider the existing forest administration. . 

The restrictive policy dates from a very elaborate law passed in 1888, in which the democratic 

spirit in the constitution of the body controlling the exercise of property rights is interesting. 

The approval of working plans or of clearings ou private property is placed in the hands of a 

specially constituted committee for each county, which includes the governor, justices of the 

peace, the county council, and several forest owners, and the Government itself must secure the 

approval of this committee for its operations. 

By this law, throughout European Russia, woodlands may be declared preserved forests” on 

the following grounds: That they serve as preventives against the formation of barrens and 

shifting sands, and the encroachment of dunes along seashores or the banks of navigable rivers, 

vanals, and artificial reservoirs; that they protect from sand drifts towns, villages, cultivated 

land, roads, and the like; that they protect the banks of navigable rivers and canals from land- 

slides, overtiews, or injuries by the breaking up or passing of ice; when growing on hills, steep 

places, or declines, they serve to check land or rock slides, avalanches, and sudden freshets, 

and all forests that protect the springs and sources of the rivers and their tributaries. 

In these preserved forests, working plans are made at the expense of the Government, and 

in the unpreserved forests at the expense of the owners. In each province the Government 

maintains an inspector-instructor, whose duty is to advise those who apply to him in forest 

inatters, and as far as possible he is to superintend ou the spot all forestry work. The Government 

has established nurseries from which private owners can obtain young trees and seeds at a low 

price. The owners are allowed to employ as managers of their forests the trained oflicials of the 

forest administration, while medals and prizes are given yearly to private owners for excellency 

in forest culture and management. Two higher and thirteen lower schools of forestry are also 

maintained by the Government. 

The country which has attracted most interest in all matters pertaining to forestry, because 

the science of forestry is there most developed and most closely applied, is Germany. The policies 

prevailing and methods employed are fully described in another part of this report. 

‘It may, however, be interesting to trace somewhat the historical development both of the 

application of forestry principles and of the existing forest policy. ; 

~~ Although as early as Charlemagne’s time a conception of the value of a forest as a piece of 

property was well recognized by that monarch himself, and crude prescriptions as to the proper 

use of the same are extant, a general really well-ordered system of forest management hardly 

existed until the beginning of the eighteenth century. Sporadically, to be sure, systematic care 

and regular methods of reproduction were employed even in the thirteenth and fourteenth centu- 

ries. : 

To understand the development of the present forest policy in Germany one must study the 

peculiar conditions and development of property rights that led to it. Germany was originally 

settled by warriors, who had to keep together in order to resist cuemies aud conquerors on every 
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side, ready to move and change domicile at any moment. The soil which was conquered, conse- 

quently, was not divided, but owned as a whole, managed by and for the whole tribe. It is only 

in the sixth century that signs of private property in woodlands are discernible. Before that 

time it was res nullins, or, as it is expressed in legal manuscripts, ‘ quia non res possessa sed de 

ligno agitur.” 
Wood being plentiful and yet needed by everybody, it appeared a crime only to take wood 

which had been already appropriated or bore unmistakable signs of ownership, such as being 

cut or shaped. But severe punishments were in earliest times inflicted for incendiarism and 

for damage to mast trees, since the seed mast for the fattening of swine was one of the most 

important uses of the forest. 
There was not much need of partition, especially of the forests. The community, to which all 

the land of a district belonged, and which was managed by and for the aggregate of society, was 

called the “mark,” a communistic institution of most express character, and every “marker” or 

shareholder was allowed to get the timber needed by him for his own use without control. 

This early communal ownership of forest land undoubtedly explains the fact that even to-day 

over 5 per cent of the forest is owned by communities, cities, or villages. Gradually the necessity 

of regulating the cutting of the wood became apparent, as the best timber in the neighborhood 

of the villages was removed, and we find quite early mention of officials whose duty it was to 

superintend the felling, removing, and even the use of the timber. By and by even the firewood 

was designated by oflicials. Manufacturers received their material free of charge, but only as 

much as was needed to supply the community. Occasionally there were rules that each man had 

to plant trees in proportion to his consumption. So that by the end of the fourteenth century 

~quite a system of forest management had been developed. 

Meanwhile the Roman doctrine of the regal right to the chase had also begun to assert itself 

by the declaration of certain districts as ban forests or simply forests, in which the King exclu- 

sively reserved the right to chase. The Kings again invested their trusted followers and nobles 

with this right to the chase in various districts, thus gradually dividing the control of the same. 

While at first these reservations did not bring with them restrictions in the use of the timber 

or pasture or other products of the forest, gradually these uses were construed as exercised only 

by permission, and the former owners were reduced to holders of ‘“ servitudes,” i. e., holders of 

certain rights in the substance of the forests. The fact that the feudal lords frequently became 

the obermarkers or burgomasters of the mark community lent color of right to these restrictions 

in the use of the property, besides the assertion that the needs of maintaining the chase required 

and entitled them to such control. 

It is interesting to note that through all the changes of centuries, these so-called servitudes 

have lasted until our own times, much changed, to be sure, in character, and extending by new 

grants especially to churches, charitable institutions, cities, villages, and colonists. Such rights, 

to satisfy certain requirements from the substance of an adjoining forest, were then usually 

attached to the ownership of certain farms, and involved counter service of some sort, usually in 

hauling wood or doing other forestry work. 
Sometimes when the lordly owners of large properties exercised only certain prerogatives to 

show ownership, these, in the course of time, lapsed into the character of servitudes, the forest 

itself by occupation becoming the property of the community. With changes in value and other 
changes in economic conditions, these rights often became disadvantageous and more and more 

cumbersome to either or both sides. 

The present century has been occupied with the difficult labor of relieving this state of things 

and making equitable arrangements by which the forests become unencumbered and the bene- 

ficiaries properly satisfied by cession of land or a money equivalent. 

This chapter of the history of forest policy is especially interesting to us as a tendency, nay 

the practice exists of granting such rights to the public timber to the settlers in the Western 
States, which by and by will be just as difficult to eradicate when rational forest management is 

to be inaugurated. 
Over 5,000,000 marks and several hundred acres of land were required in the little Kingdom 

of Saxony to get rid of the servitudes in the State forests. The Prussian budget contains still an 
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item of 1,000,000 marks annually for this purpose; and although over 22,000,000 marks and nearly 

20,000 acres of Jand have been spent for this purpose in Bavaria, the State forests there are still 

most heavily burdened with servitudes. 

The doctrine of the regal right to the chase, as we have seen, led to the gradual assertion of 

all property rights to the forest itself, or at least to the exclusive control of its use. This right 

found expression in a legion of forest ordinances in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, which 

aimed at the conservation and improvement of forest areas, abounding in detailed technical 

precepts. 

At first treating the private interest with some consideration, they gradually more and more 

restrict free management. Prohibition of absolute clearing, or at least only with the permission 

of the government; the command to reforest cleared and waste places; to foster the young 

growth; limiting the quality of timber to be felled; preventing devastation by prohibiting the 

pasturing of cattle in the young growth, of the removal of the forest litter, of pitch gathering, 

ete., were among these prescriptions, and many others, such as prescribing the manner and time 

of felling, the division into regular felling lots, determination as to what is to be eut as firewood 

and what as building timber. Then, with the increasing fear of a reduction in supplies, followed 

prohibitions against exportation, against sale of woodlands to foreigners, against speculation in 

timber by providing schedules of prices, and from time to time entire exclusion from sale of some .- 

valuable species. Even the consumer was restricted and controlled in the manner of using wood, 

In medieval times, besides private forests of the King and lords, only the communal forest 

(allmende) was known, and small holdings of farmers were comparatively rare until the end of 

the Middle Ages. : 
The thirty years’ war and the following troublesome times gave rise not only to extended 

forest devastation, but also to many- changes in ownership of woodlands. With the growing 

instability of communal organization of the “ mark,” division of the common property took place, 

and thus private ownership by small farmers came about, reducing the communal holdings. 

Colonization schemes by holders of large estates also led to dismemberment. 

A very large amount of the mark forest came into possesssion of the princes and noblemen 

by force, and later possessions of the princes were increased by the secularization of the property 

of monasteries and churches. Until the end of the last century these domains belonged to the 

family of the prince, just as the right to the throne or the governing of the little dukedom, 

contributing toward the expenses of government. 

But when, as a consequence of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars and 

subsequent changes, the conception of the rights of the governing classes changed, and in some 

States like Prussia much earlier, a division of domains into those which belonged to the prince’s 

family as private property and those which were State forests was effected, so that now the 

following classes of forest property may be distinguished : 

(1) State forests, which are administered by the government for the benefit of the common- 

wealth, each State of the Confederation owning and administering its own. 

(2) Imperial forests, belonging to and administered for the benefit of the Empire, situated in 

the newly acquired province of Alsace-Lorraine. 

(3) Crown forests (Fidei-commiss), the ownership of which remains in the reigning family, 

administered by State government, but the revenues of which are in part applicable to government 

expenses. 
(4) Princely domains, which are the exclusive and private property of the prince. 

(5) Communal forests possessed by and administered by and for the benefit of village and 

city communities, or even provinces as a whole. 

(6) Association forests, the owners of the old mark” forests, possessed by a number of 

owners, the State sometimes being part owner, 

(7) Institute and corporation, school or bequest forests, which belong to incorporated institu- 

tions, like churches, hospitals, and other charitable institutions. 

(8) Private forests, of larger or smaller extent, the exclusive property of private owners. 

The proportions of these classes of property which existed in the beginning of the century 

H. Doc. 181——14 
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experienced considerable changes by the sale of State forests, the sales being due partly to 

financial distress, partly to a mistaken application of Adam Smith’s theories, which supposed that 

free competition would lead to a better management and highest development of the forest 

industry as well as of other industries. 

This tendency, however, was checked when the fallacy of the theory became apparent, 

especially with reference to a property that demands conservative treatment and involves such 

time element as we have seen. 

The hopes which were based on the success of individualistic efforts were not realized, and 

although control of private action had been retained by the State authorities, this could not 

always be exercised, and the necessity of strengthening the State forest administration became 

apparent. The present tendency, therefore, is not only to maintain the State forests, but to 

extend their area by purchase, mostly of devastated or deforested areas and by exchange for 

agricultural lands from the public domain, Thus, in Prussia, the increase of State forest area has 

been at the rate of 14,000 acres per year since 1867, 

In districts where small farmers own extensive areas of barrens a consolidation is effected, 

the parcels of remaining forest and the barrens are put together, the State acquires these and 

pays the owners either in money or other property. 
In Prussia, during the decade 1882-1891, 30,000 acres were in this way exchanged for 17,000 

acres, and in addition some 200,000 acres, waste or poorly wooded, purchased at an expense of 

$3,500,000, round numbers. During the same decade the reforestation of 50,000 acres of waste 

lands was effected, while nearly 75,000 acres in the State’s possession remained to be reforested. 

The annual budget for these reforestations of waste lands has been $500,000 for several years. 

The area of barrens and poor soils, only fit for forest purposes in Prussia, is estimated at over 

6,000,000 acres. 

The present distribution of the property classes for the whole Empire of the 35,000,000 acres 

of forest is about as follows, varying, to be sure, very considerably in the States of the Confed- 

eration: 
Por cent. 

State and Crown forests (of which the Crown owns less than 2 per cent)..--..-----.---..----- 32.7 

Tmperial LOTOSt8 see oo. eis Fe cece a cieiacn o teie eee ee enn Seon erie w nee nee ee wites wee seen se eaae 1 

Communal foxests: (5, 000)000 eres) Sos Sn = Soins 8 ae aerate tele let ols ae ee ere 15.2: 

A SROCIOIMON! TOLBSUS. cocccns ¢ Seweie teem cialegeia panes Ses eet: Os See eee a ee ne 25 

Ineiltmie HOTORIS) 2566 Sas cc a coe mesicin meccsermp ainis eeote aieterars > miakeie = elaine ee ao 

PLIVAte TOLEStSs cose Se ened e erapeimise Be smtenere y platelets Fisiayeiniotrs ie ers elaie et aera a ere 48.3 

The State and Crown forests are all under well-organized forest administrations, sometimes 

aceredited to the minister of finance, sometimes to the minister of agriculture. These yield an 

annual net revenue of from S1 to 85 and 86 per acre of forest area, with a constant increase from 

year to year, which will presently be very greatly advanced when the expenditures tor road build- 

ing and other improvements cease. 

In the State management the constant care is not to sacrifice the economic significance of the 

forest to the financial benefits that can be derived, and the amount cut is most conservative. 

The Inperial forests are of course managed in the same spirit as the several State forests. 

While the present communities, villages, towns, and cities are only political corporations, they 

still retain in some cases in part the character of the “mark,” which was based upon the holding 

of property. 

The supervision which the princes exercised in their capacity of Obermarker or as possessor 

of the right to the chase, remained, although based on other principles, as a function of the State 

when the “mark” communities collapsed, the principles being that the State was bound to protect 

the interest of the eternal juristical person of the community against the present trustees, that it 

had to guard against conflicts between the interest of the individual and that of the community in 

this property, and secure permanency of a piece of property which insured a continued and 

increasing revenue. The principle upon which the control of these communal holdings rests is 

then mainly a fiscal one. 

The degree of control and restriction varies in different localities. Sale and partition and 
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clearing Gan mostly take place only by permission of the State authorities, and is usually discoun- 

tenanced except for good reasons (too much woods on agricultural soil). 

With reference to 5.6 per cent of communal forest property, this is the only control which is of 

a fiscal nature. The rest is more or less closely intluenced in the character of its management, 

either by control of its technicalities or else by direct management and administration on the part 

of the Government. 

Technicai control makes it necessary that the plans of management be submitted to the 

Government for sanction, and that proper officers or managers be employed who are inspeeted by 

Government foresters. This is the most general system, under which 49.4 per cent of communal 

forests are managed (as well in Austria and Switzerland), giving greatest latitude and yet securing 

conservative management. To facilitate the management of smaller areas several properties may 

be combined under one manager, or else a neighboring government or private forest manager 

may be employed to look after the technical management. 

Where direct management by the State exists, the State performs the management by its own 

agents with only advisory power of the communal authorities, a system under which 45 per cent 

of the communal forests are managed (also in Austria and France). 

In Prussia this system exists only in a few localities, but it is since 1876 provided as penalty 

for improper management or attempts to avoid the State control. . 

This system curtails, to be sure, communal liberty and possibly financial results to some 

extent, but it has proved itself the most satisfactory from the standpoint of conservative forest 

management and in the interest of present and future welfare of the communities. Its extension 

is planned both in Prussia and Bavaria. 

Sometimes the State contributes toward the cost of the management on the ground that 

it is carried on in the interests of the whole commonwealth. A voluntary cooperation of the 

communities with the State in regard to forest protection by the State forest euards is in 

vogue in Wurttemberg, and also in France. Institute forests are usually under similar control as 

the communities. 

The control of private forests is extremely varying. A direct State control of some kind is 

exercised over only 29.7 per cent of the private forest, or 14.6 per cent of the total area, mostly 

in southern and middle Germany. while 70.3 per cent of the private property, or 34.5 per cent of 

the total forest area, is entirely without control, a condition existing in Prussia and Saxony. 

As far as the large land owners are concerned, this has mostly been of no detriment, as they 

are usually taking advantage of rational management; but the small peasant holdings show the 

bad effects of this liberty quite frequently in the devastated condition of the woods and waste 

places. Asa recent writer puts it: ‘The freedom of private forest ownership has in Prussia led 

not only to forest dismemberment and devastation, but often to change of forest into field. On 

good soils the result is something permanently better; on medium and poor soils the result has 

been that agriculture, after the fertility stored up by the forest has been exhausted, has become 

unprofitable. These soils are now utterly ruined and must be reforested as waste lands. 

Need, avarice, speculation, and penury were developed into forest destruction when in the 

beginning of this century the individualistic theories led to an abandonment of the control 

hitherto existing, and it was found out that the principle so salutary in agriculture and other 

industries was a fateful error in forestry. 

Where control of private forests exists it takes various forms: 

(1) Prohibition to clear permanently or at least necessity to ask permission exists in Wurttem- 

berg, Baden, and partially in Bavaria. (Protection of adjoiners.) 

(2) Enforced reforestation within a given time after removal of the old growth and occasionally 

on open ground where public safety requires. 

(3) Prohibition of devastation or deterioration—a vague and undetfinable provision. 

(4) Definite prescription as to the manner of cutting (especially on sand dunes, river 
courses, etc.). 

(5) Enforced employment of qualified personnel. 

In addition to all these measures of restriction, control and police, and enforcement, there 
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should be mentioned the measures of encouragement, which consist in the opportunity for the 

education of foresters, dissemination of information, and financial aid. 

In the latter respect Prussia, in the decade 1882-1892, contributed for reforestation of waste 

places by private owners $335,000, besides large amounts of seeds and plants from its State 

nurseries. Instruction in forestry to farmers is given at twelve agricultural schools in Prussia. 

In nearly all States permission is given to Government officers for compensation, to undertake at 

the request of the owners the regulation or even management of private forest property. 

For the education of the lower class of foresters there may be some twenty special schools in 

Germany and Austria, while for the higher classes not only ten special forest academies are 

available, but three universities and two polytechnic institutes have forestry faculties. 

Besides, all States have lately inaugurated systems of forest experiment stations; and 

forestry associations, not of propagandists but of practitioners, abound. As a result of all this 

activity in forestry scieice and practice, not less than twenty forestry journals in the German 

language exist, besides many official and association reports and a most prolific book. literature. 



E. FOREST CONDITIONS AND METHODS OF FOREST MANAGE- 
MENT IN GERMANY, WITH A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF FOREST 
MANAGEMENT IN BRITISH INDIA, 

Sars 

FOREST AREA, EXTENT AND OWNERSHIP. 

rermany, as coustituted at present, has an area of 133,000,000 acres—about one-fifteenth of 
our country—a population of about 47,000,000, or less than 3 acres per capita, or only one-tenth of 
our per capita average, Its forests cover 34,700,000 acres, or 26 per cent of the entire land surface, 
A large portion of the forests cover the poorer, chiefly sandy, soils of the North German plains, or 
occupy the rough, hilly, and steeper mountain lands of the numerous smaller mountain systems, 
and a small portion of the northern slopes of the Alps. They are distributed rather evenly over 
the entire Empire. Prussia, with 66 per cent of the entire land area, possesses 23.5 per cent of 
forest land, while the rest of the larger States have each over 30 per cent, except small, indus- 
trious Saxony, which lies intermediate, with 27 per cent of forest cover. 

Considering the smaller districts of’ Prussia, Bavaria, and the smaller States, it is found that 
out of 64 provinces and districts, 18 have less than 20 per cent forest; 18 have from 20 to 29 per 
cent; 23, including the greater part of the country, have from 30 to 39 per cent, and 5 of the 
smaller districts have from 40 to 4! per cent of forest. The districts containing less than 20 per 
cent of forests are, as might be supposed, mostly fertile farming districts in which the plow land 
forms over 40 per cent of the land, but they also include neglected districts like Hanover and 
Luneburg, where «a former shortsighted, selfish, and improvident policy has led to the deforesta- 
tion of poor, flat lands, which have gradually been transtormed into heaths, where an accumulation 
of bog-iron ore, and other obstacles render the attempts at reforestation diffieult, expensive, and 
unsatisfactory. Left to forests, these same lands, which now are unable to furnish support to 
farmers or to produce a revenue to their owner, could easily pay the taxes and interest on a 
capital of $50 to $100 per acre. To reforest them now costs $10 to $50 per acre and requires a 
lifetime before any returns can be expected. 

Since it is one of the common claims in the eastern United States that the land is all needed 
for agriculture, and since it will be coneeded that in hardly any State east of the Mississippi 
much land necessarily remains untilled, it may be of interest to note that in this densely populated 
Kimpire of Germany out of 67 districts and provinces the plow land forms less than 20 per cent in 
4 districts, 50 to 39 per cent in 10 districts, 40 to 49 per cent in 26 districts, 50 to 59 per cent 
in 20 distriets, and 60 to 69 per cent in 7 districts, in spite of the fact that a large part of the 
forests are in private hands and would be cleared if the owners saw fit to do So. 

In our country the total area in farms is only 18 per cent at present. 
Of the total of 34,700,000 acres of forest land (an area about as large as the State of Wis 

consin) 32.7 per cent belongs to the several States as State property; 19 per cent belongs to 
Villages, towns, and other corporations, and 50 per cent to private owners, a considerable part of 
this being in large estates of the nobility. 

2135 
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The following figures show these ownership relations for the eight larger States, which 

involve 96 per cent of the total area of the empire: 

Forests. 

Total )« ae ae inn anes eee 
State. Population. fowtiaad Owned by the— 

cial Total. Per cent.) 7 a = 
| “404, | Corpora | pi... 

| State. ars Private. 

SS eS ——— ———— = == a = —~— = 

Millions. M acres. | M acres. | M acres. | M acres. 
GELMany.. -- 22 sicass cesees Yo vane 252: Sedsens Reece cs sees con's 47 34, 750 | 100 |) 11, 860 6,710 | 16, 680 

Praasig ccc scwes Ca 29.9 i= 88. 000, i 20, 240 58 = 6, 100° 32 10, 900 
Bavaria eee 5.6 18, 800 6, 200 18 | 2, 160 3, 150 
Wurttemberg ........-. 1:9 4, 800 1,470 4.2 | 480 530 
Saxony... 3.2 3. 700 1, 020 3 430 530 
Baden...- 1.6 1, 360 4 | 237 447 
Alsace-Lorr: 1.5 1,100 Dek 360 | 220 
GS 5G ee cei ani eas ewan wae se a in ~9 590 ey 170 200 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin 5 560 1.6 255 220 

This same relation, expressed in per cent, becomes: 

- a oe Forests owned by - | Morests oOwne — 
Forest | ae —————— 

State. cover of | Dee ag | 
| total area. States. | Corpora: | Private. 

| tions. 

| Percent. | Percent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
WGI ONG pee ative oo wow se eanetind= saees cores eo eesaaearen-omes ones asmaese nes sesiacee= === 25.7 32.7 19 43.3 

PYUAAIA 5 ona Secwe.c oes chews bc Sclc apices oatlela daze o.sielp acclneleae'sisls sa'a's cis anaic'e’aicacin en's ssininin'ssiwieniele | 17 
RAMA CIA coe cs cele e- eeininc-e aa asainee cen sinc anaes Fe Oe fondo eee iM 
Wurttember: ia a cig aw loide-sicicaisie'a'e leis sow aislorew Selesiet ae sone ew eae 32 
BAXOUDY coc cccin eclewiview ovina s cusses vine 655.5555 \¢ ete essc 265s enna aaa es san wanes acm aee == siemens 6 
SRG TT a ote ee inte ini enero s = emirates 2 omen | ce eee cole ae mein eens ee ae 49 33 
ATSaGhABOrrain Oiaecece as se emacs ones ncaiess ciel ae acinacee sca cmescacie econo voces ccmeciseeasie severe 47 20 
GBS 6 te ocelot os Sree meee nie SWI iglesia sialeikis wsnshias slew wielasegeia acim an ea aloastiasaiter a= a eee 37 Bre 
MeGiclon bure-mOusyObill, acest omc ona es oh cen eclslee Salen omc bhamm oolhaweleale =a <i anies eine 15 | 39 

| | 

The condition of the forests to a great extent depends on the degree of supervision or control 

exercised by the State authorities. It is best in all cases in the State forests, is equally good in 

the corporation foresis under State control, and is poorest in the private forests, particularly those 

of small holders. 
STATE CONTROL. 

The amount of State influence or control varies in the several States, and varies in some cases 

even in one and the same State for different districts. Of the State forests, without exception, it 

can be said that they are nearly in that form which, according to present knowledge and with 

reasonable effort, is able to produce the greatest quantities of wood material in those dimensions 

and of such kinds as best to satisfy the demands of the markets and at the same time render the 

management as profitable as possible. This does not mean that they are not improving, for as 

forestry knowledge increases and the methods are perfected the results are better. From what 

follows it also appears that all State forests as a whole pay, and pay handsomely, when the low 

intrinsic value of the land on which the forest stocks is considered. 

The control of the corporation forests is perfect only in a few of the smaller States, notably 

Baden, Hesse, and Alsace-Lorraine; also in some districts in Prussia where the corporation forests 

are managed by the State authorities, the wishes of the villagers or corporate owners being, however, 

always duly considered. Ina large portion of Prussia, in Wurttemberg, and in Bavaria the corpora- 

tion provides its own foresters; but these must be approved, as well as their plans of operations, by 

the State authorities, so that here the management is under strict control of the State, and favora- 
ble forest conditions at least partially assured. In Wurttemberg the corporation is given the choice 

of supplying its own foresters or else joining their forests to those of the State. This has led to 

State management of near 70 per cent of all corporation forests. Only the corporation forests of 

Saxony and those of a small part of Prussia are without any supervision. Of the private forests, 

those of Prussia and Saxony, involving 69 per cent of all private forests of the Empire, are entirely 

free from interference. They can be managed as the owner sees fit, and there is no obstacle to their 

devastation or entire clearing and conversion into field or pasture. The remainder of the private 

forests are under more or less supervision. In most districts a State permit is required before 
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land can be cleared. Devastation is an offense, and in some States, notably Wurttemberg, a badly 

neglected forest property may be reforested and managed by State authorities. In nearly all 

States laws exist with regard to so-called “protective forests” i. e., forests needed to prevent floods, 

sand blowing, land and snow slides, or to insure regularity of water supply, ete. Forests proved 

to fall under this category are under special control, but as it is not easy in most cases to prove 

the protective importance of a forest, the laws are difficult to apply and rarely enforced. 

A partial return to the State supervision of private forests has been attempted in Prussia by 

the establishment of a law which renders the owner of a forest liable for the damage which the 

devastation or clearing of his forest property causes to his neighbor. ‘This law, however, like the 

former, is so difficult to apply, and puts the plaintiff to great expense, so that so far it has not 

been enforced to any extent except where the Government itself is the injured party. 

In the following statement the areas of forest are grouped according to the degree of State 
supervision and manner of management: 

Of the entire 54,700,000 acres of forest land, there are approximately— 

(1) Managed by State authorities as State property, 11,360,000 acres, which is 32.7 per cent. 

(2) Managed by the State authorities, but the property of corporations, villages, towns, ete., 

a little over 2,212,000 acres, which is 6.3 per cent. 
(3) Under strict Government control, the plans of management and the permissible cut having 

to be approved by State authorities (corporation property), 3,875,000 acres, which is 11.1 per cent. 

(4) Under supervision of the State, not only as common property but as special property, 

subject to inspection and, in part, to control of State forest authorities; nearly all private prop- 

erty and partly belonging to large estates, 4,767,000 acres, which is 13.7 per cent. 

(5) Without any Government control or supervision beyond that of common property. These 

forests may be divided, sold, cleared, and mismanaged, except under the certain cases before men- 

tioned. Tlere belong all private forests of Saxony and Prussia and part of the corporation forests 

of Prussia and all those of Saxony, 11,490,000 acres, which is 33 per cent. 

CHARACTER OF FOREST GROWTH, 

The greater part of the German forests is stocked with conifers, chiefly pine (the Scotch pine, 

a pine similar to our red or Norway pine) and spruce. The pine prevails on the sandy areas of 

North Germany, and occupies about 60 per cent of the Prussian and 30 per cent of the Bavarian 

forests. The spruce is the chief conifer and principal timber tree of Saxony and southern Ger- 

many. The hard woods, chietly beech, some oaks, with small amounts of ash, maple, elm, ete., 

are most abundant in the valley of the Rhine, Lorraine, and Wurttemberg, but good beech forests 
occur in nearly all parts of the Empire. 

The greater part of all forests of Germany are ‘timber forests,” where the trees are cut at an 

age of over 80 years (generally 90 to 120 years).! Timber forests form over 90 per cent of the State 

forests of all larger States, are the prevalent form in the forests of corporations, and are common 

in those of private owners. The other two common forms, the “coppice” and “standard coppice,” 

where the trees are cut at an age of less than 30 years (usually 15 to 25 years, and in the standard 

coppice a small part only is allowed to reach better age and size), are most abundant in private 

forests and to a less extent in corporation properties, but form only a very small part of the 

State woods, where they are steadily diminishing in importance. The coppice is a hard-wood 

forest, depends on the sprouting capacity of the trees, and furnishes small poles, firewood, and 

tanbark. Both forms of the coppice and standard coppice require a smaller amount of standing 

timber, furnish quicker returns, but do not furnish those kinds of products which the market 

demands in largest quantity. 

In the timber forest the trees of any particular tract or division are supposed to be of about 

the same age, differing not over 20 years in the extreme, so that for a rotation of one hundred 

years, i. @., a management where the crop is harvested at the age of 100 years, one-fifth, or 20 per 

cent, of all the forests should be 1 to 20 years old; another 20 per cent, 21 to 40 years old, ete. 

In spite of the great difficulty of attaining this regularity of distribution in the forests of an 

entire State without disturbing the yearly cut of timber, this regularity is already attained very 

closely in most of the State forests. Thus in the State forests of Prussia, of the total area of 

' For fuller description of the systems of management, see pp. 225 to 259 of this report. 
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timber forest (90 per cent of all State forests), the age of the timber is as follows: On 15 per cent 

of the area, over 100 years old; on 13 per cent, 81 to 100 years old; on 14 per cent, 61 to 80.years 

old; on 18 per cent, 41 to 60 years old; on 19 per cent, 21 to 40 years old; on 19 per cent, 

1 to 20 years old, and about 4 per cent are clearings, where the timber has been cut lately. In all 

forests the ground is at once reforested, if cut clean, or else the cut is so arranged that a natural 

seeding goes on as the harvest progresses, this latter consisting of several fellings, separated by a 

number of years. 
EXPLOITATION. 

The cutting in all State forests is generally done by the cord or by the cubic foot (really by 

the stere, festmeter, or cubic meter). In rare cases the timber is cut and moved by the purchaser; 

nearly always it is cut and moved by the forest authorities and sold and delivered at the main 

roads. The logs are not cut to uniform lengths, but care is had in the forest to cut to best advan- 
tage. Long, straight timbers are left long, if possible, and sold as long, round, or sometimes hewn 

pieces; saw timber is cut in even lengths; poles are cut to suit local markets; wagon and coopers’ 

stock, ete., are cut to suit, or left in round timbers, while pulp wood, cord wood, and branches, and 

sometimes even stumps, are worked up in customary manner, graded, and sold by the cord 

(really “ stere” or ‘“‘raummeter”). 

In the conversion of the logs into lumber there are more complications in dimensions than 

withus. The measureis generally the meter and centimeter; edging is not done by even numbers. 

Lumber is sold by cubic measure, and the handling is thus generally not so simple as in America. 

As far as practical means and methods in felling and logging operations go we can learn but 

little from Germany, except that more care in the utilization of the timber would be profitable 

here as itis abroad. Yet it may be of interest, and not entirely devoid of suggestive value, to 

briefly recite the practices followed in most Government forests. 

The location of fellings for the year having been determined with due consideration, the 

rangers engage and control, under supervision of the district manager, the crew of wood choppers 

under a foreman, who are mostly men living in the neighborhood of the range or district and 

accustomed to all kindsof forest work.'! A contract, which contains conditions, regulations, and 

a seale of prices, is made with them, which they sign. The men are paid by the job, the prices 

per unit differing, of course, in different localities and being graded according to the kinds of 

timber, size, ete. 

To cite one example we may take the schedule prices paid at the forest belonging to the city 

of Goslar, as this will interest us further on. There are 40 men nearly permanently employed 

either in wood chopping, planting, or otherwise, and their average earnings during three years 

have been abont 80 cents per working day. The prices for cutting spruce, including moving to 

roads and barking, and the average prices obtained for ten years were as follows: 

Average price ob- 
tained ip the 

‘ woods. 
Cost of cutting. 

Lowest Highest | 
class. class. 

Saw timber above 5 inches in diameter (5 classes), 85 cents per 100 cubie feet. $9. 5 | $16.20 | 
Long poles 3 classes), from 84 cents to $1.68 per 100 cubic feet. ....-..--------- 9 7.90 
Small poles (4 classes), from $1.37 to $3.07 per 100 cubic feet......---. 5. 80 

| Firewood split, 7 cents to $l per Cord: <2. 5c scenes ic ece ewessaeesas 4.30 
Hirewood, UYDSleleLULp Or COU: eeanc <a ss esac esiinewineceac eee. cme ateat 1. 60 

In Prussia the average cost of lumbering (wood cutting and bringing to roads) for all kinds 

and dimensions is 65 cents per 100 cubic feet; that is to say, the wood-choppers’ bill on the 

300,000,000 solid cubic feet of wood harvested annually in the Prussian Government forests 

amounts to $1,950,000, It will appear from the prices for wood cited that often the harvesting is 

more expensive than the price obtained, as, for instance, for brushwood, which will hardly sell for 

half the cost of cutting, but its removal is necessary from cultural considerations. The wood 

choppers are also sometimes expected to move the cordwood at least to the neighboring roads, so 

as to obviate the driving of teams through the woods or young growth. 

'In the census of Germany for 1881-82 there were reported as engaged in forestry, hunting, and fishing 384,637 
persons, Unfortunately, no division of the three occupations was made, 
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If the felling is to be a cleaving, a strip is assigned to each gang of 3 men, 1 with an ax and 2 

with saws (felling with the saw, of course, is the rule); if a regeneration cutting or thinning, the 

trees to be taken are carefully selected by the ranger or manager and marked with a marking 

hammer. As a rule, all fellings are done during winter, and all trees, except in the coppice and 

small poles, are felled with the saw close to the ground. In the pineries of the North German 

plain, where the root wood is salable, they are even dug ont and then sawed off close to the root, 

thus saving a good piece of log timber, which in Saxony increases the wood value of the harvest 

by fully 5 per cent. Whieh parts of the log are to be cut into firewood and which into lumber 

wood or special timbers, and the length of the same according to the best use that can be made 

of the stick, are determined by the foreman, or in valuable timber by the ranger or manager 

himself. A scale of sizes and classes of timber (sortiment) exists; in general, all wood over 3 

inches diameter is called Derbholz (coarse wood or lumber wood), all below 3 inches is brushwood 

(Reisholz), with which root wood (Stockholz) is classed. These last two grades are used as fire- 

wood, with which is also classed body wood or split wood (Scheitholz), split from pieces over 6 

inches diameter at the small end, and round billet wood (Kniippelholz) of 3 to 6 inches diameter. 

The wood to be used in the arts, called timber wood (Nutzholz), may appear either in bolts, 

corded, or in logs. The diameter measurement of logs is made by the ranger, with calipers, at 

the middle of the log. Every cord and every log is numbered and the diameter and length noted 

on the Jog, and a list prepared in which the cubie contents are calculated. From this list the 

manager checks off the result of the felling, marking each piece or cord with the marking hammer, 

and after advertisement sells at public auction,in the woods or at some public place, the single 

pieces or cords to the highest bidder over and above the Government rate, which for the different 

grades is established every three years on the basis of, but below current market prices. The 

sale of logsis made per cubic foot, and the size of the log influences the rate or price, heavier logs 

being disproportionately higher in price. 

PRICE OF WOOD IN THE FOREST. 

During the years 1881-1887 the following prices were obtained by the Prussian forest adminis- 

tration for wood in the forest. This is practically for stumpage, cut and marked, the buyer hauling 

it from the woods: 
Price per 100 cubie feet of wood in Prussia. 

a = — = te = = St 
| | sth ke ie fe 

Pieces containing 18-36 cubie feet | ee ee ee | 

| —- Fs —| = 

Timber: 
Welles s6¢-es 252k ca ccassd sca aeeeadecit st tsedavedscask oats $8, 50 $12. 00-14. 00 

5.50. | 7.50- 8.50 
4.75 7. 00- 8.00 
4.75 6, 25- 6,35 

Firewood | 
Beech, ash Gl; Maple occ. scecs cece st escesaewscs ees A 3 1.76 1. 00- 1.20 
DO PEUVO wren saicininnn Paaiewsiciems.cies stew esd saa dé SNES Erie < 40 | 1.50 -70- .85 | 
Pe 0 eee Pe ae ee ee On BE eee 45 | 1,30 .80- 90 

To gain an idea of the appreciation of the wood product, without reference to kind, size, and 

quality, the following series of figures will serve: 

Average price per 100 cubic feet of wood realized by the Prussian Government for ils entire crop (about 800,000,000 

cubic feet). 
Year. 

1850 

1855 

1860 

1865 

1870 

1875 

1880 

The highest price for any district was obtained in 1888, being *8.49, while the lowest was 

$2.82. The lower prices in later years are explained by the large importations of wood, especially 

from Hungary, Russia, and Sweden; for while our misinformed forestry friends point to Germany 

as the Eldorado of forestry and proclaim the proportion of forest area there maintained, namely, 
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about 25 per cent, as the ideal and necessary for self-support, and therefore to be maintained also 

in this country, they overlook the fact that Germany imports not less than $60,000,000 worth of 

wood and wood manufactures, mostly of the same kind as grown or manufactured in that country. 

This represents about 10 per cent of the total consumption of Germany, while the importations 

of the United States, which imports from Canada only competing classes of forest products, 

represent not more than 1 per cent of our probable consumption. 

The exports of forest products from Germany, on the other hand, are, to be sure, nearly 50 

per cent of her imports, but they represent mostly manufactures, while in the United States the 

reverse is the case; that is to say, the United States exports twice as much as it imports, and that 

mostly raw material, namely, twice as much in value of raw material as of manufactures. 

The countries from which Germany imports raw or partly manufactured wood are mainly 

Russia, Austria-Hungary, and Sweden, which furnish nearly five-sixths of the total importation, 

while Holland, England, Denmark, Belgium, France, and Switzerland draw about $14,000,000 

worth of raw material from Germany. (See tables further on.) ; 

To protect the forest owners of Germany, a tariff on importations was imposed in 1885 and 

increased later. Of the effects of this last measure a government report says that as a financial 

measure these tariffs have had excellent success, for the revenue from these duties increased from 

$646,000 in 1880 to $1,752,000 in 1886. But for the forest owner the hoped-for results did not 

become apparent; the Austro-ITungarian railroads and shipping interests lowered their rates so as 

to largely equalize the duty charges. The duties on unmanufactured materials being very low, the 

lack of results in the market of these is still more noticeable. Yet a salutary effect is stated to 

be a prevention of still lower prices, and because otherwise there would have been a lack of useful 

occupation for labor finding remunerative employment in the manufacture of the raw material, 

which, without the increase in duties, would have been imported in manufactured condition. 

PRICK OF MANUFACTURED LUMBER. 

The following samples of schedules for manufactured lumber, always delivered at the railroad 

station, may serve to give an idea to our Jumbermen how nearly prices compare with those 

prevalent in our country. We choose those of eastern provinces, which are in sharpest competition 

with Russian and Hungarian imports: 

Province of Posen, 
Timber (7-8.5 inch square): 

Pivtt.g st - oncoeed aca icis chaos cosa ee ose a eeemes see ae ee per cubic foot.. $0.20 to $0, 22 

SPUN CO ssc se cian cccsscces se scestednee <aress eee ewer a ke > Sees seecna te ue esos dOz-ce -16 

Pine (Seotch): 

Plank: (2=4 inch), ‘3 cGlasseses.< -<.2<22 2 -. -: te ece ces eee per 1,000 feet B. M.. 27.00 38.00 

26.00 31.00 

-- 17.00 22.00 

--- 20.00 26. 00 

Flooring (1-ineh), 3 ela 

Flooring (14-inch), 3 classe 

Spruce, rough boards, not edged (4-5 inch) .........-.....--.-----.----------- do...- 12. 00 

spruce (14-1nch), edred) 12-18 feet..c- 22. 3. 2e cece nc cn een cece cue cence ceeenee do... 20.00 22.00 

Delivered at Berlin. . 

Oak (clear), 82 cents per eubic foot, or $68 per 1,000 feet B. M. 

Elm, 78 cents per cubic foot, 

Railroad ties—pine, 45 cents; oak, 90-95 cents. 

It will be seen that prices for some grades are as high as and higher than in New York. » The 

manager is expected to secure at least the government rate, and has discretion in conducting the 

sales to the best advantage of the government. Under certain circumstances sales by contract 

without auctioneering, and, lately, selling on the stump, are permitted. 

The transportation from the woods, as stated before, is usually left to the buyer; rarely does 

the administration float the timber or cord wood out, or carry it to a depot or wood yard to be sold 

from there, or engage in milling or other operations. On the other hand, it has been recognized 

during the last twenty-five years that good roads and other ready means of transportation increase 

the price of the wood disproportionately. A good road system is, therefore, considered the most 

necessary equipment of the administration, and an extension of permanent and movable logging 

railroads is one of the directions of modern improvement. ‘The interesting, important, and 

practical features to us in the logging railroads are their movable character, being divided into 
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sets of pairs of short (2 to 5 yard) rails (12 to 16 pounds per yard) attached to from two to four 
cross-ties, wood or metal, the light sets weighing 75 to 100 pounds (heavy sets up to 166 pounds), 

so that one workman can readily carry them; the ready connection of sets, one hooking at once 

into the other without separate mechanism, forming a sufficiently satisfactory joint; the simple 

“climbing switch,” which is apphed on top of the track, permitting ready transfer from side track 

to main track and ready relocation. These roads can be readily laid down without much or any 

substructure and readily relocated. The cost is shown in the following statement: 

For a fully equipped road, 24 to 28 inches width, 6 miles length, for rails and ties. 2... 2... $9, 000 

ROM Garth Wort. any, ONOWaAyING 2. 2. oo ccac aes cea wins wares wods'<ace se¢edessccacecsetces DULTO.DU0 

Bor TOWN Stok. ANU ANPATAGUS. «-/ cscisic.c csc acim =ac~osecce siege ses 4 dens cese¥s ewes save aces 2,500 

12, 000 
Or $2,000 per mile at the highest. 

Upon a basis of 800,000 cubic feet (about 7,000,000 feet B. M.) to be transported, it is caleulated 

that the cost of transportation by railroad, stone road, and dirt road will be about as 1: 2:6, the 

cost on the first being about 5 cents per 1,000 feet B. M. per inile as against 18 cents on dirt roads. 

Comparing the cost of construction it is stated that the ratio between corduroy, gravel road 

(13 feet wide), macadam, and movable track is as 1: 1.25: 2.55: 1.17, placing the last among the 

cheapest. : 
A most instructive exhibit at the World’s Fair, in many ways, especially at the present time, 

since the movement for better roads in this country has begun, was the model of the city forest of 

Goslar, a small town (15,300 inhabitants) in the Harz Mountains, whose citizens, from this piece 

of property, a spruce forest of 7,365 acres extent, derive not only their pure drinking water, 

healthful enjoyment in hunting, and re/reshing coolness in summer, but also a net income, 

anounting in round numbers to $25,000 (33.40 per acre), toward payment of city taxes. This 

is the result of careful management, which permits an annual cut of 550,000 cubic feet of wood. 

Of this only 50,000 cubic feet goes into firewood, and 46 per cent, or 160,000 cubic feet, is saw 

timber, which sells at 10 to 16 cents per cubie foot; while smaller dimensions, poles, ete., sell all 

the way down to below 4 cents, and firewood at $1.60 for brush to $4.50 for split or round wood 

per cord, Until 1875 the district was without proper roads. By an effort of the competent 

manager the city fathers were persuaded to locate and build a rational system of roads on which 

altogether, until 1891, there was spent for building and maintenance about $25,000, The greatest 

interest attaches to the statistics carefully gathered by the district manager, Mr. Reuss, since it 

is always difficult to determine the money value of such an expenditure in dollars and cents. 

The proper location of the roads is the most important feature. The roads are ranked 

according to their importance; the width and manner of finish depend on theirrank, Main roads 

are macadamized; roads of third rank, which are used for occasional hauling of wood, are dirt roads. 
These statistics were exhibited in a neat table, as follows: 

STATISTICS OF ROAD SYSTEM IN FOREST DISTRICT OF CITY OF GOSLAR (HARZ MOUNTAINS, GERMANY). 

Properly located, graded, and built roads reduce cost of logging and hauling, and advance the price for wood. 

Area, 7,368 acres spruce forest; annual cut, 350,000 cubic feet; road building begun in 1875; total mileage of 

improved roads in 1891, I41 miles; cost of road system and maintenance until 1891, $25,000. 

Cost of logging reduced by good logging roads. 

[Daily wages remaining constant at 60 cents } 

| Length of | Cost of | 
: well-built | logging per 

Year. | logging 100 enbie | 
| roads. | feet, | 

Miles. | | 
7.5 $1.93 

| 12 1.61 

27 1.54 
37 1.45 
10 Lio: |} 

50 1.23 |} 

asawteois Sia v2 11s | 
§ . | 5+ 1.23 

| | | 

DERMOT LUO CUUIG TORR means no ccim neat ocbnns cada sys ye 5 douse se rinb.ce <Smimae.Smcmaomene sina ns cis p¥bs6 yaa bien wad ssacmawes dedts see cascee $0, 70 
Saving on annual Cost of 350,000 cubic [eet ..ccmccsc sce cess ces sess cscsewssse sc ccve ce ccusceecccseccsesecssseepenssessessvwnsegeesesces 2,450. 00 
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Cost of haulage reduced by good wagon roads. 

{Price per load remaining constant at $3.60. Full load, before improvement, 85-100 cubic feet; after improvement, 175-250 cubic feet. } 

; Cost of | 
a haulage 
Year. per 100 

eubic feet. 

1871-1877, before road improvements ......22-cceecccennerccne scene ses ste c es cenmee scenes $1.52 
1878-1884 - ee -98 

2 ISB5=180L eos soon ees. ; 80 | 

Saving per 100 cubic feet .-.-.. 2.2... 2-- eee eee cee eee eee ee ee eee eee e eee ee ee eee tence terse eee ee eee ee cece e eee sceeaeeenennene $0. 72. 00 
Saving on annual cut of 350,000 cubic feet .-----.--- 2.0.2 eee ene ee eee ee ee eee cee ee ten tnt e ne eee tenet enn eee e eee eee 2, 520, 00 

Price of wood influenced by road improvements. 

{Comparison of prices paid at Goslar and at other Harz districts.] 

. Prices for wood per 100 cubic feet. | 
Length of 

Year, mopped | | Atother | Difference 
yo. At Goslar. |) Harz dis- | in favor of 

focal) | tricts. Goslar. 
— — ——— . -| 7 

$8.25 $0. 07 

8.65 -61 
| 9.59 1.15 

9.79 | 1.35 
9.05 | 1.2 
8.45 1, 02 

| 8.65 1. 02 

10.17 | 1,99 
8. 88 64 
9.59 20 

11.12 1.41 
11.12 | 1.14 
11.39 .8) 

1891)..-. 11.72 82 
13.13 1.33 

3.91 8. 98 93 

Increase in price on total ent of 350,000 eubie feet... .-.- ajecice cae De ene nex fe Siesta cee es cee $3, 

Total profit from improved road system in reduced cost of logging and hauling, and in adva of price received tor wood, per annum. 8 

Or nearly 83 per cent on investment. 

Saving their cost in two years, 

Cost of road, macadamized in 1885, $6,960; maintenance for one year, $480; total, $7,440. During 1885-86 hauling 

470,000 cubic feet requiring on old road 4,273 loads of 110 cubie feet average, at $3.60, $15,282.80 (or $2.70 per 1,000 

feet B.M.); on improved road, 2,652 loads of 177 cubie feet average, at $3.60, $9,547.20 (or $1.70 per 1,000 ft B. M.), 

saving of $1 for every 1,000 feet BLM, Total saving in haulage, $5,735.60, or 77 per cent on cost of road in one year. 

YIELD PER ACRE. 

The amount of timber cut per acre is very large as compared with average yields in wild woods. 

Of late the average yield has varied from about 5,500 cubic feet per acre in Prussia to 9,000 cubic 

feet for the Saxon State forests. The yield has been steadily increasing since the beginning of 

this century, and in most States it has been nearly doubled through better management. At that 

earlier time much land was badly stocked or devoid of any cover, much timber was injured and 

stunted by continual removal of the litter and consequent impoverishment of the soil, and in most 

forests the young timber occupied much more than its share of ground, and thus less timber grew. 

In every one of the States and districts these conditions have been changed materially for the 

better, the cut was increased from year to year, the wood capital or standing timber grew in total 

amount, and the productive capacity of the forest soils has generally improved. The eut for any 

given provinee or State is generally given as so much per acre of total area. Thus the cut for 

Saxony is placed at 90 cubic feet per acre of total forest area, though, of course, the yield of those 

tracts actually cut was about 9,000 cubic feet per acre cut. In the following table the figures 

relating to the State forests are from recent official records, also those of the corporation forests 

of Baden, Alsace-Lorraine, Bavaria, and parts of Wurttemberg, while the figures for private 

forests and most of the corporation forests are estimates based on the experience of former years 

and of only part of the provinces. 
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Yearly cut per acre in the State and other forests of Germany (in million cubic feet.) 

Cut per acre of forested area 

Votal (in 

cluding =| wooduver| Timber | 
State stump and os, ces and bolt 

branch ee size mate 
(no stump 

| wood wvondi:. | rial (not 
where : fire wood). 
used), 

- ————— ———— a | 

For the @ntire MM pire ic2s2 2c. csasssccisstccdswesswaicas | 5a | 37.5 | 16.4 
State forests of— — - 

Mos a5 ois os s:0'e sei wig hers og 6) 0:5. aie aie a: ciainra erg to eon'9:@ ereieme =. Sigs: = DA 42 AS) 

van —rineen Sara tanara a asta, aee | 72 a) 24 
Wurttember =—s papoose 81 67 36 
SAXONY ...--- 02 ces eee e cscs ees eee nese : 0 68 54 
SALON nbn ese ces as te dsicewscad : cnineGasieee nats ‘ 74 a) 24 
PIER GA OORT AIN Gs 2 cccsccc ee secesuss se8S8 aa 4 eren's rf So 46 22 | 
Hesse ...-.-.-- Be ar py eee a EE eet 4 75 52 16 | 
Mecklenburg Schwerin safenctatahaoer = 61 50 | 11.6 
The entire Empire dvgceuepsesiees ts aaa - 63 43 | 22,5 

Corporation forests of the entire Empire @...-....-.-.- ae 56 41 16.6 
Private forests of the entire Empire b........2..0.ccceecsecnes 50 30 2 

————EEE 

a Partly trom official records, part estimate. 
» Generally estimated, as no accurate data are available for any entire State. 

Using the above basis, the total annual cut of the country (in million cubic feet) is about as 

follows: 

In the forests belonging to— 

. Total 
State. eine 
nls cut, States Corpora. Individ- 

Sen tions. uals, 

PI GREe UU IT cocci a vs venue beeen ed 6435 oe ent 370, 830 

Prussi 178 | 545 
Bavari 5 | 44.5 157 
Wurttemberg.......... 5 | 25 26.5 
SAKOUY ccs. sees = : 3.3 26.5 
BOAT area aces. < 47 22. 3 
Alsace-Lorraine ... 33 11 
WEGGRO eee oe Sen = 12,1 10 

‘ Mecklenburg-Schwerin 4.7 11 

CONSUMPTION OF WOOD MATERIALS. 

Thus Germany has a steady and increasing supply of over 1,900 million cubic feet of timber 

per year (about one-tenth of our consumption) from the lands which in most other countries remain 

barren wastes. Of these 1,900,000,000 there are near 600,000,000 cubic feet of saw timber and the. 

like, the rest being cord wood and mostly firewood. From this if would appear that Germany 

produces about 40 cubic feet of wood per head of population, and that of this about 12 cubic feet 

are saw timber, ete., as against 350 and 50 cubie feet for our consumption. But in spite of the 

great economy of wood this amount of home-raised material does not satisfy the demand of the 

home markets, and Germany with its 1,900,000,000 cubic feet is to-day the second greatest importer 

of wood, particularly of saw timber, in the world. 

The import in this case means the excess of import over export, since naturally in all countries 

an export of some timber takes place. 

Consumption of wood (million cubic feet). 

| G Log timber, ete. Relative 

| Y 10 Faatan impor 

Country. | Total. Produced Per cent : | | F ’ 
| /at home. Imported | Produced I P imported. ne — | | athone mported | import 

| | ers. 

\ | 
Germany .....-.----+------ 2, 090 1,910 180 570 180 24 | 40 
FONTAN, saisteaere ss ccies 2K 591 140 451 42 451 99 100 
PTAUCG once escise ans a averees | 1,175 1,075 100 200 100 33 22 

——— = 4 
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Per head of population, and comparing with the consumption in the United States, this 

becomes : 
Consumplion of wood per capita of population (cubic feet). 

| | Relative 
Country Total Produced) mapork Log tim- | wood con- 

me “at home.| -é ber. | sumption 
| a per head. 

Per cent. 

CBA ee eae ho etna eect ate 44 40.5) 3:8 15 12.7 
England 15 | 3.6 11.5 13 4.3 
France | 32 30 2 8.3 9 
inital Ges hee cee eee cesee sea ee sree. oer | 350 349.7 0.3 a 50 100 

a This refers to lumber or sawed material alone. 

Since the consumption by sawmills of large timber, particularly coniferous material, is still 

increasing, it is clear that Germany has not nearly as much forest land as it needs, or else must 

still improve greatly its methods of production, At present 26 per cent of its saw timber, etc., 

is imported. 

The following figures give an idea of the extent and distribution of the German trade in 

woods and wood manufactures: 

Germany's trade in wood and wood manufactures, 1892. 

Country. Imports. Exports. 

Written Statdseeeosce cs eceb anc te cwe le caceies eo nscelemeea sonnet eee a $2, 418, 000 #1, 504, COO 
FPR TUS 8 Bsa ies cdateteta or ete cto a a oh ina ole in aen oleae is © ee weenie slam peta b 26, 908, OOO 741. 000 

Aas Rett AL Ye apes axe Sa en ciacas ste eee Rees 4s ale ss CeN RE waste 616, 36 1, 946, 00U 
SWEQ GI 22s c cele e aesca sic coiled ticln 0s.sicitio' sw c.ambleleieie oles aatemiainia tate iminCaarehaie'd d5 4 305, 000 
OY AGG re cele errs c oa icuts wine miele coe saleminsasemtiem ak ae See ee canes 1, 796, 3, 405, 000 
LANG o toreara oie otgipis Beare Sala ola ara o mainial a oa apelin nieratiail ois inne ee 7313, 000 13, 449, 000 
IOUS Fee cv caan.cs coe mse cee sl stenccesgict $e has ceshennaauneee tessa $22, 000 2, 546, 000 
NOTWRY ~- 22s eee -- occ e esc een nce reece ce cece cme e ne cecnscesesenens 849, 000 176, 000 

Saat ahead 730, COO 1, 469, 000 

Denmark -. 3 56, 000 967, 000 | 
Hamburg......... i 124, 000 1,551, 000 
Sil GZGtl an ie cec=aciscee es tanes or sind seemieneleemencinne pean someones 220, WOO 1, 822, OVO 
Want eie ieee eee conte seek oe wamte meine cei a eee On ele cteeeaieietats e 1,114, 000 174, 000 
Spain... Bee DAE eae oe Aes CE Se on F 1, 302, 000 354, 000 
SAT POND a ois<oqws ta pds veieweias sea eaei atgeelseacieaeanecaneceseeaaan g 359, 000 129, 000 
Sra Bi oso octane. Bs sienna odin cscs aininiin elvan me minim ip Snlete semanas seinen es 68, 000 384, 000 
POrtoeiCo and Gu bile. Looe cee awenee siacemeninen = m= a eeeee meow en eens fisoe, OO. \catcas ses comes 

dB OS ee sc Ieee eestor to Cee FF 60, 016, 000 30, 922, 000 

a Lumber. e Oak, ete., logs. e Largely rattan. g Largely quebracho, 
v Pine logs. dSawed lumber. Jf Nearly all cork. h Mahogany, etc. 

The prices paid by Germany have so far been very reasonable. Thus her imported lumber 

cost in 1892 only $18.30 per thousand feet; firewood only $6.50 per cord; fine hewn timber 

(mostly hard pine in long pieces) $30 per thousand feet, ete. 

With the enormous resources in European Russia and Sweden, part of which are not even 
organized as yet, there is no apprehension of rapid advances in prices and no likelihood of 

scarcity of supply. 

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF FOREST MANAGEMENT. 

Concerning the financial results of forest management only the records of the State forests 

are accessible. It is clear that the income depends on the amount of timber cut and the prices 

obtained. If, therefore, the yearly cut has been inereased, in some cases doubled, by good man- 

agement since the beginning of this century, the income naturally is doubled. To this increase in 

amount of salable material there was added a general advance in prices, partly due to the 

depreciation of money in general, but vastly increased by the improvements in transportation, for 

which large sums have been expended, especially during the last fifty years. 

The financial results of the various Government forest administrations vary considerably, as 

is natural, since market conditions vary much. It is believed that all these administrations are 

less profitable than they might be, being managed with great conservatism, and less for greatest 

financial result than for desirable economic results. 

The following table exhibits in a brief manner the results of this kind of management, the 
figures referring to conditions in 1890 or thereabout. The record for the city of Zurich is added 
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to show how an intensively managed small forest property under 

compares with the more extensively managed larger forest areas: 

Forestry statistics of certain German forest administrations, showing average cost 

per acre, S90, 
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favorable conditions of market 

of administration, gross and net income 

Revenue. Expenditures and revenues per acre of forest. 
= ———s eS _ £2 = 

Expenditures. 

. Z eg | & | 
ta LOs dy retiree & v i = 5 | i © 

bah i pont ‘| Gross. Net. ws | Be: to B } 38 = 
Pema) ne el ve] oO 
ng ‘an oe S 5 r 

4 | 24 | ge] 2 5 | 2 x 
a | & 45 a ts) & A 

Acres. | 

PEAS Misctents wai twesens ss he¥sececs 6,000, 000 $8,000, 000 $14, 000, OOO | $6, 000, O00 | 58 $0.48 | $0.30 FO. 14 $0.06 $0. 96 
Marte) fe tee Se es too cca 2, 300,000 | 3,150,000 | 5,880,000 | 2,730, 000 53. . 64 | 37 ll abt 119 
AWS BI OOF i icre sa siahmenccescoss4 470, 000 1,025,000 | 2, 260, 000 000 45 .S7 92 22 | 33 2. 63 

. Saxony - 416, 000 1, 040, 000 2,750, 000 500 37 65 | 81 ar ot 21 4.11 

Baden ..--.+-« 235, 000 404,000 | 1, 090, 000 686, 000 40 -32 | . 83 15 12 2.90 
City Of Zurich... .000...s062 2.55000 2, 760 14, 000 26, 000 12, 000 54 1,14 2.10 | 16 1.14 4.40 

| | | 

The latest figures (1897) show a considerable increase in all 

and net income, over those prevailing ten years ago, and, as we wil 

directions, expenditures, gross, 

] see further on in the discussion 

of the conditions in the single States, these increases have been steady for a long period. 

The following figures represent the income and expense for St 

and for the principal States as at present: 

Financial results, 1897, 

{ Million dollars. | 

Gross 
income. 

Germany @ 
Prussia 
Bavaria ........ 
W urttemberg 
Saxony 
Baden - 
Alsace-Lorraine |. 
Hesse 
Mecklenburg-Schweriu 

to hl aThis item is a tritle below the truth, as the small principalities are here assumed 
larger States. 

ate forests of the entire Empire 

Total — | Net 
expenses. | revenue, 

ave no larger income than the average of the 

From this statement it appears that Germany has a yearly gross income of nearly $40,000,000 

from its State forests, i. e., from one-third of its total forest area alone, while the value of its forest 

products from the entire forest area (55,000,000 acres) may be est imated to sum up the handsome 

total of over $107,000,000, or round $3 gross income for every acre under forest cover. 

The following table illustrates the results of forest management in the several States. 

comparison the figures represent the yearly income and outlay per 

for instance the gross income of 83.47 per acre for Germany mean 

yield each year about that sum for every acre of State forest, or $ 

Yearly income and expenses per acre of forested 

Cut of oe 
State forests. wood per 70S 

Income Dp 
acre, Po 

| 
| 
| 
| 

Cubic feet, 
RICE 1 ice mieini e's fsa ite imei amin wo ate aise 62 $3.47 
Prussia ..... a4 2. 66 
Bavaria 72 3.71 
Wurtiemberg 81 6,50 
Saxony.... 90 6.90 
Baden. . 73 5. 82 
Alsace Lorr 57 4.24 

| Hesse 75 4.95 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin 61 2.52 

aThis figure represents the average for 90 per cent of all State forests, and would be 
cent were accessible. 

Hor 

acre of total forest area, so that 

s that the German State forests 

39,300,000 on the whole. 

area. 

Expenses 

As a per Net 
P ceutof | revenue. 

tal. ross | 

income. | 

48 $1.81 
52 1.28 
48 1.93 
40.5 3.86 | 

| 34 4.54 
416.2 3.13 
19.4 2.12 
48 | 2.58 
58 1.05 

» little changed if data for the other 10 per 
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From these figures if appears that the several governments expend on an average about 

$1.66 per acre per year on their forest property, and that they obtain thereby a gross income of 

$3.47 per acre and a net revenue of $1.81, or 52 per cent of the gross income per acre per year. 

Considering the $1.81 as the interest on the value of the forest lands, and using the 3 per cent 

interest rate as customary for large investments, these figures show that by proper management 

the German States keep their poorest lands at a capital value of over $60 per acre; in other 

words, that the German State forests pay $19,000,000 for labor and taxes, and in addition pay 

interest at 3 per cent on a capital of $60 per acre. A large part of this land if deforested would 

not support a farmer and would rapidly degenerate into mountain pasture and heath, which at 

best could not be sold at over $5 per acre, and even then would prove more a detriment than 

advantage to the community. It also appears from the above figures that the revenue is largely 

in proportion to the expenses, that the forest which is best cared for also pays the best. The 

same conclusion is reached by a study of the past. In 1850, when the total expenses per acre in 

the Prussian forests were only 37 cents, the net income was only 46 cents; to-day it is $1.38 and 

the net income $1.28, and the same holds for other States. Thus Saxony expended 80 cents 

an acre per year in the beginning of this century and received 95 cents net income; to-day she 

spends $2.36 and receives $4.54, or nearly fivefold. That these advances are not merely the 

expression of higher prices for wood is clear from the fact that the average price of wood for the 

Prussian cut (300,000,000 cubie feet) has advanced since 1850 from $3.27 per 100 cubic feet to only 

$4.40, or 37 per cent, while the net income rose from 46 cents to $1.28, or 176 per cent. 

Sinee so much has been argued as to the impossibilities and impracticability of employing 

these better forestry methods elsewhere, and especially since the idea of sowing or planting forests 

has at all times been ridiculed in the United States, it may be of interest to note just how Germany 

expends her money in the woods. 
The following figures present the various large items as per cent of the gross income. Thus 

the total expenses in the Prussian forest use up 50 per cent of the gross income, the logging alone 

14.8 per cent, etc. 

The expenses represented the following proportions of the total income in per cent: 

Adminis- | Planting, 
Mntal a tration and Cuttingand sowing, 

State forest of— } —_— protection moving the) drainage 
ee (mostly | timber. |work, wood 

| salaries). | roads, ete. 

| Per cent.| Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. | 
PrUSBllics cas oncans>\cloticssh,~ [elise bi sence sidueslen's a= s'sis | 52 21 14.8 | 7.5 
SAV RT) Beiccs vccic.c senicecieicie eis nn tina im meivins.aie aeniemisie ms. 45 | 24 20 6.6 
Wiurttem bOre iss. -cecas scons oct ecentwe oceecsecuaes } 40.5 | 12 14.6 || 8.6 
DAKO Voss neies acucny ack wciniviau sie. picinw are steneisia=nistan | 3 12 14.5 | 6.4 
BA Ai wees ses) cons see igs tessa eee oe eee 46.2 | 9.4 17.7 10.4 
AIS ACO. MOTT AIDG cies onebeas ci eeecceas semen Non wees © 49.4 | LY, 15.2 8.4 
Hesse Bee 3 ats 48 | 19 21 9.7 
Mecklenburg 5 BN Gee oc Sk Sete eee 47 | 17 17.5 9.2 

l 

The above figures are doubly interesting, since they show that in Saxony, the very State where 

the timber is usually cut clean and the land restocked entirely by planting it with nursery stock, 

the item of planting, etc., uses up the smallest per cent of the total iuncome—6.4 per cent. 

From this brief outline it will be apparent that forestry in its modern sense is not a new, 

untried experiment in Germany; that the accurate official records of several States for the last 

one hundred years prove conclusively that wherever a systematic, continuous effort has been made, 

asin the case of all State forests, whether of large or small territories, the enterprise was successful ; 

that it proved of great advantage to the country, furnished a handsome revenue where otherwise 

no returns could be expected, led to the establishment of permanent woodworking industries, and 

thus gave opportunity for labor and capital to be active, not spasmodically, not speculative, but 

continuous and with assurance of success. This rule has, fortunately, not a single exception. To 

be sure, isolated tracts away from railroad or water, sand dunes, and rocky promontories exist in 

every State, and the management of these poor forest areas costs all the tract can bring and often 

more; but the wood is needed, the dune or waste is a nuisance, and the State las found it protit- 

able to convert it into forest, even though the direct revenue falls short of the expense. 
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FOREST ADMINISTRATION, 

The care and active legislative consideration of the forest wealth dates back fully three cen- 

turies. The so called “Forstorduungen” (forest ordinances) of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries laid the foundation for the present system, and in some States, like Wurttemberg, were 

never repealed, but merely modified to adapt them to modern views of political economy. The 

end of the seventeenth century brought much discussion into the subject of forest legislation, as 

in all other public affairs, and even conservative Germany was led beyond the point of equilibrium, 

and in most States the State supervision, especially of private forests, was abandoned. This led 

to the division and parceling of forest properties, and with the diminutive holding came misman- 

agement and to considerable extent the complete devastation. This condition never affected any 

of the State forests nor the majority of corporation forests, so that these properties continued on 

their way to improvement. The wretched condition of many of the private forests is deplored, 

exposed, discussed, but so far those States which gave the private forest free have been unable to 

do more than to teach by example and to encourage, both means entirely ineffective when, as is 

usually the case, the owner is too poor to handlea forest. What remains to be done is being done 

as fast as means and opportunity offer. The State buys these half wastes, restocks them at great 

expense, and thus public money pays for public folly. . 

To provide for a suitable and efficient forest service Germany has expended large sums in 

promoting forestry education. At nine separate colleges men are prepared for this work, and the 

forest manager (‘Oberfoerster,” ‘“ Revierfocrster”) in any of the State forests is a college-bred 

man with a general education about equivalent and similar to that leading to a degree of bachelor 

of science in our better universities. The organization in all German States is similar—a central 

oftice at the seat of government, manned by experienced foresters, acts as advisor to the govern- 

ment, shapes the forest policy of the State, introduces all large measures of reform, ete., and acts 

as court of appeal in important forest cases, In each province, if the State is large (if not, the 

central office acts), a provincial forest office sees after the work of the province. This office 

cooperates with the forest managers in preparing plans for every piece of forest land, in deter- 

mining the cut of the year, and it also examines the work as well as the records of every district, 

and acts as tribunal for the province in forest natters. But the real managers of the forests are 

the “Oberfoerster” or “ Revierfoerster,” each of whom has on an average about 19,000 acres of 

forest land for which he acts as responsible director, THe lives in the forest, keeps himself 

informed as to all details, plans for every piece of ground (his plans must be approved by his 

superiors), and executes all plans. He determines where and when to cut, to plant, to build roads, 

and it is he who sells the forest products. In all cases he has a number of assistants and guards 

who act as police, and at the same time as foremen to the laborers, directing their work and 

keeping their time, or measuring their cut or work. The district which the Oberfoerster manages 

forms the unit in all records and transactions, All forest ofticials of any responsibility are 

employed for life or good behavior, their requirements, duties and rights, rates of pay, pension, 

etc., are all clearly set forth in the forest laws of every State. 
In the following pages the conditions and results of forest management in the leading States 

are fully set forth, based upon the latest official data available. 

FOREST MANAGEMENT OF LEADING STATES. 

PRUSSIA. 

The Kingdom of Prussia, with its 30,000,060 people and an area of nearly 90,000,000 acres of 
land, representing all natural conditions from the low coast plain to the precipitous mountain 

system, with its busy centers of manufacture and commerce and its distant rural provinces, 

stands out to-day as the strongest example of the great benefits of scientific forestry. 

The forests of Prussia cover 8,192,505 hectares (about 20,300,000 acres), or 25.9 per cent of the 
total area. This proportion of forest varies for different parts of the Kingdom from 16 per cent to 
39 per cent; it is below the average of 23 per cent in seven provinces, of which only Schleswig- 

Holstein falls below 16 per cent, and is above the average in six provinces, some of which, hke 

Brandenburg, belong to the densely populated portions of the Kingdom, The area relations 

H. Doe. 181—15 
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have remained practically constant for about. thirty years, there being then as now in forest 

20,000,000 acres; cultivated 42,000,000 acres, or about twice as much cultivated land as forest. 

Of the forest area, 8 per cent belongs to the crown, 30 to the state, 12.5 to villages or 

municipalities, 1 to Stiftungen (Fonds), 2.7 to corporations, and 52.9 to private owners. This 

ownership relation has changed a trifle during the last twenty years, the state and municipal 

forests having gained a little over 1 per cent at the expense of the private and corporation forests. 

Situated between latitude 49° to 55° N. and longitude 23° to 40° EK. and occupying portions of 

the extensive coast plain along Baltie and North seas, as well as covering parts of nine separate 

mountain chains, the forests of Prussia naturally display considerable variety. Of the total 

20,000,000 acres, about half falls to the plain, one-fourth to the hilly, and one-fourth to the regular 

mountain districts. The climate is moderately cold; the mean or average temperature for summer 

is about 60° to 65° I., varying but little for the different parts of the Kingdom, and being quite 

uniform for all three summer months. Spring and fall, the latter a trifle warmer and more even 

than the former, have a mean temperature of about 45° F., while that of the winter. months is 

generally near the freezing point, the coldest weather for any one place and month being rarely 

below 25° F. 

Prussia is a moderately humid country. The records from thirty to seventy years indicate an 

even distribution of precipitation, varying generally between 22 and 28 inches, reaching a height 
of over 32 inches, and only 3 out of about 40 stations. With regard to the nanner of management, 

the kind of timber raised, and the financial results of the work, the State forests, for which alone 

exact statistics exist, may serve as examples, though the results are somewhat better in these 

than in the forests of municipalities and private owners. 

The total area of State forest in 1893 was 2,464,757 hectares, or about 6,750,000: acres. This 

total area has remained almost unchanged for over thirty years. During this time many large 

and small tracts have been sold or exchanged to round off the State holdings and to satisfy 

private rights, many of which had become extremely troublesome and proven a great hindrance 

in the proper management of the woods. These sales and exchanges were fully balanced by 

purchases, especially of poor, unproductive private forests and heath lands, for which purpose 

of late the State appropriates annually the large sum of 1,000,000 marks ($250,000), the policy of 

increasing the State holdings having been steadily pursued for more than fifty years. About two- 

thirds of the State forests are situated in the North German plain, though some occur in every 

province of the Kingdom. 

Of these State forests 97 per cent are regular timber forest, mostly pine and spruce, where 

the final crop is intended to furnish saw timber, and every particular parcel is supposed to be 

stocked with trees of nearly the same age. Only one-half of 1 per cent is managed as “ Plenter- 

wald” with the method of selection where trees of all sizes and age mingle together on the same 

parcel and the logging merely involves the selection of suitable sizes. One-half of 1 per cent is 

standard coppice, where the bulk of the trees, commonly hard woods, are cut off while still small, 

15 to 30 years old, while a small portion is left over to grow into larger sizes; and 1.7 per cent is 

managed as coppice, largely oak coppice for tanbark, where the trees (only the sprouting hard 

woods) are cut down every ten to twenty-five years, the wood being utilized chiefly as poles and 

fuel. Of the timber forests, 62 per cent is stocked with pine, almost entirely Scotch pine (Pinus 

sylvestris), furnishing hard pine similar to our red or Norway pine, 16 per cent is beech, 12 per cent 

spruce, and nearly 6 per cent oak forest. Thus about 75 per cent of all Prussian State forests are 

coniferous woods and only about 25 per cent stocked with hard woods, principally oak and beech.., 

In general the trees of the timber forests are cut at an age of about 100 years (a 100-year 

rotation). At present 13 per cent of the area is stocked with trees over 100 years old; 13 per 

cent, 81 to 100 years old; 14 per cent, 61 to 80 years old; 18 per cent, 41 to 60 years old; 19 per 

cent, 21 to 40 years old; 19 per cent, 1 to 20 years old, and about 4 per cent are cut clean (recent 

fellings) to be reforested at once. 

SAXONY. 

If Prussia may be regarded the best example of the success of rational forestry in a large 

country, and Wurttemberg can be cited as proving the great value of a very conservative, almost 

paternal, attitude of the State with regard to its forests, surely Saxony deserves the credit of 

leading all other countries in the intensity of its forest management. 
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The total area of the State is 5,700,000 acres, and its population 3,182,000, and its total forest 
area about 1,020,000 acres, or 27 per cent. Of this forest area, 173,889 hectares, or nearly 430,000 
acres, equal to about 43 per cent of all forests of the country, belong to the State. The accurate 
records for these State forests have been kept for more than eighty years, and fully illustrate the 
development and growth of forestry inthe Kingdom. The bulk of the forests are mountain forest; 
91 per cent in conifers, mostly spruce, and only 9 per cent in hard woods, most of which is beech; 
while only about 4 per cent is nonproduetive rock and water area. 

As early as 1764 the State of Saxony began the improvement of the then rather dilapidated 
forest properties. The real systematic work of forest survey and management, however, did not 
begin until Heinrich Cotta (often called the father of modern forestry) began his noteworthy 
efforts in 1s11, Though the Government never appropriated special funds for the increase of its 
forest holdings, the money which accrued from the sales of other State lands, as well as roadways, 
building sites, ete., sufficed to increase the area during the past eighty years by fwlly 16 per cent, 
the growth being a slow, steady one, fully illustrating the policy of the Government. 

Thus the growth was: 1836 to 1546, 5,000 acres; 1846 to 1853, 5,000 acres; 1853 to 1863, 5,000 
acres; 1863 to 1573, 17,200 acres; 1873 to 1883, 17,200 acres; 1883 to 1893, 12,560 acres. 

As in all German States, nearly every piece of State forest was burdened by rights of private 
persons and corporations, for which Saxony has paid, almost entirely in cash, the handsome priee 
of $1,500,000. 

During the last sixty years the area stocked with conifers has steadily grown from about 
310,000 to over 385,000 acres, and the area of beech and other hard woods except oak has been 
proportionately diminished, the hard woods all told covering at present only about 14,000 acres, or 
a little over’ 3 per cent of the forest area. The condition of the forests, though, of course, very 
good at the start, if compared to ordinary wild woods, has steadily improved since 1817, in spite 
of the fact that each decade a larger amount of wood was cut. 

The following figures serve to illustrate this important fact and at the same time show that 
there has not only been a steady increase in the total amount of wood standing and the amount 
cut, but that the larger sizes form to-day a much greater per cent than formerly: 

= 
Per acre of forested ares. 

Total = —___—_——— — 
amount of Amount ent. 
wood cut |———____ = | 

Years. each year Wood over | Amount 

(average 3inches | Timber standing | 
for cach Total. thick (cord) (not cord | Pe ee 
decade). wood and wood). total area. 

timber). 

M.cub. ft. | Cubie feet.) Cubieseet.| Cubic feet.) Cubic feet. 
j (Gare: 21, 400 60 40 

21, 800 61 39 10 

20, 400 56 36 ib Bae e see 
23, 500 64 44) 14 2, 120 
26, 000 70 48 23 2, 280 

3 31, 600 B2 60 37 2, 480 
oS 36, 600 90 66 47 2, 650 

37, 400 90 68 54 2, 620 
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From these figures it appears that the cut on the whole has increased from 21,000,000 cubie 
feet to 37,000,000, or by fully 57 per cent, and the cut per acre and year of total forest area from 60 
cubic feet to 90 cubic feet, or exactly 50 per cent. Moreover, of the 90 cubic feet per acre in 1893 
there were 63 cubic feet, or 75 per cent, wood over 3 inches (excluding stump wood), while from 1817 
to 1526 only 66 per cent was over 3-inch stuff. But what indicates even more strongly the effect 
of better management is the fact that more than half of the eut of 1893 was sold, not as cord wood, 
but as timber (saw timber, etc.), while even as late as 1865 only a fourth could thus be utilized, 
though the manner of selection (inspection) has changed but little since that time. That with all 
this intense utilization of the forest the standing timber should increase instead of becoming 
exhausted is perhaps the strongest example of the success of scientific forestry and one which in 
this country would scarcely be believed possible by most of the lumbermen and woodsmen. 

Practically, all State forests are timber forests and the prevalent method of treatment has for 
along time been the “ kahlschlag” method of cutting, where all trees are cut at the harvest and 
the bare area is at once planted with nursery stock. The expeuses for cultural work all told, 
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including maintenance of nurseries, seed and plant purchases, as well as planting, amount to only 

12 cents an acre per year, or 1.8 per cent of the gross income, while for the last twenty years more 

than twice this sum has been expended for construction and improvement of roads, the great 

value of which are nowhere more fully recognized than in busy Saxony. 

The financial results are exhibited in the following table: 

General financial results in the State forests of Saxony. 

| Per acre and year of total forest 

Annual é Annual arca, 
Years. income aaa | net in- : a ae — 

| (gross). | come, Income Expense. | Net in- 
(gross). | come. 

| ———_— - - |- — - - — —|-——— = 
| 

LBLia1 R26. ccna enceew aes $649,000 | = $297, 000 $552, 000 $1.75 $0. 80 $0.95 
IBZTH1888 ..- a4 =. Sec ceee sa 692, 000 , 000 371, 000 1.86 86 1.00 
ABS t=1OdO roan o moe eee 761, 000 000 419, 000 2, 02 90 1 Raby 
1847-1853 976, 000 388, 000 588, 000 2.56 1,02 1.54 
1854-1863... | 1,368, 000 445, 000 925, 000 3.53 1.14 | 2.39 
1864-18) 1, 986, 000 563, 000 1, 423, 000 4.91 1.39 Bade 
1874-18 2, 624, 000 | 875,000 | 1,749, WOO 6. 23 2. 08 4.15 
TBSAL18O8's .,-< vcisan - ae aaa 2,890, OUO 996, 000 | 1,894, 000 6, 66 2,29 4.37 

The extraordinary results indicated in the above table can not entirely be credited to the 
increase of wood prices and the general depreciation of money during this century; they are 

primarily the monetary expression of the improvements indicated in the previous tables; they 

mean increased sales, and sales of older, larger, and better material. 

When it is considered that Saxony has taken in about $190,000,000 during the last fifty years 

from a small area of rough lands (left waste in many countries, even in Europe), a tract of land 

half the size of a good county in Wisconsin, the great advantage of a careful treatment of forest 

areas must become clear to everyone. Considering the net income as the interest of the value of 

the forest lands at the prevailing 3 per cent rate, the table shows that scientific care has increased 

the value of these poor mountain lands from $100 to $150, whereas their deforestation would quickly 

convert them into poor alpine pastures which would bankrupt their owners at $10 an acre. The 

table also shows clearly that it is not accident, not merely a general improvement of the country, 

but that it is careful, systematic work which has led to these improvements. When Saxony spent 

only $1 on each acre of forest land she received only $1.54 net income; when she spent $2.39, her 

net income was more than doubled, reaching during the ten years ending 1593 34.37. 

The following figures illustrate the nature and relative importance of the expenses per acre 

as compared with the income, as well as the prices obtained for the material: 
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From the above it appears that the prices of wood have doubled since 1817, but that during 

the last twenty-five years they have remained practically constant. Part of this advance is due 

to the general advance of prices, but part also to the improvement of the material sold. The 

advance in the expenditure for administration since 1846 is due both to the advance in wages and 

salaries generally (seen also in the advance of cutting expenses), but is also due to the greater 
competence of the administration, Saxony, unlike Michigan and other States of this Unoin, 

prefers to spend the money in protecting its forest rather than saving the expense and losing the 

property. Of special interest is also the fact that even in this intensive management, where 

almost every acre is reforested by planting with nursery stock, the cultural operations, including 

drainage and kindred expenses have varied only within a few cents per acre, involving during 
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the last thirty years generally less than 2 per cent of the gross income. To many in this land of 

forest fires it may perhaps be remarkable that this general enemy and its destructions have not 

been of sufficient consequence to deserve compilation for this general statement. These mountain 

forests of sprace and pine are simply not allowed to burn up. 

The management of the forests of Saxony is similar to those of Prussia. While those of the 

State are under conservative and most efficient care, those of private persons and corporations 

are practically free; the only thing the State authorities do is to give good example, assist private 

individuals, etc., by furnishing cheap plant material from the forest nurseries and to prepare planus 

for the management of forests if such plans are asked and paid for. 

BAVARIA. 

The kingdom of Bavaria has a total area of about 18.8 million acres, or little more than half 

that of the State of Wisconsin, supporting a population of about 5,589,000 people. It comprised 

about 10,500,000 acres, or 56 per cent, of fields and gardens; 750,000 acres, or 4 per cent, of pasture 

lands; 6,350,000 acres, or 54 per cent, of forest; 1,200,000 acres, or 6 per cent, of unproductive 

land, largely mountains, roads, and water surfaces. 

On the whole, this relation of areas has not changed materially in over thirty-five years, so 

that in 1893 the total area of forest lands is given at about 6,200,000 acres, or at 35.1 per cent of 
the entire land surface. 

Of these 6,200,000 acres there are: State forests, 2,160,000 acres, or 34.8 per cent; corpora- 

tion forests, 780,000 acres, or 12.6 per cent; pond forests, 110,000 acres, or 1.7 per cent; private 

forests, 5,150,000 acres, or 50.9 per cent. 

The forest laws and forest organization resemble those of Baden and Wurttemberg. The 

private forests are under State supervision, clearing of forest lands requires a permit, the mis- 

management or devastation of a forest property is forbidden, and devastated forest areas are to 

be reforested by the State and the expense charged to the forest. AI] corporation and Fonds 

forests are under direct control of or are managed under control of the State forest authorities, 

so that fully one-half the forest area of Bavaria is under careful treatment. As with all German 

States, Bavaria constantly endeavors to increase the State holdings, and deteriorated and other 

forest properties are bought up as opportunity offers. During the fifty years ending 1894, the 

State purchased about 144,000 acres, at a cost of $5,577,000, or about $38 per acre. Besides this 

increase of territory, the State has, during this same period, expended about $3,800,000 in the 

purchase of easements or servitude, involving 10,716 separate cases of privileges to timber and 

firewood. Nevertheless, there are still many of these privileges or servitudes, which require an 

annual outlay of over $100,000 and thus represent a capital value of over $10,000,000. 

The distribution of the forests over the kingdom is rather an even one. Six of the eight 

provinces have over 30 per cent, the lowest 22 per cent of forest area, while the highest 388 per 

cent. Of the entire forests area about 90 per cent is covered by timber forest, where the timber 

is cut usually at about 100 to 120 years, and only 9.4 per cent as coppice and standard coppice. 

Forty years ago the same was stocked as follows: 

Coppice 
Timber and 
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The principal forest trees are the conifers, chiefly spruce. Of the total, about 46.2 per cent is 

spruce and fir, 30 per cent pine, 9.7 per cent beech, 4 per cent oak (two-thirds oak-bark coppice), 

2.3 per cent other hard-wood timber, 6.8 per cent other hard-wood coppice. 

Thus, comfers represent about 77 per cent, the hard woods 23 per cent. The conifers are 

primarily the trees of the mountains, the hard woods, beech particularly, being most abundant in 
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the valley of the Rhine, the Palatinate, and Lower Franconia, where the beech forests cover as 

high as 80 per cent of the forest area. 

In 1860 the total eut for the kingdom was 275 million eubie feet of stem wood, 35 million cubic 
feet of branch wood, 30 million cubic feet of stump wood, making a total of 340 million cubic feet, 

and was divided as follows: 

| Per cent ws, : 
of total | ¥ i ld Nas 

| eats Acre. 

Cubie Jt. 
SSGAGO GOTO b8 scam nisesgeneeaia cee at se aeeen canoenenacne sane someuasewaeas esas —eie 39 58 
Corporation forests .......---.-- ae 14 7 46 
Private Loresta 6 oo ciccio as aienicv0g ociaic-s wares es necisie rie sisccesacicnea cence seeamnmcemss 46.5 47 

TDOUON gancet ce Sane 4d) fe vere<t saabanenes apes’ See nS aoe esate eno saase| 100 | 51 

For the State forests alone the cut in 1894 of wood over 3 inches, excluding branch and stump 

wood, was 55 cubic feet per acre, and included saw and other timber, 55 million cubic feet; cord 

wood (exclusive of branches and stumps), 64 million eubic feet. 
The financial results for the 2.16 million acres of State forests were, in 1894: Total income, 

$8,100,000, or $3.71 per acre; total expense, $3,851,000, or $1.78 per acre; net income, $4,219,000, 

or $1.93 per acre. 
Compared to other small States of Germany, particularly Saxony and Wurttemberg, the net 

revenue per acre of forest is decidedly low; but it must not be forgotten that a considerable part 

of these State forests is situated in the high Alps, where the difficulties of removing the timber 

have so far been very great, and the value of timber consequently very small. Thus, fine timber 

trees, worth $50 to $100 on the markets of the lower Rhine, are worth little over $1 apiece in these 

Alpine districts. 
As night be expected, the permanent improvements of the forests, particularly the construe- 

tion of highways and roads, still require large sums every year. Thus, in 1894, Bavaria spent 

over 1,000,000 marks (250,000) on road construction. 

The management of the forests is quite similar to that of the other German States. The 

Revierforster, corresponding to the Prussian Oberférster, is the responsible manager of each 

district. The districts are quite large; they include usually about 5,000 acres of State forest, so 

that one Revierforster is usually 6 to 10 miles from his neighbor. 

For all State and corporation forests, an area of a little over 3 million acres, there are 609 

tevierforster or managers, 1,589 guards and assistants, besides 175 accountants and 107 superior 

officials. The manager or RevierfOrster makes and executes the plans and keeps the records for 

the woods of his district. 
As in Wurttemberg, rational measures for the proper use and treatment of forests of Bavaria 

date back to the beginning of the seventeenth century. As early as 1616 a forest law was 

passed which embodied all that seemed at that time desirable. This law was modified, some 

complications arising from the change of size and form of the kingdom, and also through the 

radical views promulgated during the second half of the eighteenth century. On the whole, 

however, Bavaria remained conservative, which in view of its large mountain forests must be 

regarded as particularly fortunate. 
The establishment of the forest school at Munich took place about 1789, when a general 

reorganization occurred, and the functions of the forester changed from those of a hunter to those 
of a producer of timber. 

WURTTEMBERG. 

This little State, with an area of about 4,820,000 acres, or about one-seventh that of 
Wisconsin, and a population of little over 2,000,000 people, ranks among the most conservative as 

well as the most successful among the commonwealths of Europe. In matters of forestry this 

State began proper measures as early as 1614, when laws were inaugurated for the proper 

treatment of forest properties, which remain fundamental to this day. These early laws, which 

made the proper care of forests obligatory to all and forbade both forest devastation and clearing 

(the latter possible only on permit), were properly enforced and maintained even through the 
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troublesome times of the end of the eighteenth century. They were remodeled and perfected to 
suit modern conditions in 1875 and 1879 the law of the former date dealing with the forests of 

public corporations, the latter with State and private forests in general. 

The “ forest police law” of 1879 requires: 
(a) Clearing of forest requires a State permit; illegal clearing is punished with a fine. 

(b) A neglected piece of forest shall not become waste land; the State authority sees to its 

reforestation, with or without help of owner, the expenses to be charged to the forest. 

(c) If the forester is convinced that a private owner cuts too much wood or otherwise 
mismanages his forest, he is to warn the owner, and if this warning is not heeded the forest 

authority may take in hand and manage the particular tract. 

(d) Owners of small tracts of forest can combine into associations and can place their 

properties with municipal or even State forests for protection and management. In the latter 

case they share the advantages of part of the municipal or communal forests which are managed 

by State authorities. 

The law of 1875 relating to the management and supervision of forests belonging to villages, 

towns, and other public corporations places the forests under this category all under direct State 

supervision; there being a special division of corporation or municipal forests in connection with 

the State forest bureau. The law demands that all corporation forests be managed in accordantée 

with the principles of a continued supply, the same as the State forests. The corporation may 

employ its own foresters, but these must be approved by the forest bureau and are responsible for 

the proper execution ef the plans of management. These plans are prepared by the foresters and 

must be approved by the State forest authorities. If preferred, the corporation may leave the 

management of its forests entirely to the State authorities. This is always done if a corporation 

neglects to fill the position of its forester within a certain period after it becomes vacant. Where 

the State forest authorities manage either corporation or private forest, the forest is charged with 

8 cents per acre and year for this administration. This fee is generally less than it costs, so that 

the State really has been making a sacrifice so far in providing a satisfactory management for 

these forests. 
As in all other German States, nearly every piece of forest land was formerly encumbered 

with certain rights which entitled the holders to certain fixed amounts of firewood, timber, to 

pasture live stock, ete. The law of 1848 obliges the holders of these rights to part with them if 

the proprietor pays the value of the rights, the manner of ascertaining the value being set forth 

in the law itself. Thus, for the right of cutting his supply of firewood in a forest the holder of 

the right is paid a sum which if placed at 4 per cent’ interest will purchase as much wood as the 

holder of the right used per year, the average of twelve seasons being the criterion. Of the 

different rights or privileges, those concerning pasturage and the cutting of hay in the forests 

are practically settled, and the State paid between 1873 and 1880 about 2,445,000 marks, or 

$611,000, for these rights. For privileges of cutting wood and timber the State has expended 

large sums. Even prior to 1848, between 1825 and 1850, forest land valued in the aggregate at 

about $3,000,000, and between 1850 and 1880 over $500,000 more have been paid out to rid the 

woods of these pestiferous rights, and yet as late as 1873 these rights were worth 332,000 per 

year, or a capital (at 4 per cent interest) of $800,000, 

In matters of taxation all forests are assessed according to the net revenue which they 

produce. Of the total area of the land, about 42 per cent is plow land, 18 per cent meadows and 

pastures, 31 per cent forest, 3 per cent gardens and vineyards, and 2 per cent roads. In its 

distribution over the State the forest forms 27 per cent of the area of the Nekar Kreis, 39 per 

cent of the area of the Schwarzwald Kreis, 31 per cent of the area of the Jaxt Kreis, and 25 per 

vent of the area of the Donau Kreis. 
Of the total of about 1,470,000 acres of forest, 480,000, or 52 per cent, belong to the State; 

470,000, or 32 per cent, to corporations, and 530,000, or 36 per cent, to individuals. 

Of the corporation forests, nearly 360,000 acres are managed by State foresters; of the private 

forests, 200,000 acres are held by the nobility, including the royal family. 

Accurate statistics have been prepared so far only for the State forests and of late also for the 

corporation forest, so that a more detailed description of these classes must serve as illustration 

for the whole. 
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The State forests of 480,000 acres occupy parts of all four provinces of the country. About 

92 per cent lie between 900 and 2,400 feet altitude; 42 per cent are stocked on level ground, 29 per 
cent on gentle slopes, and about the same amount on steep declines. Over 40 per cent of these 

forests are situated on sandy soils, and the rest are largely on the poor limestone soils of the Jura, 

and only a small part on the drift formation skirting the north side of the Alps. 
Of the State forest area there is covered by a pine growth of spruce, 28 per cent; beech, 20 

per cent; fir, 9 per cent; pine, 7 per cent; mixed growth of conifers, 14 per cent; conifers and 

hardwoods, 9 per cent; mixed hardwoods with oak, 7 per cent; mixed hardwoods without oak, 2 

percent. Thus about 60 per cent is coniferous growth and only 30 per cent hardwoods, with about 

9 per cent mixed timber. 
Fully 97 per cent of the State forests are managed by the timber forest system. The rotation is 

for timber forest, 100 years for 74 per cent of the area; 80 years for 24 per cent of the area, and 

120 years for 2 per cent of the area. 

At the present (1894) the areas containing timber over 100 years old cover 11 per cent of the 

area; 81 to 100 years old cover 15 per cent of the area; 61 to 80 years old, Wy per cent; 41 to 60 

years old, 17 per cent; 21 to 40 years old, 19 per cent; 1 to 20 years old, 2 23 per cent; so that a 

fairly regular distribution for a 100-year rotation exists. 

These timber forests yield about 56! cubic feet per acre of timber from the main cut or harvest 

and 11 cubic feet per acre from thinnings, making in all 67 cubic feet per acre and year for the entire 

area. The 3 per cent managed in coppice and standard coppice eut ouly about 14 cubie feet per 

acre and year. 

The total cut for 1894 was, for wood over 3 inches thick: Oak, 1,200,000 cubie feet, or 3.9 per 

cent; beech and some other hard woods, 7,900,000 cubic feet, or 26 per cent; conifers, 21,500,000 

cubic feet, or 70 per cent. 

This cut was composed of— 

A.—Timber generally over 6 inches at the top end, 

Amount. | Per cent. 

Cubic fect. 
|) (OR eeteatiesc aa seeeat ede aeene tame 560, 000 3.8 | 
| Other hard woods. . «| 420, 000 2.8 
On OPS 2a eres seer eo ece a= 13, 800, 000 94 | 

DOU) is se shcsee abe cise es ves 14, 780, 000 100 | 

B.—Poles 2-6 inches, 3 feet from bult end. 

| Amount. |Per cent. 

a ——| 
| Cubie feet. 

a 1, 500 0.2 
g 400 9 

685, 000 99 

692, 900 100 

C.—Cordwood. 

a ' ; 7 
For | 

wooden = For firewood. 
ware. 

| 

| 
\Cubiefeet. Cubic feet. | 

as waits sania ees pee ile eee 46, 000 590, 000 
| Beech and other hard woods - --| 78,000 7, 400, 000 

MZOVIT ELS daseee sears ch ce eee eee 295, 000 6, 450, 000 

ee 2 a 

The above figures, especially those for the yield in saw and other timber, clearly point out the 

great advantage of the conifers over the hard woods. The same is also clearly illustrated by 

the fact that the material sold as firewood forms only 40 per cent in conifers, but 94 per cent in 

' This means ttist if the timber is 100 years old, as most of it is, each acre of forest cuts 5,600 panic fh t of wood 

at time of harvest. 
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beech and other hard woods, leaving out the oak. Moreover, the yields have been much greater 

for conifers than beech. 

Thus the yield for material over 8 inches thick in the hard woods was only 51 cubic feet per 

acre and conifers 74 cubie feet per acre, while the average value of the two is about as 5 for beech 

and other hard woods, leaving out oak, to 8 for coniferous wood, so that the yield in money per 

acre for the two was more nearly 2.4 times as great for conifers as for hard woods. 

The prices obtained for wood, generally delivered at the main roads, was: Timber, oak (white 

oak), 25 cents per cubie foot; conifers, 11,7 cents per cubic foot. Cord wood, beech, 4.9 cents per 

cubic foot, or $6.30 per cord; conifers, 3.6 cents per cubic foot, or $4.60 per cord. 

The money results were for 1894 as follows: 

Gross income .22- cee ccc cree cee nce ce cece coc cns cence cee cone ccs teceee sess $3, 019, 000, or 100 per cent 

TOtALOS PENSE. 2225 as. Lean se nee coe meee sete eosin se wee eeinseasenisese 1, 224, 000, or 40 per cent 

Wet iG0Me< 222 cea. eo see oo - ew inna coon Sele sae mecee ewe sons macmcep sm aee 1,795, 000, or 60 per cent 

or per acre of forest area: 

Reine (RST see aaa cease ew cae eons od ee ee tence 8 one eee eres ane: Mitecu 

WX PCUSOS 25.35. se. sa.c 2-2 5a eet eeesm ates cats emi conmveseemneeeass vest hss css tcese ce cwie essa 2.51 

MGC INONING 02. Se cate wanann as sess umnweteneeeosse= sees Ree he eee ee cae = De 

this latter forming 59 per cent of the gross revenue. 

Among the expenses were conspicuous: 

Wellintof TMUSls se. o.<- occ seesaw cece ome Deen s ebay mniS seem saedete dees ress ss" $397, 000 

Administration and protection ....-.-------- ----- 202 eee ee cee cree tee eee ete te eee 339, 000 

Roads, NEW, and repair ..-. 25. . 22s cce 5 2 siece tae 2222 kes ose ne ese ese ede terse eae 163, 000 

POPEATER ele ieee Wie A ae Se eel aneels oeGsinea.4 5 ¢ 5'2'eeq emer 108, 000 

Planting, sowing, 6tC ..-. =. -- 2. oe cece cece nee teen wees eee cant nese sees cece fees cease 91, 000 

The following figures illustrate the progress of the last eighty years, and at the same time 

indicate how steadily this small area of otherwise almost valueless land has been made to furnish 

an ample supply of timber and a handsome revenue: 

Results of forest management in the State forests of Wurttemberg. 

| Per acre and year.a 
| Wood over | : 

— Forest 3inches | Price per . 

Year. area, thick cut cubietoot., Net ( pbb 
each year, | income. | inches. | 

| . 
| 

| Cents. Cubic feet. 
$0.30 |... a 
4 
52 

Sa SIMA: 

4. 
q, | 

; 4, 
5 600 ve 

467 28, 800 10. 
471 28, 700 8. | 
474 29, 400 i 
476 30. 200 2 
480 30. 600 9. 

aReters to entire forest area—swamp, water, surfaces, and all. 

Most of the logging is done by the cubic foot or cord, and the prices are about 60 to 65 cents 

per 100 cubie feet of coniferous and SO cents per 100 for hard-wood timber, while cord wood is 

generally worked up for about $1 per cord, including piling at roadway. Al cut-over land is 

at once reforested. During 1894, 275 acres were thus recovered by seeding and about 6,000 acres 

by planting, the latter being thus generally the rule, especially in the coniferous districts. The 

total expenses of cultural work were $88,000, or less than 3 per cent of the gross income. 

The thinnings of the dense sapling timber involved during the year about 20,000 acres and 

furnished about 240 cubic feet of wood per acre. Most of this material in the hard-wood district 

has to be eut into inferior firewood, but the spruce, fir, and pine can usually be sold as poles and 

pulp stuff, ete. : 
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Though largely stocked on sandy soils and composed of pine and other conifers, there are no 

forest fires reported for the year. The administration of forests is in the hands of “ Revierfoerster,” 

corresponding to the Prussian “Oberfoerster,” who prepare the plans and execute them, being 

assisted by a body of subalterns. The district of a Revierfoerster covers about 10,000 acres of 

forest, while the range or “hut” of the forest guard is generally about one-tenth of this. These 

guards also serve as foremen in all cultural and felling operations, but the Revierfoerster is 

supposed to keep fully informed on all details and preserve accurate record. Besides their duties 

as State forest officers, it is expected that these men also keep themselves informed as to the 

condition of private and other forests. 

BADEN. 

In this intensively cultivated little State, with a total area of only about 3,720,000 acres, 

supporting a population of 1,656,000, the forests oceupy over 37 per cent of the entire land surface. 

The forest area has increased between 1880 and 1895 by over 50,000 acres, being in the latter 

year 550,891 hectares, or about 1,560,000 acres. These forests were owned as follows: 

a — = Sr 

Owner. | 1895. 1880. 

sal = aaa = = 

Stato --| 237, 000 232, 000 
Vill: Ler i ‘tow : one 000 610, 000 

Other corpor HUONG sc. sinscae wees , 000 | 33, 000 
Private persons: 

Nobility - : | 147, 000 
MEDOTS oe oms = skews as aoe oe osn oan Soe eels 310, 000 

147, 000 

| 

Acres. | Acres. 

| 
| 

he 285, 000 

The forest policy of Baden has been conservative and there is no State in Germany where the 

general conditions of the forests are better. Since all municipal and corporation forests are under 

direct State control, being managed by the State forest authorities, about 910,000 acres, or over 

G0 per cent of all forests, enjoy a careful, conservative treatment, which insures to them the largest 

possible return in wood and money. But even the private forests are under the supervision of 

the State authorities, and though the private owner may use his forest very much as he pleases he 

ran in no way devastate or seriously injure it. Clearing requires a permit, also a complete clear- 

ing cut, which latter is permitted only if the owner guarantees the reforestation of the denuded 

area within a given time. Bare and neglected spots in forests must be restocked, and failure of 

private owners to comply with the forest rules and laws leads to temporary management of the 

forest by the State authorities, such management never to continue less than ten years. Of the 

State forests there are about 93 per cent timber forest with a rotation of eighty to one hundred 

and twenty years and only 7 per cent coppice and standard coppice intended to produce tanbark 

and firewood. Of the corporation forests about 83 per cent are timber forest, so that of all the 

forests under State management about 85 per cent are timber forest managed on long rotations 

and furnishing large returns. 

Of the State forests, 21 per cent are hardwoods, with little or no conifers; 50 per cent are 

mixed forests, hardwoods, and conifers in about equal parts; 49 per cent are commer forests, 

the bulk being stocked with spruce and fir, while only about 4 per cent of the total is stocked with 

pine alone. 

Full and accurate statistics existing only for the State forests, and, as far as the annual cut 

is concerned, for corporation forests, the following figures apply only to about 60 per cent of the 

forests of the country. 

The cut for 1894 was in— 

. P Corporation State forests. Paes, 

— | — 

A. From timber forests: Cubie fect. | Cubic feet. 
Main crop 11, 100, 000 29, 100, 000 
Thinnings ... 4,500, 000. 9, B00, 000 

OUND sie scan an aems econ nn nae ee cee wuieee ae ale 150, 000. 380, 000 

I. From coppice and standard coppice: | 
RESO TOI yee seek an = Somes asa 780, 000 7, 600, 000 
TIMMINS) cttnn<cc cs a setae dswe ten asecicoure 30, 000 120, 000 
DD GMI Sap ete aaina = sing icne = fanaa eee ae eee cieaeelee et 50, 000 

16, 560, 000 47,000, 000 
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This same eut per acre of total forest area is— 

Timber forest: Cubic feet. 

Rien eee eae acca seme ae een ae Mes beac cans tases wane ts acne dew amis-caememcines Ses sina 7A 
WOT DORAULOU cats cate se aden facie wees oa oct ore acs recess sons d See Su seae chen staseeeeaes—e=e 71 

Coppice and standard coppice: 
ee te fe ia reid ieee ale Seta based mie as oc ei oe eee, eae oS Se ma Ceateta aan arietmmane age 53 

OLNOLE tO Da. eae eer ee Eee Boe ers he maasek Rada sme tales ems fa 9 seemec ese comameiees 66 

This enormous yield of nearly 64 million cubic feet of wood Baden has obtained from this 

small area for many years without in the least decreasing the amount of standing timber or wood 

capital. In the State forest the cut per acre since 1867 has never been less than 57 cubic feet per 

year, or since 1885 has never fallen below 71 cubic feet, while twice since 1870 it has been over 85 

cubic feet per acre and year. 
Of the total of nearly 64 million eubie feet, 19,200,000 cubic feet are timber and other wood 

not sold as fire or cord wood, and 29,100,000 eubie feet are cord wood over 3 inches, 
The forests of Baden are generally well located, and the State has long realized the great 

importance of good highways, so that the prices for timber are generally good and the income 

from the woods correspondingly high. 
The following prices in the woods were obtained in 1894: 

Yor round timber long lengths and saw logs (per eubie foot) : 
[0 fs 1 a ng a ORS MAE oro ee ee et eee eee ee eee $0.16 to $0. 39 

TABOO Digs os cial a ene See, Se RAN Ue oe eeicenie = Raicna Sanaa a hie so ot tne ble sesmeees Pals 

MST t) WHALE Seas ad tae ceo a8 aed eee ss eee sa aH 5 os cea mae sie saan =~ aimee = . 24 

BRUCE © colon ieee ne aeae se eeteeen ss eee samc e= = amano ace cee eee ee Bias - 08 

MELLO icc cater er cease crea Carmen fa aaa imi SNS SM Sb, Se eye ate a awn a a Bie .23 

Slot Hiei WOOK eee ees So cacao Wacicn i Sire Weeedonvca Dapenant 62s ceeds eetoeeser n= .16 

MSO OT S| LOL BG as ensayo op (eae ln he fares ere eniel el § edie wala e mmm = mm we 07 to .13 

MO UTLLOVS abirs OC ee eos oven ck nals Gy ag's's aaa es a eae emote we ninis wen eed aes Faria a as ere 

OMITeTS) VALLI Oe PLO se oe ncis <ic = oe oti een cea eninn Seine anedio de Be aimed gawk ae = 08 

Vor cord wood (per cord): 
seech 6.50 to 8.40 

QE iesc.ckases Senate ee 5.80 to 10.80 

Other hardwoods 6.30 to 7.80 

MOTEL OYS «scien he sie ee race ae feds. ss Panacea deacon ade Siva m= 4.00 to 4.80 

The financial results in the State forests were as follows: 

Yor the year 1894— 

ia GOUMIG e anee etn = ol Ska wrees hee ene sak uaa wae sues 6 bees OSRe Gees Sass s eee $1, 337, 000 

Total EXPONGOS . 0. 22.6 2 2ae seen cece oon - cane nae e tenn cee ene 208s Sees cme cone wc eite 618, 000 

MOG NIG *. x ace wena yee: Seen & ac eka be See Secale ooo emo ewan Geen whe s shied 6d a 719, 000 

Or per acre of forest-stoeked area— 

BIT ORS PIGOMG. 3. .52eeee es Roms as be Ses § Raa wales as oeem daneinnne eo $5. 82, or 100 per cent 

MESHONEES O82 chock adacasere eed aaiwttacos scene noni sacoanas yest steeee eee 2.69, or 46.2 per cent 

Net income:........... Pe A ee Pe 3.13, or 53.8 per cent 

How steadily this handsome revenue has been received may be inferred from the fact that 

during the twenty-eight years ending 1894 the gross income has never been below $4.24 per acre; 

that for thirteen out of the twenty-eight years it varied between $4.24 and $5; that twelve years 

it was between $5 and $6, and three years above $6 per acre. 

The following figures show this relation for the period 1881 to 1594: 

Production and cost per acre of forested area. 

The ex 

Year Cut tone Annual a a hee arid 
wt 7 (gross). | °*PDS®-| income of the 

Bese! *  income— 

i | ~ | 
: | 
Cubic feet. | Per cent. 

59 $4. 52 
62 " 49 
67 4.¢ 47 
67 4.8 47 
71 5. 2.3 45 
74 5. 2.47 47 
85 5.33 | 2.60 | | 49 
75 5. | 2.50 49 
76 Dy 2. 59 47 

so | 5. 2.60 44 
74 5. 2. 5: 46 
73 5 2 | 46 
72 6 2. 64 | 45 

73 5 2, 69 | 46 
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Sonsidering the fact that these forests, in the aggregate only about as large as ten townships, 

are scattered over considerable area, and thus their protection and management is rendered much 

more costly than if in more compact form, these results are certainly most remarkable. 

Of the expenses, those of special interest are: 

Lorping (renerally) .<---.--cc.cnecors eacsiewesiecssoc0e Sus naan bn anGminws enn Jsessieeseceeea= peal, OO) 

(MAMTA DPAEION eo ee oon ete e ae Bee eek Sans cele ereera Sie lenneraree es oe Sate eee eee letersi 182, 000 

PLOLOOHION «a2 -cescmsceh ove cs ams ancreccle ec smimase eels sate sie eas in iee noes osama 54, 000 

Roads; DOW OD Tepair 2-222 65.5 Sock .c = oo coca caceleeenceiee swivelneaetrenes== >= = esse een 77, 000 

Sowing; planting; 6602s. cn- 2 cols eee occ c ene cc ceiecelielncice Gewese sm sene'enais w= <ese <seecmee 42, 000 

As stated before, wherever the forest is cut, reforestation is at once begun. As in other 

States, part of this is carried on by the process of natural regeneration, where the old trees are 

never entirely removed until they have been made to seed the ground, but part is also done by 

artificial sowing and planting. In 1894 about 125 acres were seeded anew; 65 acres were seeded 

to correct failures of former years; 760 acres were planted for the first time, and about 550 acres 

of former failures were corrected. 
The work of seeding costs $11.95 per acre, the planting $11.45 per acre, which shows that it 

is not by a penny-wise and pound-foolish system of retrenchment that the most extraordinary 

results of the Baden forest management are attained. 

ALSACE AND LORRAINE. 

These two small provinces, formerly under French rule, have an area of about 3,600,000 acres 

and a population of about 1,500,000, and are under the Imperial Government. The existing forest 

laws of these provinces were left in force on their transfer to Germany, so that now, as in former 

times, the French “code forestier” of 1827 and some subsequent dates decide in all affairs 

concerning the forests. The laws in the main are like those of Baden; they restrict the right 

of the private owner to a proper use of the forest and forbid all devastation; any clearing requires 

a State permit, and with regard to protection against fire, insects, etc., they are subject to the 

ordinary forest police regulations, As in Baden, the forests of corporations are managed by State 

authorities, so that a well-planned forestry system applies to all forests except those of private 

owners, and even these are under rigid supervision and partial control. 

The total area covered by forest is 444,466 hectares, or about 1,100,000 acres, forming about 

30 per cent of the entire land surface. Of this forest area there belong to the State 340,000 

acres, or 31 per cent; villages and towns, 490,000 acres, or 45 per cent; private owners, 220,000 

acres, or 20 per cent. Besides these there are about 40,000 acres of land belonging jointly to the 

State and villages and 6,000 acres belonging to corporations other than municipalities. 

Since all forests, except those of private owners, are under the management of the State 

forest authorities, fully 80 per cent of the forests of these provinces are in most excellent condition, 

Though the exact proportion has not been ascertained, it may be said that about 60 per cent of 

the forests are hardwoods, largely beech and oak, and only 40 per cent conifers. 

The total cut for 1891 was— 
Cubic feet. 

BOr' State LOrests ..soe-cack cSt. eee ew ak ake onesnse Seat se cement eme ce eaie cast emates eames ce OU TOU 

POT GON POT LON a aes ype ie ct ee ere eae 33, 000, 000 

TO tate . aid cece t Ses wecoaal sees Sane mac oeeee eee case emcee ee eiseieets sleatesstnaiesetaete 54, 400, 000 

of which about 17,500,000 cubie feet was nutzholz, or timber not sold as cord wood or firewood. 

Of the 21,000,000 cubic feet of wood cut in the State forests there were in 1891: 

aie z Cord and r . | Per cent 
Kind of wood. cane Stier Tate) of | of total 

Oe firewood. : cut. 

| Cubic feet. Cubic feet. Cubie feet. 
| cette aera ete tote meta teens Cola A 1, 600, 000 2,100, 000 3,700, 000 18 
| hot ittle hardwoods 800, 000 8, 300, 000 9, 100, 000 43 

=) WONTIOTS:. caeaice cette se cemeetaies patinas as'0 5, 500, 000 , 700, 000 8, 200, 000 39 

\—-- 
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The average price per cubic foot was: 

MANAGEMENT—ALSACE-LORKAINE, 

For timber or work wood— Cents. 

GMs fei dias sse 2 Hepes sce eich eae a eminat ale ie are vis anim Ma Oe aaa a as ae ae eee eS 17 

PER g cise ere as a ae eas ere thay eee d BIO ee wien a SowcG alse $4 2565 See Se ameee mee BESS afl 

MIOUIAGES Gompe eu = wien wee oo @k aaa et cete Merwe dekcotwateabkeas Sedna aime nor ees 8.5 

Yor firewood — 

Cale pearance cee eee as ee eee aen ones bated bY betes 5s.22.03.5 5.252550 acl Soe ee cee 5.5 

EGBG hae p soe aie ere ened Serco SAE WS oy ad MES VICE SG See ected SS win go asia ak s Be Re See 6.7 

(COYSIEOES yates aa ee eee tat ae es Ned ace acs Awe ot aniy aidicemnleemacaetoee 1.2 
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On the whole the State received 7.2 cents per eubie foot for all ifs timber and firewood. 
Among the improvements made during the year the items of roadmaking 

most conspicuous. 

and reforestation are 

In the State forests alone about 1,500 acres were seeded, generally at a cost of $2 to $38 per 

acre, the lowest being G0 cents; while in few cases the cost exceeded $4 per acre. About 3,200 

acres were planted, 1,280 acres for the first time, the rest being corrections of former failures. 

Planting largely with hardwoods cost on an average about $5.50 per acre. Roadmaking is 

vigorously pursued, as much of the land is quite rough, and well-planned, permanent, macadamized 

roads have proven to be among the best investments. 

have also been constructed. 

The final results during 1891 were as follows: 

REO FrONe een oe be cae + wicknin Bacal es ons eke ane cae aes Se acve sot eeee eee $1, 523, 000 

COTES C0D8 bh Ug Peeing fee ree OS Oe] ean oo Sen ok Sane ae Sty oe eee rar 22, 000 

NESS Pe ieee he mene a en pete a la area edo aot Be ee 15, 000 

MOP) Sooper nsec oe ee co aoe ca gees ade oes wa ceaerieee mn aceeasomene< vos coe seanae te 1, 560, COO 

In some of the districts forest railways 

Of this $54,000 is figured for wood, which was given to persons holding servitude rights. 

The expenses were: 

Running expenses— 

Central forest bureau 

AS PTTOUNEURIS tanec o a eo. oe coe one cae a ee eee Ske anche ene pets Sacd scene sas 

Guards 

Total expenses......--- 

Heal gross income... S2 soon Soe om 2 ae eo ees one ee a neeoeedicat seaes Some 

Net income 

#26, 000 
97, 000 

116, 000 
231, 000 
47, 000 
47, 000 

128, 000 
60, 000 

752, 000 

1, 522, 000 

770, 000 

The following figures present the course of these relations for the decade ending 1891: 

Financial results for the State forests in Alsace- Lorraine. 

Cut per acre and | 
year. 

at Grose ins | —————,___—_ 
Year. come. Wood Groas in: | 

| over’ | Total. sree 
| come, inches. 

Cubicfeet. Cubic fect, 
1) |. eee are ee eae $1, 537, 000 43, 55 
188844008 $225 oe Pep haze 1, 870, VOU 42 5d j 

SE ecco apeiege ee eae 1,429, 000 45 61 4.03 
ed i aeal etee cles ee 1, 301, 000 45 | 59 3 67 
TEND aerate dpaictnra naa atvalnerye 1, 284, OU 45 59 3. 62 
LBB eee eae } 1,308, 000 48 62 3. 67 
[2 eee ee ee eee | 1, 385, 000 45 57 3.74 
UBBO Sa tcntaes anes aan | 1,371, 000 46 58 3. 84 
1890 | coiviwnis ako evens 1,477, 0v0 4 61 4.12 

Nei)! Eee ee =e Re 1, 522, 000 46 56 4.24 

Per acre of total area 
Price of 

- wood per 

| gx. | Net in| cubic 
| penses come, foot, 

| Cents. | 
$2. 20 $1.55 6.1 

2. 04 1.81 6.5 

2. 04 1.97 6.2 
2.05 | 1.61 5.8 
2.01 1,50 5.7 
2.06 1.59 5.5 
1,98 1.74 6.0 | 
2 08 1. 74 6.2 
2.06 2. 04 6.5 
2. 09 2.12 ve | 
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The net income, in spite of large yields in wood material and a fairly good market, is com- 

paratively small, though slightly improving. In 1886, when this income was still lower, a special 

investigation was undertaken, to set forth the reasons of this small net revenue and to suggest 

improvement. All oberfoersters of note contributed their opinions, and on the whole good results 

seem to have come from their suggestions for improvement. The chief trouble evidently lies in 

the great proportion of hardwoods, which leads to a large production of firewood and a small 

proportion of timber or work wood. Thus 66 per cent of all oak, 91 per cent of all beech, and 83 

per cent of all other hardwoods had to be sold as cord and tire wood, bringing generally about 5 

cents per cubie foot solid, or about $5 per cord, while for the coniferous woods only 36 per cent 

has to be sacrificed as cord wood, the rest being sold as timber for just twice the amount obtained 

for firewood, 

This condition of affairs is materially aggravated by the general use of coal as fuel and the 

rejection of beech as tie timber on railways, ete. This condition of affairs in Alsace-Lorraine is of 

great interest in considering the forest conditions of the United States. It shows evidently that 

it is the coniferous timbers which must be looked to as the important ones, and that even large 

supplies of hardwoods ean not be expected to replace such staples as white pine or spruce, 

METHODS OF GERMAN FOREST MANAGEMENT. 

The following brief description of the methods of German forest management, by which the 

results described have been attained, was originally prepared in connection with an exhibit at the 

World’s Fair, which the chief of the Division of Forestry collected and installed upon the invita- 

tion and at the expense of the German Government, and is mainly reprinted with additions from 

his annual report for 1893. The description having been based upon the objects exhibited no 

attempt has been made to alter the form. 

MAP WORK AND FOREST DISTRICTING, 

The first requirement in the management of any property is that all its conditions should be 

known and recorded; hence a topographic survey of the forest district to be placed under man- 

agement is the first requisite. Such survey refers not oniy to the boundaries and topographical 

features of the district itself, but also to the surroundings, especially with reference to connections 

with markets. Finally, for government forests, the geographical position of the forest areas in 

general should be grouped according to ownership. Maps of the latter description were exhibited 

from the Governments of Bavaria and of Wurttemberg. 

These show in three different colors the forest areas belonging to the Government, to commu- 

nities and institutions, and to private owners. From these it could be seen not only that the three 

classes of proprietors share about equally in the ownership of the forest area, but that the 
tovernment owns mainly the forests on the mountains, where forest management must be carried 

on not for profit, but for indirect benefits in the preservation of favorable soil and water conditions, 

which therefore makes the permanent, well-organized management “by and for the people” 

necessary. Contrary to the notion to which currency is so often given in the United States, the 

various governments of Germany do not own more than 35 per cent, exercising partial control (so 

as to prevent destruction and waste) over only 15 per cent in the hands of communities and 

institutions, and leaving the balance of 50 per cent of the forest area in private hands almost 

entirely without restriction. 

Sometimes the contours of the country are also indicated on the maps, which serve the useful 

economic purpose of permitting ready reference of the forest areas to the topography. As an 

instance of such work there was shown a relief map of Hesse. On this the forest areas were 

indicated in green color. 

For the sake of orderly administration, the whole country is separated into forest divisions or 

inspections (sometimes both), each of which forms a separate unit of administration. 

It is to be understood that we are now speaking only of the Government forests, which are 

under a uniform general administration. 

The administration of the Government forests is usually assigned either to the finance 
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department (as in Bavaria) or to the department of agriculture and forestry (as in Prussia), with 
one director and council directly in charge under the supervision of the minister or secretary. 
The position of the director (Oberlandforstmeister) correspouds somewhat to that of our Com- 
missioner of the General Land Oflice, except that, an extensive technical knowledge being needed 
in the position, the incumbent is promoted through all positions from the lower grades. Again, 
each forest division is placed under a separate administrative body consisting of an administrator 
(Oberforstmeister) with a council of forest inspectors (Forstmeister), each of whom has supervision 
of a number of the final units of administration, the forest districts (Oberfoersterei, Forstamt). 
The district oflicer (Oberfoerster, Revierfoerster, ete.), with a number of assistants, rangers 
(Foerster), and guards (Schutzbeamte), is then the manager and executive ofiicer in the forest 
itself, while the higher supervising and inspecting officials are located at the seats of government, 

SURVEY OF THE FOREST DISTRICT. 

The survey of each forest district is carried out to the ntmost minutice. 
In Prussia the maps of the districts are made on the scale of £:5,000 in portfolio sheets, repre- 

senting a careful survey by theodolite of the boundaries of the district, the permanent differences 
of soiland occupancy (roads, waters, fields, meadows, moors, ete.), and the division of the district 
into smaller units of management. This kind of map, of which only three copies are made, is 
then, for purposes of use in daily routine, reduced to a scale of 1:25,000 on one sheet, and printed. 
The first matter of interest that strikes us on these blank or base maps is the division lines by 
which the district is divided into parcels or compartments. In the plain these lines divide the 

distriet into regular oblong compartments (Jagen) of about 60 to 75 acres each, with sides of 100 

and 200 yards, respectively, separated by openings or avenues which we may call “rides” (Gestell, 
Schneisse), so that the whole makes the appearance very much like the map of an Ameriean city 
regularly divided into blocks. The rides (from 8 to 40 rods wide) running east and west and north 
and south are lettered, the former, broader ones (main avenues) with capital letters, the latter 
(side avenues) with small letters, while the compartments are numbered. In the forest itself at 
each corner a monument of wood or stone indicates the letters of the rides and numbers of the 
compartments, rendering it easy to find one’s way or direct any laborer to any place in the forest. 
The rides are often used as roads and serve also the purpose of checking fires, ete. 

In the hill and mountain districts this regular division becomes impracticable and the lines of 
compartments conform to the contour, while the opening of the avenues is restricted to those 
which can be readily transformed into roads; roads, indeed, determining the division lines 
wherever practicable. 

In hill or mountain districts topographic or contour maps become necessary, especially for the 
purpose of rational road construction, a matter on which in modern times great stress is laid and 
to which we shall refer later on more in detail. Such contour maps are sometimes executed in 
papier-mache or gypsum models for readier reference, 

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT. 

The fundamental principles upon which the German Government forests and most of the 
communal and private forests are managed is briefly expressed in the idea that the forest growth 
is to be treated as a crop to be reproduced as soon as harvested, involving continuity of crops. 
To carry this principle into etiect most advantageously the management must take care to husband 
the natural forces and conditions upon which thrifty forest growth relies, which leads to the 
second principle, that of highest efficiency of crops, or the two leading principles combined, te 
produce the largest amounts of material (or revenue) in the shortest time without impairing the 
condition and capacity for reproduction of the forest, perpetuating valuable forest growth wher- 
ever this is the best crop or where soil conditions make a forest cover desirable. In government 
forests in addition the financial principle prevails of treating the forest as a permanently invested 
capital, from which only the interest is to be used, making the amount harvested or the revenue 
derived to be as nearly alike from year to year or from period to period, and as nearly correspond- 
ing to the annual accretion, as it is possible to make them. 
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The present Oberlandforstmeister, or director, of the Prussian forest department uses the 

following language in laying down the principles upon which the Government manages its forests: 

The Prussian State forest administration does not accede to the principles of a continuous highest soil rent 

based upon compound interest calculations, but believes, in contradistinction to private forest management, that it 

can not avoid the obligation in the management of the State forests of keeping in view the welfare of the whole 

community of citizens, and therein taking into consideration the need for continued supply of wood and other forest 

products as well as the other objects to which in so many directions the forest is subservient. The administration 

does not consider itself entitled to pursue a one-sided financial policy, least of all to submit the Government forests 

to a pure money-making management strictly based on capital and interest calculations, but considers it its duty to 

so manage the forests as a patrimony belonging to the whole nation that the present generation may be benefited by 

the highest possible usufruct in satisfying its wants and deriving the protection which the forest renders, and that: 

to future generations may be secured at least as large usufruct of the same kind. 

To carry out these principles the intimate knowledge of the conditions of the property, 

referred to above, is necessary and is obtained by a careful forest survey as a basis for a systematic 

adininistration and forest regulation. 

These data of this forest survey are not only recorded in writing but such as can be readily 

noted are finally placed upon the blank maps deseribed above, together with the results of the 

forest regulation described further on, so that the manager can readily overlook the details of his 

district and the propositions for its managemeut.! This information—atter further subdivision of 

the compartments where needed on account of differences in soil conditions or growth—is given by 

means of different colors, difference in shade, numbers, figures, marks, and sigus. These maps, 

which are prepared after a most painstaking forest survey, and which we may call ‘ manage1’s 

map” (Plate XXXII), show at a glance not only the nature of soil conditions and what the prin- 
cipal kind of timber and its admixtures are in each compartment or subdivision, but also how old 

the growth; whether it is to be treated as a coppice, standard coppice, or timber forest; at what 

period in the rotation it is to be cut, and such notes as the manager himself may add from year 

to year, as, for instance, the yearly fellings, plantings, movable nurseries, new road projects, ete. 

One of the most instructive exhibits in this direction was that showing the changes in Timlitz 

forest, Saxony. The map of the district in 1822 presented about the condition of one of our 

mismanaged Michigan forests of pine and hard woods mixed, from which all the good timber had 

been culled, leaving it to inferior kinds with few groups of straggling pines and more valuable 

hard woods, without symmetry or system in the distribution of kinds or age classes. At the same 

time a map was constructed showing ideally how the forest was to look after eighty years’ well- 

planned management. We can then follow in the maps made every ten or twenty years the 

changes in appearance under the hand of the forester, During the management new information 

and experience have dictated modifications of the original working plan, giving rise to a new 

manager’s map, the approach to which appearing in the timber map for 1885 leaves no doubt that 

at the end of the period of regulation we will have a well-grown pine forest, with deciduous trees 

mixed in or confined to the more suitable situations, so disposed over the area that annually or 

periodically the same amount, or nearly so, of valuable material can be harvested. 

The painstaking methods of surveying, describing, measuring, calculating, planning, book- 

keeping, and repeated revising of all the work from decade to decade were shown in the regulation 

work of the district of Hinternah, Prussia, contained in six large folio volumes of manuscript, 

continued from the year 1822 to the last revision in 1890. We can only briefly indicate what this 

work involves, which was briefly summarized in the following exhibit: 

ForREST REGULATION. 

PROGRESS OF WORK REQUIRED TO BRING FOREST AREAS UNDER RATIONAL FOREST MANAGEMENT, 

I. Geodetic and topographic survey and mapping. 

Il. Forest survey in connection with I, noting all areas distinguished by quality of soil, composition, and age of 

timber; general deseription of forest conditions, of climatic conditions, of surrounding conditions, of 

possible dangers, of market conditions, means of transportation, etc. 

'Kach State government pursues somewhat different methods of mapping. Sometimes two sets of maps are 

made, one to show the conditions, which might then be called a timber map, the other to show the working plan; 

but these are now mostly combined into one. 
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Ill. Morest districting. Division of forest into parcels or lots and ageregation of lots into blocks and ranges. In the 
plain, rectangular lots, divided hy cleared lines called rides (Gestell ), are customary ; in hilly and mountainons 
country division lines follow the coufiguration of soil. Differences of soil or character of growth within lots 
give rise to formation of sublots. 

IV. Lorest yield valuation (assessment ). Ascertaining amounts of timber standing, rate of growth on various sites, 
determining capability of production and future yield in material and money. 

V. Determining plan of management (working plans). General plan for all time; special plans for period of ten to 
twenty years. Determining length of rotation; amounts anmtally to be eut, designating lots to be cut, 
with a view to obtaining favorable distribution of age classes; thinnings to be made; methods to be used 
in felling and cultures. 

METHODS OF FOREST REGULATION, 

In Prussia it was Frederick the Great who first ordered a regulated administration of the 
Government forests soon after the beginning of his reign. The first simple prescriptions of 
dividing the forests into equal areas and cutting every year a proportionate area were followed up 
with more elaborate ordinances, having in view a closer equalization of the amounts of material 
harvested and revenues obtained, besides other considerations of management for continuity, until 
finally the basis for present methods of regulation was reached in the ordinance of 1856, since 
modified in its details, under which “the preservation, revision, and perfection of the work of” 
forest valuation and regulation” is carried on. 

The modus operandi, similar in principle in all Government forest administrations, is about as 
follows: 

Let us assume that the Government has purchased! a new forest district, comprising, say, 
10,000 acres, the average size of the existing districts. The necessary surveys and blank maps, 
as explained, have been made and the boundaries carefully established in the field, the division 
into compartments or parcels, larger or smaller according to the need of a more or less intensive 
management, have been noted on the maps and marked on the ground (the avenues perhaps 
partially opened), and for the sake of satisfactory administration a number of the parcels have 
been combined into subdistricts, blocks,” or ranges; and thus the first—purely geometrical— 
basis for a rational administration has been established. Now the arithmetical basis is to be 
ascertained, Tor this, in the first place, a general description of the district in its present 
condition is desirable, parts of which, however, can be furnished only after the more thorough 
measurements described later, Such a description recites all needful knowledge regarding the 
extent, the manner of division, the boundaries, and the legal rights. Next follows a description 
in general terms of topography, climate, and soil conditions, and of the forest growth, being a 
condensation of the special description by parcels. The manner of treatment hitherto, the market 
conditions, current inarket prices, and usual wages are noted, Then, after recital of the processes 
and methods by which the information in the following detail work has been obtained, the principles 
adopted tor the management and its motivation are stated, forming a general euide for the manager 
for all time. 

These principles are formulated by a commission after sufficient general knowledge of the 
condition of the district is obtained. In this important part of the general description not only 
the territorial partition of the district into compartments and blocks or ‘anges is determined, and 
reasons given for it, but also the system of management for each block or parts of blocks, whether 

' Prices for forest soil vary, of course, according to their location and condition, just as in our country. In 1840 
Bavaria sold 27,000-acres of her State forests at #68 per acre. In Prussia the Government has lately (ISS1-1887) paid 
prices ranging from $5 to $60 per acre, and for a round 70,000 acres the price per acre was $21 average. ‘These were 
mostly devastated waste lands in the northern plain. In Thuringia, where prices for wood and land are higher, the 
price for forest land is from $20 to #60 and as high as $80. These prices do not, of course, include any timber growth, 
the value of which, if present, is calculated according to well-known caretul methods ot dete: mining ‘expectation 
values.” According to a calculation by Dr. J. Lehr, based on the net income as representing interest at a3 per cent 
rate, and assuming a ninety-year rotation of the forest growth for the eutire German Empire, the forest land was 

worth $25 per aere and the wood on it $156 per acre. 

H. Doc. 181—16 
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coppice, standard coppice, timber forest, ete.,' and the length of rotation—i, e., the time within 

which a block is to be cut over and reproduced; furthermore, the principles according to which 

the fellings are to progress, reproduction is to be secured, thinnings are to be made, the annual 

yield to be expected, and the time within which the forest is to be brought into a regular system- 

atic order of management—in short, all the general framework of the management as far as 

determining a set policy into which the special working plans should fit. Before this report can 

be made final, however, the work of the valuator or examiner must have proceeded to some extent. 

VALUATION WORK. 

The valuator or estimator, upon whose work as a basis the general and special working plans 

depend, begins by examining and describing briefly the conditions of the soil, its productive 
capacity, and the kind and appearance of the growth in each compartment (or subparcel, if con- 
ditions of growth or soil make such subdivision desirable). In the description the dominating 

kind of timber, or, if mixed in equal proportions, that upon which the management is to be promi- 

!'Nore.—Timber forest (Hochwald, high forest) is a forest in which trees are allowed to grow to maturity, and 

reproduction is effected either by natural seeding trom the old growth in various ways, or by planting or sowing 

after removal of the old growth; it is usually managed in rotations of 70 to 120 years. 

Coppice (Niederwald, low forest) is a forest in which reproduction is expected by sprouts trom the stumps; 

this is usually managed in rotations of 10 to 40 years. 

Standard coppice (Mittelwald, middle forest) is a combination of the two former, the standards being allowed 

to grow to maturity and reproduction being secured both by seed and sprouting, 

Determining the rotation.—Our friends who are attempting to bring about a more rational treatment of our 

forests have often a mistaken notion as to when timber should be cut, when it is ready for the harvest. This can 

not be determined by any set period, as in the ripening of fruit in agriculture, or by any more or less defined age, 

much less by any diameter measure. The determination of the ‘felling age” (Hanbarkeitsalter) or of the length of 

“rotation” (Umtrieb) depends on the use to which the crop is to be put, the manner in which it is to be reproduced, 

and the amount of material that can be produced, or the amount of profit that can be derived from it. This 

determination is one of the most difficult, requiring both careful financial calculation and knowledge of forest 

technique, 

The “silvicultural rotation” is that whieh considers mainly the forest technique, being the time when perfect 

natural reproduction is most surely attainable—i. e., fullest seed production in timber forest, highest sprouting 

capacity in coppice forest; or when preservation of the productive capacity of the soil, avoidance of damage from 

windfalls, diseases, ete., are uppermost considerations. These considerations of course also influence in part the 

determination of any of the following rotations, which we may call ‘economic rotations.” 

The “rotation of greatest material production” is that which allows the forest to grow as long as the average 

annual accretion is at a maximum. ‘This differs of course with species, climate, soil, ete. If for the mass of 

material we substitute its money value and strive to so arrange that the time of rotation coincides with the largest 

money returns, we have a ‘ financial rotation.” 

Various points of view lead to different kinds of financial rotations: 

“Rotation of the highest harvest value,’’ or ‘technical rotation,’ which attempts to produce certain desired 

sizes and qualities in largest quantity with a view of obtaining thereby the largest money return for the crop under 

the circumstances (management for telegraph poles, fence posts, osier holts, tan-oak coppice). 

“Rotation of the highest forest revenue,” when the growth is to be harvested at the time of its maximum average 

annual net money value; this time is influenced both by the amount of material and the price paid for better sizes 

and quality of wood, In this rotation no regard is paid to the original capital invested in the soil; when this latter 

factor is introduced into the caleulation we arrive at the true ‘financial rotation” or ‘rotation of the highest soil 

(or ground) rent,” in which the forest is to be cut at atime when the capital invested in soil, stock, and management 

furnishes the highest interest rate. This capital, as far as the soil is concerned, may be represented by its actual 

cost or by its market value, or else by its capacity for production (Bodenerwartungswerth; soil-expectation value), 

which is found by adding the values of expected returns at harvest discounted to the present time and deducting 

the expenses incurred up to the time of harvest, similarly discounted. 

To determine this value experience tables must give the data, Local conditions and prices and the rate of 

interest applied of course influence the leneth of the financial rotation. It is shortest for a firewood management ° 

(in Germany, say 60 to 70 years), for spruce and pine at an interest rate of 2 to 3 per cent a rotation of 70 to 90 years, 

with oak 120 years, appear as profitable rotations; where small sizes, mining timber, posts, poles, etc., are bringing 

good prices, the most profitable financial rotation may be shorter. It stands to reason that the length of this rotation, 

as well as of all others, can be only approximately calculated. The forestry literature of Germany is most prolific 

just now with regard to determining financial rotations, and the highest mathematical skill is employed in the 

discussion. 

Growth (Bestand, stand) is here and further on used in the collective sense of the word to denote an aggregate 

of trees, for which also the word “stand” may be employed. 
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nently based, is named first, and the average age of the growth with special reference to the 

dominating timber is ascertained for the purpose of ranging the parcel into an “age class,” which 

comprises usually twenty years, so that the growth of 1 to 20, 21 to 40, 41 to GO years, ete., form 

each an age class or period. The density of the growth and larger openings devoid of tree growth 

are specially noted. The valuator at the same time is expected to form, from general appearances, 

an opinion as to the best treatment of each parcel in the near future, and note it, and especially 

whether the growth is to be cut during an earlier or later period than its age would warrant, 

considering the likelihood of its thrifty or its unsatisfactory growth. He also estimates the amounts 

to be taken out in thinnings for the next twenty years. 

With this information established a table may be constructed, in which the area of each parcel 

is entered, according to its average age or “age class,” modified by considerations of productive 

capacity, and from this a “timber map” is made, showing the present conditions of the forest, 

the kind of dominating timber in each parcel being denoted by a color, intermixed timbers by 

signs, and the age by the shade of the color in 4, 5, or 6 gradations, according to the number of age 
classes, as Shown in the accompanying ideal map. 

ARRANGEMENT OF AGE CLASSES. 

Now follows the determination of the future arrangement of age classes, the object of which 

is to have, when the forest is regulated, in each period of the rotation an approximately equal or 

equally producing area to be cut. It therefore becomes necessary to shift the distribution of age 

classes, in order to attain the equality of the sum of areas in each period. In addition to the mere 

equalization of areas, there are several other considerations guiding the valuator in arranging the 

age classes. The oldest timber, as well as that which for some reason has ceased to make 
satisfactory growth, is of course to be cut first; hence the conditions of these areas are more 
specially examined regarding health, density of cover, soil, vigor, ete. In coniferous growths, 

especially in the plain, the danger from windfalls, if one parcel is cut and thereby the other 

exposed to the prevailing storms, necessitates such an arrangement in the location of the fellings 

(or age classes) that the removal of an old growth will leave behind it a young growth which is 

less liable to be thrown, This local distribution of the age classes by which, in the direction of 

the prevailing winds, no two neighboring growths are assigned to the same period is also desirable 

from other considerations. By avoiding a series of extensive fellings side by side the danger from 

fires is lessened and liability to spread of diseases and insect attacks, danger from frost, and 

drought to young growths is confined or reduced. Hence an arrangement of the age classes as 

near as possible after the following scheme has been generally adopted, in which the Roman figures 

denote the age classes, I standing for the oldest growth, containing, if the rotation has been set 

at 100 years, timber of 50 to 100 years, to be felled within the first twenty years; IL for that to be 

felled within twenty-one to forty years from the present, and so on; V to be felled in from eighty 

to one hundred years. 
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WG, 26.— Diagram showing arrangement of age classes. 

In mountainous districts, where the topography influences the expense of transportation, 

fellings are often more concentrated and the higher parcels used and reproduced before the lower, 

in order to avoid injury to the young growth by a reversed condition when the material from above 

would have to pass through the young growth below. Various minor points may also dictate 

exceptional arrangement. In coppice growth, needed protection of the stocks against cold north 
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winds makes it desirable to have the fellings progress from the south and west toward north and 

east. Altogether it will have become apparent that the distribution of successive fellings is an 

important matter, not only from the standpoint of regulated administration, but also of successful 

culture. 
In the accompanying map (Pl. XXXII) we have attempted to give an idea of the matter on 

which a “manager’s map” is constructed, and how ideally in a forest of the plain the arrangement 

of age classes would appear when the forest regulation is perfected, 

YIELD CALCULATIONS. 

When the distribution of areas has been effected in accordance with the considerations set 

forth, the yield calculations are made. ‘These are computed after careful measurements and by 

various methods of caleulation, which have been developed after much experience during more 

than one hundred years, 

Since the different compartments are cut at different times, not only the present ‘stock on 
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lie. 24.—Diagram showing comparative progress of yields of spruce, fir, pine, and beech on best and poorest site classes. 

hand” needs to be measured, but also the accretion for each age class from the present to the 

middle of the period in which it is to be utilized as to total quantity (decreasing in arithmetical 

proportion as the stock on hand is diminished by fellings), when by adding the two quantities and 

dividing the total by the number of years in the rotation or time of regulation the equalized 

yearly quota to be utilized, or “ felling budget” (Haubarkeitsertrag or etat), can be calculated. 

The determination of existing stock is made by measuring diameter breast high by means of 

calipers, estimating the average height, and calculating contents with the aid of tables which give 

the corresponding volumes of timber wood (above 3 inches diameter), These tables are constructed 

after numberless detail measurements, from which the “ faetor of shape” for each species, soil, or 

climate is derived, for, since the tree is neither a cylinder nor a cone, which could be caleulated 

from the base and height, the modification from either of these two forms, the “factor of shape” 

must be determined experimentally in order to arrive at the approximately true contents. In 

very irregular growths and with skillful valuators a simple estimating of contents or the use of 

so-called normal yield or “ experience tables,” which give for the various species, soils, and climates 

the amount of wood that would normally be produced per acre at a given period, is not excluded. 
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Normal yield table for spruce. 
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In very regular growths trial areas only are m vasured, The more usual manner of deter- 

mining the rate of accretion, however, for purposes of yield calewlation, is by felling sample trees 

of each class, dissecting and measuring the accretions of past periods. 

In modern times the exact measurements are mostly confined to the growths that are utilized 

during the first or first two periods of twenty years. 

FELLING BUDGET. 

After all these data for each compartment nave been booked, and the yield of branchwood 

and roots—for even these are mostly utilized—as well as the probabie 2mounts to be taken out in 

thinnings, have been estimated and recorded, and after the likelihood of decreased accretion 

in the different compartments has also been determined from measurements and experience, the 

“felling budget” is determined as a sum of the stock on hand and the amount of annual accretion 

multiplied by the time, during which it is allowed to grow, i.e, in the average to the middle of 

the period in which the compartment is placed, divided by the period of rotation, Thus a growth 

of eighty-five years, which showed a stock on hand of 3,825 eubic feet per acre, and hence bad an 

average accretion hitherto of 3,825 + 85 =45 enbie feet per year, which is likely to be reduced on 

account of gradual reduction in stock and other untoward conditions to 30 cubic feet, would yield 

during the first period 3,825 +4 30x 10 = 4,125 cubie feet. And if the compartment contained 50 acres 

it should be credited in the working plan in the column for the period [ with 4,125 x 50 = 206,250 

cubie feet. By adding up the amounts of the yield of all the compartments placed in the first 

period and dividing by 20 (the length of the period) the annual budget which should be felled 

during the period is found, If, however, it is desired to equalize the fellings more or less through 

a longer period— for instance, the time of rotation—then the amounts in all the periods must be 

summed up, and these sums as nearly as possible equalized by shifting the position of the com- 

partments from one period into another (necessitating always new calculations of the accretion) 

until the equalization in the periodic sums is effected. 

Byen then, however, before finally determining the annual budget, a calculation is made to 

see whether the area contains as much timber as it normally should; if more, the budget may be 

increased: if less, a Saving must be made in order to bring up the stock on hand to the normal. 

If, for instance, we know from the experience tables that our forest Should normally yield 50 cubic 

feet per acre a year ina L00-year rotation, then the normal stock would be 100 x 50+2=2,500 cubic 
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feet per acre. This is the average amount of wood per acre which we should strive to keep in 

stock in order to get the full benefit of the productive capacity of the soil and insure an equal 

growth and equal annual cut for all time. In reality this ideal is, of course, never reached, but 
this so-called normal forest, conceived in ideal condition, serves as a guide in the working plans, 

and the conception is a most useful and important one. To put it into practice we must either 

save at first on the annual cut until normal condition is attained, or we may increase the cut if 

more old timber than necessary for normal stock is on the ground. Additional reserves nay also 

be provided for to avoid any unforeseen shortcomings in the budget due to insect ravages, mis- 

takes in calculations, ete. : 

We can not here enter into the details of all the work of the valuator, being satisfied with 

having indicated in general the meee pursued, In coppice management, of course, all these 

fine calculations become unnecessary, and the periodical or annual eut is determined by area mainly. 

From the general plan thus Blapounted the special plan for the first period or half period of 

the management is worked out in detail both for fellings, cultures, and other work, road building, 

drainage, ete. This special plan, then, is the basis on which the local manager finally makes out 

the annual plans of work, which are submitted for revision and approval to the controlling officers. 
Thus, while the general and special working plans lay down the general principles, the annual 

plans, into which enter considerations of immediate needs and financial adjustments, permit such 

deviations from the general plans as may appear needful from year to year. Every ten or twelve 

years, or at other stated periods, a careful revision of the whole regulation work is made, in which 

the carefully noted experiences of the manager are utilized to correct and perfect the plans, 

FOREST PROTECTION, 

In this country the greatest danger to the forest, besides the indiscriminate cutting, is to be 

found in fires. How little this scourge of American forests is known in Germany may appear 

from the statistics of fires in the Government forests of Prussia (representing 60 per cent of the 

German forest area), 56 per cent of which are coniferous, which show that railroading may be 

carried on without the necessity of extra risks, if proper precautions are provided. During the 

years 1882-1891 there had occurred 156 larger conflagrations—96 from negligence, 53 from ill will, 

3 from lightning, and only 4 from locomotives. Seven years out of ten are without any record of 

fire due to this last cause. 

From 1884 to 1887 fires occurred in Prussia on 3,100 aeres, but only 1,450 were wholly 

destroyed, i. e., 380 acres per year, or 0.005 per cent of the total area of Government forests. In 

Bavaria during the years 1877-1881 only 0.007 per cent of the forest area was damaged by fire, 

and the loss represented only 0.02 per cent of the forest revenues. During the unusually hot and 

dry summer of 1892 only 49 fires, damaging more or less 5,000 acres, occurred. 

Besides the thorough police organization and the compartment system, which permits not only 

ready patrolling but also ready control of any fire, the system of safety strips, deseribed in the 

report of this division for 1892, where a fuller discussion of this subject may be found, prevents 

the spread of fire from loboribtiy es, 

A much more fruitful cause of damage to the cultivated forests ‘at Germany is found in insect 

ravages. The annual expenditures in fighting and preventing these in the Prussian Government 

forests in ordinary times amount to about $50,000, Caterpillars and beetles eat the leaves, and 

thereby reduce the amount of wood produced anil the vitality of the tree; bark beetles follow and 

kill it; borers of all kinds injure the timber. Hence entomology, the study of life habits of the 

injurious insects and the methods of checking their increase, forms part of the forester’s work. 

Fungus growth and decay kill the standing tree and injure the cut timber. The study and 

methods of counteracting this injury form, therefore, part of the work of the forester. 

FOREST CROP PRODUCTION OR SILVICULTURE, 

While we have so far considered mainly the administrative and managerial features of German 

forestry practice, we come now to the most important and truly technical branch of the art, 

namely, the forest crop production or forest culture. This part we may call forestry proper, for 

while the methods of forest regulation, forest utilization, and forest protection, which may be 
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comprised in the one name, “forest economics,” are incidental, and may differ even in principle in 

various countries and conditions, the methods of crop production or forest culfure, being based 

on the natural laws of the interrelations of plants to soil and climate, must, at least in principle, 

be alike all over the world. Tlere pure forestry science finds its application and development. 

These principles have been elucidated more fully in the next chapter. We will, therefore, 

here only brietly restate the more important ones with some of their applications in German 

practice, 

PLANTING. 

Seemingly the simplest and easiest way of reproducing the crop is that practiced in agricul- 

ture, namely, removing the entire mature crop and sowing or planting a new crop, But this 

method, which has been so largely practiced in Europe and admired by our countrymen and 

writers on forestry, has its great drawbacks, which have of late become more and more apparent, 

and the tendency now is to return more and more to the “natural reproduction.” While the 

simplicity of the method of clearing and planting recommends itself for a routine or stereotype 

management, it has not always proved as successfil as would be expected. The large clearings 

whieh the young planted seedlings are unable to protect trom the drying influences of sun and 

as 

Fig. 25.—Lron dibble used in setting out small pine seedlings. 

wind bring about a desiccation and deterioration of the forest soil and an enormous inerease of insect 

pests, while other dangers in later life from wind and disease have been largely the result of these 

uniform growths. And when it is understood that to secure a desirable stand the plantings must 

be gone over and fail places replanted five, six, and more times, it becomes apparent that the 

method is extremely expensive, and hence the proper treatment of the natural crop with a view 

to its reproduction by natural seeding is the most important part of forest culture. Yet under 

certain conditions, and where no natural crop to manage is found, planting or sowing becomes a 

necessity, and various methods and tools have been developed to meet various conditions, 

It would exceed the limits of this report to deseribe these various methods; we can refer to 

only one of the simplest and cheapest with which every year many millions of small 1 or 2 year 

old pine seedlings are set out in soils which do not need or do not admit of preparation by plow 

or spade. The instrument used is an iron dibble (fig. 25); the shoe, with one rounded and one flat 

side, in shape like a half cone, 8 inches long with 34-inch base: the handle, a tive-eighths-inch rod, 

34 feet long, is serewed into the base of the shoe and earries a wooden crossbar, by which the 

instrument is handled. The modus operandi is to thrust this iron dibble into the ground; then 

by moving it lightly back and forth to somewhat enlarge the hole ‘and withdraw it; a boy or girl 
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puts the plantlet in the hole to the flat side; the dibble is thrust again into the ground 1 to 1} inches 

back of the first hole somewhat slantingly toward the bottom, and pressed forward to fasten the 

plant in its stand; then by irregular thrusts the last-made hole is obliterated. Two planters with 

a boy, carrying the plants in a mixture of loam and water to keep the roots moist and also heavy 

for better dropping, may set 5,000 plants in a day. 

INTRODUCTION OF EXOTICS—WHITE PINE YIELDS. 

The valuable species of trees indigenous to Germany which are subject to special consideration 

in forest management are but few. The most important forest-forming ones are 1 pine, 1 spruce, 

1 fir, 1 larch, Loak, 1 beech, 1 alder. In addition we find of broad-leaved trees a blue beech, 1 

ash, 3 kinds each of elm, maple, and poplar, in some parts a chestnut, and 2 kinds of birch and 

linden, and several willows, together with some 8 or 10 kinds of minor importance, while of 

conifers in certain regions 4 other species of pines are found. Some years ago the attention 

of European foresters was forcibly turned to the richness of the American forest flora, and a 

movement set in to introduce exotic tree species which might be more productive or show better 

qualities than the native. Our white pine, a good-sized section of which was exhibited, had been 

quite extensively planted in the beginning of this century, and these plantations, some SO or 90 

years old, are now coming into use. The quality of the wood, however, has not as yet found much 

favor, but the quantity per acre exceeds that of any of the native species. Records are extant 

which show, at 70 years of age, a yield of 14,000 cubic feet of wood containing about 70,000 feet 

of lumber B. M. per acre. 

On moderately good forest soil in Saxony a stand 78 years old contained over 400 trees per 

acre, of which three-fourths were white pine, the rest spruce, larch, beech, and oak. Only 5 white 

pine trees were under 70 feet high, the majority over 80, Notwithstanding the crowded position, 

only 45 trees were under 8 inches diameter, the majority over 12 inches, the best 28 inches. The 

total yield was 12,880 cubic feet of wood per acre, besides the proceeds of previous thinnings, The 

rate of annual aceretion in cubie feet of wood for white pine in the last years amounted to 2.5 per 

cent of the total contents of the trees, or about 0.4 cubic foot per tree. Of the trunk wood at 

least 90 per cent could be utilized for lumber, since the shape of these trunks was so nearly 

eylindrieal as to be equal in contents to one-half a perfect cylinder of the height and diameter of 

the trees taken breast high. 

A stand 82 years old on poor land produced 12,500 cubic feet of wood, indicating an average 

yield for the eighty-two years of 212 cubie feet of wood per annum, of which about 700 feet of 

lumber B. M. could be calculated. On very poor soil and planted very thick without admixture 

of hard woods it produced trees 24 feet high and 5 inches thick in twenty years; and on fairly 

good soil trees 54 feet high, 114 inches thick, in thirty to thirty-five years, excelling in either case 

tie native spruce (P. excelsa) both in height and thickness. 

It is also of interest to mention in this connection that a plantation of about 7 acres in the city 

forest of Frankfort-on-the-Main during the eighteen years ending 1881 brought $115 rent per year 

for the privilege of seed collecting alone; failing to produce seed only three out of the eighteen 

years and yielding a maximum of $500 rent during one of the eighteen years; much of the seed 

finding a market in the United States. 

Besides the white pine, the black locust has also for quite a long time found a home in the 

plantations of Europe, but the species which are now propagated in large quantities, having after 

trial shown superior advantages in behavior and growth, are our Pacific coast conifers, the Sitka 

spruce, the Douglas spruce, the Lawsons cypress, and the Port Orford cedar, sections and photo- 

graphs of which, grown in Germany, were exhibited, as well as of black walnut and hickory. ‘These 

trees are now used to plant into fail places or openings, in groups or single individuals, and are 

especially prized for their soil-improving qualities and their rapid growth. 

The methods of management for natural reproduction are generally divided into three classes, 

namely, the coppice, when reproduction is expected from the stumps; the standard coppice, when 

part of the growth consists of sprouts from the stump and another part of seedling trees; and the 

timber or high forest, when trees are grown to maturity and, unless harvested and replanted, 

reproduction is effected entirely by natural sowing. 
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COPPICE MANAGEMENT. 

This practice is employed for the production ot firewood, tanbark, charcoal, and wood of 

small dimensions, and is mostly applicable only to deciduous trees. The eapacity of reproduction 

from the stamp is possessed by different species in different degrees, and depends also on climate 

and soil; shallow soil produces weaker but more numerous shoots than a deep, rich soil, and a 

mild climate is most favorable to a continuance of the reproductive power, With most trees this 

sapacity decreases after the period of greatest height-growth; they should therefore be cut before 

the thirtieth year, in order not to exhaust the stock too much, The oak coppices for tan bark are 

managed ina rotation of from ten to twenty years. Regard to the preservation of reproductivity 

makes it necessary to avoid cutting during heavy frost, to make a smooth cut without severing the 

bark from the stem, and to make it as low as possible, thus reducing liability to injuries of the 

stump and inducing the formation of independent roots by the sprouts. 

It will be found often that on poor and shallow soil trees will cease to thrive, their tops dying. 

In such cases it is a wise policy to cut them down, thus getting new, thrifty shoots, for which the 

larger root system of the old tree can more readily provide. This practice may also be resorted to 

in order to get a quick, straight growth, as sprouts grow more rapidly than seedlings, the increased 

proportion of root to the part above ground giving more favorable conditions of food supply. It 

must not be forgotten, however, that this advantage has to be compensated somewhere else by a 

disadvantage; sprouts, though growing fast in their youth, cease to grow in height at a compara- 

tively early period, and for the production of long timber such practice would be detrimental. 

Regard to the preservation of favorable soil conditions, which sutfer by oft-repeated clearing, 

requires the planting of new stocks where old ones have failed. Mixed growth, as everywhere, 

gives the best result. Oaks, walnut, hickory, chestnut, elm, maples, birch, cherry, linden, eatalpa, 

and the locust also, with its root-sprouting habit, can be used for such purpose. 

If when cutting off the sprouts, at the age of from 10 to 20 years, some trees are left to grow 

to larger size, thus combining the coppice with timber forest, a management results which the 

Germans eall “Mittelwald,” and whieh we may call standard coppice management. 

STANDARD COPPICK. 

This is the method of management which in our country deserves most attention by farmers, 

especially in the Western prairie States, where the production of firewood and timber of small 

dimensions is of first importance, while the timber forest, for the production of larger and stronger 

timbers, can alone satisfy the lumber market. The advantages of this method of management, 

combining those of the coppice and of the timber forest, are: 

(1) A larger yield of wood per acre in a short time. 

(2) A better quality of wood, 

(3) A production of wood of valuable and various dimensions in the shortest time with hardly any additional 

cost. 

(1) The possibility of giving closer attention to the erowth and requirements of single individuals and of 

each species, 

(5) A ready and certain reproduction. 

(6) The possibility of collecting or using for reforestation, im addition to the coppice stocks, the seeds of the 

standards. 

The objections to this mode of treatment are the produetion of branches on the standards 

when freed from surrounding growth, and the faet that the standards act more or less injuriously 

on the underwood which they overtop. 

The first objection ean be overcome to a certain extent by pruning, and the second by proper 

selection and adjustment of coppice wood and standards. The selection of standards—which 

preferably should be seedlings, as Coppice shoots are more likely to deteriorate in later life—must 

be not only from such species as by isolation will grow info more useful timber, but if possible 

from those which have thin foliage, thus causing the least injury by their cover to the underwood. 

The latter should, of course, be taken from those kinds that will best endure shade. Oaks, ashes, 

maples, locust, honey locust, larch, bald cypress, a few birches, and perhaps an occasional aspen. 

answer well for the standards; the selection for such should naturally be from the best-grown 
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straight trees. The number of standards to be held over for timber depends upon the species 

and upon the amount of undergrowth which the forester desires to secure. The shadier and the 

more numerous the standards the more will the growth of the coppice be suppressed. From a 

first plantation one would naturally be inclined to reserve and hold over all the well-grown 

valuable saplings. The coppice is, of course, treated as described above. 

As before mentioned, on account of the free enjoyment of light which the standards have 

they not only develop larger diameters, but also furnish quicker-grown wood (which in deciduous 

trees is usually the best) and bear seed earlier, by which the reproduction of the forest from the 

stump is supplemented and assisted. Any failing plantation of mixed growth, consisting of trees 

capable of reproduction by coppice, may be recuperated by cutting the larger part back to the 

stump and reserving only the most promising trees for standards. 

If equally well-grown coppice and standards are desired, aregular distribution of the standards, 

mostly of the light-needing, thin-foliaged kinds, should be made. If prominence is given to the 

production of useful sizes, the standards may be held over in groups and in regularly distributed 

specimens, in which ease those of the shade-enduring kinds are best in groups. 

THE TIMBER FOREST. 

In the timber-forest management we may note various methods: The method of selection 

(Plenterwald), in accordance with whieh only trees of certain size are cut throughout the whole 

forest; and the openings are expected to fill up with an after growth sown by the remaining trees. 

This method prevailed in former ages, but was finally almost everywhere abandoned because of the 

difiieulty of organized administration and control of such an irregular forest containing trees of 

all ages, and because the after-growth is apt to progress but slowly with fore-grown trees sur- 

rounding and overshadowing it, or may consist of worthless kinds. Of late a revival of this 

method with various moditications designed to meet the objections is noticeable; the advantage of 

keeping the soil constantly shaded and thereby preserving the soil moisture also recommending 

this method. More uniform growths, more regular distribution of age classes, and a more regu- 

lated administration was possible by various “regeneration methods,” by which a certain area— 

a compartment—would be taken in hand and the cutting so systematically directed that not only 

a uniform young growth would spring up through the whole compartment, but by the gradual 

removal of the mother trees light would be given to the young growth as needed for its best 

development. This method (Femelschlag) is practiced almost exclusively in the extensive beech 

forests, somewhat in the following manner: 

REGENERATION METHODS, 

In the first place it is necessary to know the period at which a full seed year nay be expected. 

This differs according to locality and kind. One or more years before such a seed year is expected 

the hitherto dense crown cover is broken by a preparatory cutting of the inferior timber, enough 

being taken out to let in some light, or rather warm sunshine, which favors a fuller development 

of seed, the increased circulation of air and light at the same time hastening the decomposition of 

the leaf-mold and thus forming an acceptable seed bed, 

As soon as the seed has dropped to the soil, and perhaps, in the case of acorns and nuts, been 

covered by allowing pigs to run where it has fallen, a second cutting takes place uniformly over 

the area to be regenerated, in order that the seeds may have the best chance for germination— 

air, moisture, and heat to some degree being necessary—and that the seedlings may have a proper 

enjoyment of light for their best development and yet not be exposed too much to the hot rays of 

the sun, which, by producing too rapid evaporation and drying up the needful soil moisture, would 

endanger the tender seedlings. This cutting requires the nicest adjustment, according to the 

state of the soil, climatie conditions, and the requirements of seedlings of different kinds. 

While the beech requires the darkest shade, the pine tribe and the oaks demand more light, 

and should, by the successive cuttings, be early freed from the shade of the mother trees. Beech 

seedlings are more tender, and only by the gradual removal (often protracted through many 

years) of the shelter of the parent trees can they be accustomed to shift for themse!ves without 
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liability of being killed by frost. The final cutting of the former generation of trees leaves many 
thousand little seedlings closely covering the soil with a dense shade. 

That the method of management must differ according to species and local conditions is 

evident; and in a mixed forest especially are the best skill and judgment of the forester required 

to insure favorable conditions for each kind to be reproduced. It is to be expected that such 

seedlings are rarely satisfactory over the whole area, and that bare places of too large extent must 

be artificially sown or planted. 

Another method is the “ management in echelons” (Coulissen, Saumsehlag), which consists 

in making the clearings in strips, and awaiting the seeding of the clearing from the neighboring 

growth. It is applicable to species with light seeds, whieh the wind can carry over the area to be 

seeded, such as larches, firs, spruces, most pines, ete. 

The cuttings are made as much as possible in an oblong shape, with the longest side at right 

angles to the direction of the prevailing winds. The breadth of the clearing, on which occasional 

reserves of not too spreading crowns may be left, depends of course on the distance to which the 

wind ean easily carry the seed which is to cover the cleared area. Observation and experience 

will determine the distance. In Germany, for spruce and pine, this has been found to be twice the 

height of the tree; for larch, five or six times the height; for tir, not more than one shaft’s length. 

From 200 to 360 feet is perhaps the range over which seeding may be thus expected. One year 

rarely suflices to cover the cleared area with young growth, and if takes longer in proportion to 

the breadth of the cutting. This method is very much less certain in its forestal results than the 

next named, and more often requires the helping land of the planter to fill out bare places lett 

uncovered by the natural seeding. Butit is the one that seems to interfere least with our present 

habits of Jumbering, and with it eventually the first elements of forestry may be introduced into 

lumbering operations. 

To be sure, it requires from three to eight times the area usually brought under operation, but 

instead of going over the whole area every year it may be operated in a number of small camps 

systematically placed along a central road connecting the different camps or cuttings with the mill. 

As a rule the pine forests in Germany are reproduced by artificial plantations, the spruce 

forests by either natural or artificial regeneration. or both combined, while the beech forests are 

entirely reproduced as described above, oaks and other hard woods being usually planted, although 

a return to a more extended use of natural reproduction is noticeable. 

IMPROVEMENT CUTTINGS—THINNINGS, 

The principles which underlie the practice of thinning out young growths in order to accel- 

erate their development have been theoretically well developed, but the practice in Germany 

remains behind the theory. The difficulty of disposing of the material taken out in the thinnings 

discourages the practitioner, and the financial value of the operation in the acceleration of the 

remaining crop is not fully appreciated. 

A few results of German practice in thinning may serve to give an indication of its value. 

A natural growth of pine (Scotch) which was.thinned when six years old showed an increased 

rate of accretion three times as great as that of the part not thinned, which was also deficient in 

height growth. 
A 50-year-old spruce (Norway) growth, having been twice thinned, showed an average accretion 

22 per cent greater than the part not thinned, 

A growth of spruce (natural sowing), slightly mixed with maple, aspen, willow, and ironwood, 

when 15 years old was opened to the poor population to take out firewood; thus one-half of the 

growth for a few years was thinned out irregularly. The part thus thinned eighteen years later 

contained four and one-half times more wood than the undisturbed part; the former contained 

trees of from 1 to 9 inches in diameter and 15 to 65 feet in height; the latter did not produce any 

above 5 inches in diameter and 48 feet in height. 

Another experiment, made upon a pine growth 50 years old, showed that by interlueation the 

rate of growth within eleven years stood three to one and three-fourths in favor of the thinned part. 

Another writer planted Scotch pine 6 feet apart; two years later he planted the same ground 
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to bring the stand to 5 feet apart; he thinned when fifteen years old, and carefully measured 

contents when twenty years old. Although the plantation was stocked on poor soil, yet the 

average annual accretion was found to be 2.43 cords (Austrian) per acre, a yield “which is 

unexcelled.”. The writer adds that “if in such growths the number of trees is reduced in the 

fifteenth to twentieth years to 280 trees per acre, the yield in sixty years might equal that 

obtained in one hundred or one hundred and fifty years in the old manner.” 

A plantation of Norway spruce, made with seed, was when thirty-three years old still so dense 

that it was impenetrable; hardly any increase was noticeable and the trees were covered with 

lichens. When thirty-five years old it was thinned, and again, when forty-two years old the 

condition of the growth was such as to make a thinning appear desirable; between the two 

thinnings, within seven years, the accretion had increased by 160 per cent, or 27 per cent yearly 

in the average, and the appearance of the trees had changed for the better. 

A coppice of tanbark oak was thinned when fifteen years old on half the area; when twenty 

years old both parts were cut, and it was found that the thinned part yielded more wood and more 

and better bark than the unthinued part, and yielded in money 14.5 per cent more, although no 

higher price was asked for the better bark. 

An area of 12 acres was planted, one-half with 2-year-old pine seedlings from the forest, the 

other half with seed. 

Three thinnings were made with the following yield of round firewood (cut to billet length 

and over 28 inches in diameter) and brushwood (less than 2% inches in diameter). 

The planted part yielded at the thinnings: 

When Pirewood srush 

Cords, Cords 

| 10 years oldl....-- 1.4 14 

lo years old 4.9 2.8 | 
18 years old 4.5 2.8 

COUR! a aan ie Sheninne ae oetere a maa oelalerelniosis.ja— secseeseece 10. 8 tf 

The sowing was first thinned when 8 years old, yielding: 

When Firewood, — Brush. 

Cords. Cords. 
8 years old 2.8 

10 years old 3.6 
20 years old... . 1.4 

ORR ieee am elogaaries mei pe scinee ey aan eas earner 3.2 7.8 

In twenty-four years the total yield, inclusive of thinning, was: 
Cubie feet of 
solid wood, 

Planted part. 2522.4- Soiics teksten cae cielo Soca digpece Ss cia ee si = niciesielsrereteleteie = =e (= al ate lae aloterate iI ieier le 3, 495 

Sawed partics< 2.28 eel sks Sse cc Sc See err Sa ea 1, 998 

Iu favor of planted part 22.202 sos qc becce gee esses cee em ae sealers ne eee a= ae ae el eee le 1, 497 

Thinnings are usually made for the following purposes: 

(1) Improvement euttings, to improve the composition of the forest and give advantage to the 

better kinds. 

(2) Interlucations, to improve the form and hasten development of young timber. 

(3) Regeneration cuttings, to produce favorable conditions for seed formation and reproduc- 

tion of the forest. 

(4) Accretion cuttings, to improve rate of diameter growth in older timber. 
Thinnings are to open the crown-cover, giving aceess to light and air, their object being to 

accelerate decomposition of the litter and turn it into available plant food; to improve the form 

and hasten the development of the remaining growth. The degree of thinning depends on soil, 

species, and age, and is best determined as a proportion between the present growth and that 

which is to remain with reference either to crown-cover, mass, or diameter. 

Ss 
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Since it is observed that in the struggle for existence among the individual trees there are 

quite early some trees getting the advantage and becoming dominant, it is inferred that thinnings 

we most effective in the earlier period of the crop. 

In discussing the degree to which the thinning is to be made, a classification of the trees 

according to the character of their development is made by German foresters as follows: 

Class 2.—Predominant trees with highly developed crowns. 
; Class /.—Codominant trees with tolerably well developed crowns. 

Dominant or superior growth. Class 3.—Subdominant trees with normal crowns, but poorly developed and crowded 
above, 

Class 4.—Dominated trees with crowns poorly developed and crowded laterally. 

(a) Crowns wedged in laterally, yet not overtopped. 

: ey (b) Crowns compressed, partly overtopped. 
Dominated or inferior growth. Class 5.—Suppressed trees, entirely overtopped. 

(a) Crowns still having vitality (shade enduring species). 

(>) Crowns dying or dead, 

The following illustration of the appearance of these tree classes will be found serviceable in 

understanding these relations. 

q 
Pree yasel’ Syn DNR PDR ARR RR RES DPR 1 } ANY aie 

] 2 3:45 6 7 6 9 10 ji 2 #1 4 $15 16 17 18 19 20 

MiG. 26.—Tree classes; Classification according to crown development. Schematic. Class 1 (predominant): Nos. 1, 3,6, 11, 16,20; class 

2 (codominant): Nos. 8, 15,18; class 3 (subdominant): Nos. 9,14,17; class 4 (oppressed) ; Nos. 5, 7,12; class 5 (suppressed, aj): Nos, 2,19; class 

5 (suppressed, b): Nos. 4, 10, 15. 

lhe degrees of thinning usually resorted to are the following: 

(1) Slight thinning takes out trees of class 5. 

(2) Moderate thinning takes out trees of class 5 and 4), 
(3) Severe thinning takes out trees of class 5, 4, and sometimes 3. 
The time when the first thinning should take place is generally determined by the possibility 

of marketing the extracted material at a price which will cover at least the expense of the 

operation, This is, however, not always possible, and the consideration of the increase in value 
of the remaining growth, or rather of the detriment to the same by omission of timely thinning, 
may then be conclusive. 

On good soil and on mild exposures interlucation may take place earliest, because here the 
growth is rankest and a difference in the development of the different stems is soonest noticeable, 
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Light-needing and quicker-growing kinds show similar conditions to those grown on good soil, 

and here, therefore, early thinnings are desirable. In these cases the thinnings have also to be 

repeated oftenest, especially during the period of prevalent height accretion. Absolute rules as 
to the time for interlucations and their periodical repetition evideutly can not be given. The 

peculiar conditions of each individual ease alone can determine this. The golden rule, however, 

is early, often, moderately. The right time for the beginning of these regular and periodical 

interlucations is generally considered to have arrived when the natural thinning out before 

mentioned commences and shows the need of the operation. This occurs generally when the 

crop has attained the size of hop poles. At this stage the well-marked difference in size of the 

suppressed trees will point them out as having to fall, and there will not be much risk of making 

any gross mistakes. Until the trees have attained their full height the thinning should remain 

moderate. From this time forward it will prove expedient to open out the stock more freely 

without ever going so far as to thin severely. Within the last few years new and revolutionary 

ideas regarding principles and methods to prevail in thinnings are gaining ground, which we have 

not space here to discuss. 

UNDER-PLANTING, 

All these manipulations experience modifications according to circumstances, different species 

and soil conditions requiring different treatment. One of the most interesting modifications, the 

results of which in a given district were fully exhibited, is the v. Seebach management in beech 

forests. Such a management, vhich contemplates the production of heavier timber in the shortest 

time, tries to take advantage of the increase in accretion due to an increase of light which is 

secured by severe thinning, and in order to prevent the drying out of the soil by such severe 

thinning a cover of some shady kind is established by sowing or planting. This cover gradually 

dies off under the shade of the old timber, the crowns closing again after a number of years. The 

rate of growth in a stand of 70 to SO years was thereby increased from 51 cubic feet per acre and 

year to 77 cubic feet per acre and year, while a neighboring stand, otherwise the same but not so 

treated, increased by only 60 cubic feet, distributed over a larger number of trees. 

The same method is applied to the production of heavy oak timber. In this case the oak 

growth is thinned out when about 60 years old and “underplanuted” with beech. It may also be 

applied to older growths with advantage, as appears from the following results: 

A stand of oaks 150 to 160 years old in 1846 was thinned to 96 trees per acre, averaging 

37 cubic feet of wood per tree, the cleared space being ‘‘underplanted” with beech and spruce, 

In 1887 the oaks, now 190 to 200 years old, of which 59 trees only were left, contained 56 cubie 

feet in the average, thus growing during the last forty years more than one-half as much as 

during the one hundred and fifty to one hundred and sixty years previous to the operation, i. e., 

doubling the rate of growth. In this case, under the light-foliaged oaks, some of the beech and 

spruce developed sufliciently to farnish marketable material. 

With Scotch pine it has been found in one case that while the average accretion of a stand 

120 years old under ordinary condition was about 59 cubie feet per acre and year—the yield by 

thinning included—a stand underplanted with beech showed an accretion of 100 cubic feet per 

acre and year, besides much better log sizes and earlier supply of saw timber. 

Translated into money an example from Bavaria may be cited as follows: 

On 1 acre of pine 80 years old, underplanted at a cost of $2.55 per acre with beech now 40 years old, there 

were found— 

pos _| Average: | 
}Yield of | annual | 

wood. | aceretion 

per acre. 

| Cubic Cubic ft. | 
(, “AOS PUIG p90 os ioets Sans ncaa See ale ay = aie alae epee = ‘ 40 | 
| °2, B00 DRC Rit ce were were nie wemanlapaic nama saan a Ret Sarees 39 | 

SLOLBE Ss aceeGe caciteen Meee e emer eacewn de yeeeneemne 478 non] 

Supposing this stand to be left forty years longer, it may be figured that the pine would bring $650 and the 

beech $120; total per acre, $770, of which $49 was yielded in thinnings. White pine without undergrowings is 

expected to produce only $520 per acre when 120 years old. 
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FORESTERS, FORESTRY EDUCATION, AND FORESTRY LITERATURE, 

To be sure, the highly elaborate system of forest administration and forest management here 

outlined could not be developed or maintained without a special high-grade education of those 

who direct the work. This education is provided for in the most ample manner, and consists not 

only in theoretical studies at schools, academies, and universities, but also in practical studies in 

the forest itself under the guidance of competent and experienced forest managers. 

The course which applicants for positions in the higher administrative forestry service are 

expected to follow, with more or less modification in the different states, may be brietly outlined 

here: 

After promotion from college the student goes into the woods for a short period (one-half to 

one year) to acquaint himself, under the guidance of a district manager, with the general features 

of the business he proposes to engage in, and thereby tests his probable fitness for it. He then 

visits for two and one-half or three years a forestry school (called academy when by itself, when 

at a university it is connected with the “faculty” for national economy), where theoretical studies 
with demonstrations in the forest are pursued, 

After examination and promotion the applicant is bound at his own expense to occupy himself 

for two years at least in studying the practice in various districts, changing from place to place. 

If oecupation can be found for him he is employed at small daily wages on some scientific or 

administrative work, always keeping an ofticial diary of his doings and observations, certitied to 

by the district manager with whom he stays, and which forms part of his final examination. lor 

nine months during this time he must continuously perform all the duties of a lower ofticial—a 

ranger—for a whole or part of a range, and sometimes also for a given time certain functions 

of a district manager. Then, after two years of law studies at a university, he enters into a 

close and difficult examination for a position as district manager, lasting eight to ten days. By 

passing this he is placed on the list of eligibles, and has thereby secured a right, enforcible in 

the courts if need be, to a position when a vacancy arises and his name is reached in the order 

of the list. This, in Prussia, may now be within eight or ten years after listing. During the 

interval he may be, and mostly is, employed on daily wages in various sorts of scientific and 

administrative work, such as revising and making new valuations, laying out roads, acting as 

tutor at the academies or as assistant to district managers, or else taking the place of a manager 

temporarily, ete. 

The higher administrative offices are filled by selections from the managers, length of service 

counting only when special fitness for the kind of work required accompanies it; so that, as in the 

army, the highest officer has been through all the grades below, and is conversant with every 

detail of the service. The pay is small, graded in each kind of position according to length of 

service and somewhat according to the cost of living in different places. The honor of the position, 

to which usually other honors are added, its permanency, and the assurance of a pension, graded 

according to length of service, in case of disability or age, make up for small salaries. The 

salaries, subject to change from time to time, without adding the value of perquisites like houses, 

farm lands, ete., range about as follows in Prussia: 

1 director (Oberlandforstmeister) 22.2... - ees Vee eet ee ee eee $3, GOO 

BVIOEOSG COUNGUOFS ( LiltlGlOCs LIN GISUGl) soos o~ S25 emai kites cece é Sak ode cases acco eaceessiensred sa $1,800 to 2, 400 

33 chief inspectors (Oberforstmeister) (with additions for house and traveling up to $1,100) 2... 1, 050 1, 500 

89 inspectors (Forstmeister) (with additions for house and traveling up to $1,100) 0.222.222. .2..- 00 1, 500 

679 district managers (Oberfoerster) (with additions up to $825 and house and field).........---.- 500 900 

3, 390 rangers (l’oerster) (with house and additions up to $110) ........2. 2.2 eee eens cee eee eee eee es 260 3560 

BUMe TREE CLAP WU Se LCL SUELO ETASNG | eit cee en dy ees Lc) oo a olen mpar gS ep ria oes oe Os ewe ee 100 200 

The rangers (Foerster) follow different courses of instruction, part of which they receive in 

subordinate positions under district managers; while serving in the army in special battalions 

(chasseurs) they receive also theoretical instruction, which is supplemented in special schools. 

When finally promoted to the responsible position of rangers, in which much discretion and 

latitude are given them, their pay amounts to from $260 to $360, with a house and field, with the 

assurance of pension on withdrawal. 
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The following schools are provided for the higher grades of foresters: 

Higher forestry schools in Germany for the education of forest managers. 

{Austria and Switzerland included, | 

a Lustructors| =e Average 
Naina ntMplace | Stata When Penge of forestry | vie of | duendanen 
DD Ok aoe founded, | 0/ SCOUTS! branches |. UUMuber OF | of forestry 

(years). proper. instructors. students. 

At universities: 
Giessen Hesse....-. 3 3 (a) 40-50 

Tubingen Wurttembe (b) 3 (a) 50-60 

Munich Bavaria (b) 8 als © 90-100 

At polytech 
sruhe new ig) BARDON 4: ceescece cece s 8 3 2 9 15-30 

Switzerland - e 3 3 20 15-30 
a Digi: [nob eeRaees cerns 37f 3 6 | 4a 150-140 

Separate ac 
Aschaffenburg 1807 2 ea Ne t 90-100 

Tharandt ... 5 1811 24 3 10 100-135 

Fisenach. - Saxe Weim 1830 2 3 8 5 

Eberswalde - Fi | Prussia... j 1831 22 6 MW 140-150 

VT AB De ec cclcyse~ wie ny nis a o's re Sipe ~5, ye sisinaeletelelsla sia) orcia at's eis e's (LO Neteieminiv.aivi@hajeinie mais 1868 24 | ay 13 40-60 

a The entire corps of professors of the university. In Munich 18 professors are engaged in lecturing on subjeets which concern for 

estry students; in Zurich, 20 professors. In Munich all studies can he followed in any year, as the students may select. The attendance 

varies, of course, widely in different years, having been as high as 216 in Eberswalde and 120 in Miinden, The above figures are for 1885-86. 

b Not preseribed. 
¢ During the winter of 1898 there were 140 students at Munich out of 527 forestry students at all forestry schools. 

The following table will serve to give an idea of what instruction is to be had at these 

institutions : 

Plan of studies at Forest Academy Eberswalde. 

| Whole . Ww hole 
Subjeets of instruction. number Subjects of instruetion, number 

of hours. of hours. 

| 
FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCES. PRINCIPAL SCIENCES. 

| 

Natural sciences. | GLE V Aton Ol LOLOd UN arate ose acces oo ee eres | 80 
Forest implements 20 

General and theoretic chemistry. -.....--++++++++++-05se+e5- } 82. Geographical forest botany 48 
Special inorganic and organic chemistry applied -.. 80 Protection of forests. ..-..-- 32 
Physics and meteorology 23 30 |) Forest usufruct and te 80 
Mineralogy and geognoss 60 | lorest surveying -. : | 20 
Detinition of minerals and roc ks 20°) Appraising forests. 2.22 moses sae nce : ae 80 
Reviews for organie natural science | 16 | Caleulation of the value of forests and forest statistics | 32 

Botany in general and forest botany in ticular Sas 64 | Administration of forest and hunting- } 48 
Anatomy of plants, vegetable physiology and pathology oh 60 i Redemption of rights of usage .-- all 32 

; we : : 20 | Forest history ..- : 40 
Botanical reviews .-- 20 Poorest Sta tistlGs .-s-e eens ©. Were ci ace comee come ae 20 
Jotanical excursions, ¢ 80 | Review of v arious forest TOALCONS acts See ee aise so eect 56 
General zoology --- F : z 16) THN SONS spec cee a seta 40 
Vertebrates....-..... 599 chester ‘ 80 | Forest excursions, cach 4 hours........-.-.---------------- 352 
Tuvertebrates, with spe i 80 ——— 
Zoological preparations 16 Total 980 
Zoological reviews. --- : 20 —————— 
Zoological excursions, each 3 hour é aden sn eaes 96 SECONDARY SCIENCES. 

Total natural sclentes: = 2ccs.ccccen cts se-aaceseee ese 840) Jurisprudence. | 

) z i = Ye La gy gc eto re ta eel eee 2 
Mathenvatices | | Criminal law 32 

Creodesy Pee TT Ter re re | 72 || € ‘ivil and criminal lawsuits and constitutional rights. sea 40 
Interest DP Oiil | UTS DTU UCC Or ak cet eke ace tee ee eee ene er 36 
Wood-neasuring .....-------- 20 — 
Mathematical reviews and exercises. ......-- 56 ROG AD pz acca tere esis ae ale ee otn setae = at ere ore oe | 180 
Surveying and leveling exereis each 4 hours | 192.) Construction of 1 | 32 
Plan-drawing exercises, 24 hours....- aie aeado sees 80) Hunting ' 32 

S| Shooting ey r | 96 
Motal-mathematies...--c2c-0ssesceres S Siatb dials cs shee | 440 || ——-— 

————— || ‘Total sum of hours for sovondary sciences. ..-....--- | 340 
Beonomic sciences. | ————— 

| Grand totalicccceaeaces sn octane aaa ease eence a | 2, 648 

Fundamental sciences . 

Printiyal SCIOnCEs=2 52 S56 eset acai arma cin clas Sanne’ es ohana ee selena asians S| 

SOCONdarY SClONCOS: ooo << ice wec cian sivesiaiewine oe sao oan yambenase eps e'civaniecdecisigjeweces sere s'=nsesm 

Average per instruction week (21 weeks in winter, 17 during summer; 2 winter courses, J summer courses) : 

2648 
aes 28.5 hours, or per day, 4.9 hours. 
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If we were to codify into a system the science of forestry as developed in Germany we might 
come to the following scheme, which exhibits the various branches in which a well-educated 
forester must be versed: 

SysremM ov Forestry KNOWLEDGE, 

I. FOREST POLICY—ECONOMIC BASIS OF FORESTRY (THE CONDITION), 

Aspects. 

1, Forestry statistics, (Areas, forest conditions; products. By-products: Trade; supply and demand; prices; 
substitutes. ) : 

2. Forestry economics. 

(a. Study of relation of forests on climate, soil, water, health, ethics, ete. 
b, Study of commercial peculiarities and position of forests, and forestry in political economy.) 

3. History of forestry. 
Application, 

4. Forestry politics. (Vormulation of rights and duties of the State and of its methods in developing forestry; legis- 
lation, State forest administration, education. ) 

If, FOREST PRODUCTION—TECHNICAL BASIS OF FORESTRY (THE CROP). 

Aspects. 

5, Forest botany. (Systematic botany of arborescent flora; forest geography ; plant and climate; biology of trees 
in their individual and aggregate life; forest weeds. 

6. Soil physics and soil chemistry with special reference to forest growth, 
7. Timber physies. (Anatomy of woods; chemical physiology and physical properties of woods. Intlueneces deter- 

mining same; diseases and faults.) 

8. Technology. (Application of wood in the arts; requirements and behavior; mechanical and working properties; 
durability ; special needs of consumers; use of by-products, waste materials, minor forest products. ) 

Application. 

9. Silviculture. (Methods of growing the erop.) 

a. Natural reforestation; cutting for reproduction. 

b. Artificial atforestation; procurement of plant material; nursery practice, choice of plant material, methods 
of soil preparation, of forest planting. 

ce. Improving and accelerating the crop. Cultivation, filling, thinning, pruning, undergrowing. 
d. Systems of management. Timber forest, standard coppice, coppice, ete. 

10. Forest protection. (Against insects, climatic injuries, fire, cattle, etc.) 

11. Forest improvement and engineering. (Treatment of denuded mountain slopes, shifting sands, barrens, swamp 
and moors, road building, ete. ) 

12. Forest utilization. (Methods of harvesting, transporting, preparation tor market.) 

Ill. FOREST ORGANIZATION—ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL BASIS (THE REVENUE). 

Aspects, 

13. Forest survey, Ascertaining area and condition of the forest; ascertaining rate of accretion, yield. 
MM. Forest valuation and statics. Ascertaining moncy value of forest soil and forest growth as capital of the manage- 

ment and comparing financial results of various kinds of management. 

Application. 

15. Forest regulation. Vstablishing units of management and administration; determining working plans, distri- 

buting yearly or periodical cut, ete. 
16. Forest administration. Routine methods, business practice, personnel, organization of service and mechanical 

operations, 

LITERATURE, 

In addition to the live teachings, which an able corps of professors impart at these institutions 
and that which competent managers are ready to impart to the young students in the forest itself, 
a large number of weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual journals and publications are keeping 
the foresters and forestry students aw courant with the progress of forestry science and forestry 
technique. Adding the publications of this nature which appear in Austria and Switzerland in 
the German language, and which have their constituency in Germany as well, we can make the 

LH. Doc. 181 17 
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following respectable list, not counting the journals of the lumber trade and other related 

publications. Those marked with an asterisk (*) are to be found in the library of the Division of 

Forestry; those marked (+) are considered the best or are most comprehensive; those marked (?) 
have been discontinued. 

German forestry periodicals. 

| . 

Name of publication. | Published at— Tssued— etal 
ished, 

Allgemeine Forst-u: Jagdzeitnnge®* fis. 00 aces nes cecicessaes estes scacteasiseaneas} | Frankfort on the Main ..... Monthly ..s-. 2220200. 1824 
Aus dem W: § HanOVer s. socie cescain cette ne Trrepularly ccc ce ten 1865 
Aus dem W | Frankfort on the Main -..-. WeekIN coucos eccaee (?) 
Deutsche Forst-u. Jagdzeitung aS Sie iartene's mim cava (aaia's(cia(alatalShatateee memati eats ate COS RSS = 6 tee eeriaee Semimonthly ......-.. (2) 
Forstlighe Blaettory.. 225 sos ee sevaescscscmmitaapaie isincces ootesciee | Berlin ices 5 singe erseic <ietwicts cies marred Saatsieont: eee 1863 
Forstlich-naturwissenschattliche Zeitschrift * |...........------- IMIG areata earara'aya,aiarctacels seisie|| tees oO) concen a cameo re 1892 
Forstwissenschaftliches Centralblatt *t...-............--.-0--005 | SBOrlittics «heer ee menetoer sence] cas ag ee Pee Oe 1856 
Jahresbericht des schlesischen Forstvereins............-----..-- xe siekaarcs| MOTOR ATs wae sentanen ere as AGQUAlLY sces cassie ee 1841 
Jahresbericht der preussischen F. u..J. Gesetzbegung. .........--..-.---- se) IBOrlin: Ses.24 omeaceeees caeec's wins ph Oecd nacattenc con 1868 
Land-u. Forst-wirthschaftliche Zeitsc Writb casiss este oats oe'os ceaacce ove a2) “MAGI alee se sess ene ne | Quarterly ..<--.-2.22.. 1886 
Muendener forstliche Hefte* =e) UDALL coaster esac esas coe | Irregularly .........-.. 1892 
Oesterreichische Forst zeitung*...... 02-02 -s-ceeces cee eccee seen 2 |ONVOUI cecum cece es ene =e iV i00 kl Vienne Sooee eee 1882 
Der praktische Forstwirt fuer die Schiwely 025 ssc52 02 caceconss es ae} SDBVOS); ceaurning coke ness aeee (?) (?) 
Schweizer Zeitschrift fuer Forstwesen..--......- Gaeta ea coe MUM ancec 2 ceeemeaeees | \Quarterly.< 22 zsecee. () 
Tharandter forstliches Jahrbuch* ......-.----.....cceescseeeeeee <<) DDKGS0 Gite 3.5. .cceniee cece AMGUALY 2. sie oeecee 1850 
Verbandlungen der Forstvereine aval WRTLOUS te xae'atss wais'e oalaiss— ses |eaaed QO leis cio c:ncapiatees|sosceeenem 
Bericht ueber die Versammlung deutscher Forstmaenner ....--- ry ce GOs fax ae vente weese bene teen WOveec2 20 csstseco ea). 2 See 
Zeitschritt fuer Forst-u. Jagdwesen eeebn Ie SOTLIM 22-5 se poseceeecacasiee Monthly; 2... 2s ecsces 1889 
Zentralblatt fuer das gesammte Forstwes oa'| OW AGNURAE forces ais onsen ate nate OO iene Senter soos 1875 
Zeitschrift der deutschen Forstbeamten ...........000c.ccea ceca aescccecccees (?) | (?) (2) 

Should the reader wish to collect a library of the most modern thought on any or all subjects 
pertaining to forestry in Germany the list of books contained in the library of the Department of 

Agriculture, a catalogue of which has been published, with over 1,200 numbers and probably 2,000 
volumes, would give him a good selection. 

FORESTRY ASSOCIATIONS, 

Forestry associations thrive better in Germany than in the United States and are of a different 
character; they are associations of foresters, who praetice what they preach. There is no more 

need of a sicoacuids for forestry than there would be here for agriculture, and the discussions, 

therefore, are moving in technical, scientific, and economic directions. Besides some thirty or 

forty larger and smaller local associations, there is held every year a forestry congress, at which 

the leading foresters discuss important questions of the day. 

FOREST EXPERIMENT STATIONS, 

In addition to all these means of education and of advancement of forestry science, and in 
addition to the demonstration forests connected with the various schools of forestry, there las 

been developed in the last twenty years a new and most important factor in the Wine of forest 

experiment stations, which are also mostly connected with the forestry schools. If forestry had 

a strong and well-supported constituency before, this additional force has imparted new impulses 
in every direction. 

The first incentive for the establishment of these stations came from the recognition that the 

study of forest influences upon climate could be carried on only with the aid of long-continued 

observations at certain stations. Accordingly, during the years 1862 to 1867, forest meteorological 

stations were instituted in Bavaria, which, under the efficient direction of the well-known and 
eminent Dr, Ebermayer, for the first time attempted to solve these and other climatic questions 

on a scientific basis. The results of these and other observations have been fully discussed in 
Bulletin 7 of the Forestry Division and are briefly recorded in this report. 

While these stations were continued and others added in all parts of the country, an enlarge- 
ment of the programme was soon discussed with great vigor, leading (between the years 1870-1876) 

to the institution of fully organized experiment stations in Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, Thuringia, 
Wurtemberg, Baden, Switzerland and Austria following in the same direction; all of these finally 

combining into an ‘association of German forest experiment stations,” similar to the association 

of agricultural experiment stations in our country. Thus the science of forestry, which hitherto 

had been developed empirically, has been placed upon the basis of exact scientific investigation, 
the fruit of which is just beginning to ripen in many branches, 
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We in the United States are fortunate, in that we can learn from the experience and profit 

from the assiduous work of these careful investigators. While we may never adopt the admirable 

administrative methods that fit the economic, social, and political conditions of Germany, we shall 

ever follow them where the recognition and utilization of natural laws lead to the practical 

acknowledgment of general principles and to desired economic results in forest culture. 

FoREST MANAGEMENT IN Brivisu INDIA, 

In order to show how the transfer of German methods may work advantageously, even in a 

country entirely differently conditioned, the results obtained by the forest management in British 
India are here brietly stated. 

India, with a total area of nearly 1,500,000 square miles or 936,000,000 acres (an area about 

one-half that of the United States without Alaska), has a population of about 270,000,000, or four 

times as great as that of the United States. 

Of the entire area about 950,000 square miles, or 65 per cent, are under British rule, the 

remaining 550,000 square miles, with a population of about 53,000,000, being divided among a 

large number of more or less independent native States, 

Of the entire population about 70 per cent are farmers and farm laborers, who cultivate about 

200,000,000 acres of land, 50,000,000 of which is irrigated. The greater part of the main peninsula 

is a high plateau with steep descents to the ocean, both on the western aud eastern coast. 

To the north of this plateau is a broad, fertile, river plain extending from the upper Bramah- 

putra to the mouth of the Indus, a distance of nearly 2,000 miles, without rising more than 900 

feet above sea level. North of this large and densely settled Indo-Gangetic plain, and forming 

the barrier between India and Thibet, is the great Himalaya Mountain system, drained by the 
three great river systems of northern India. 

More than half of India lies within the Tropics and over 90 per cent is farther south than New 

Orleans, the latitude of which is 30°, Irom this it is apparent that the climate is generally hot, 

but, owing to diversity of elevation and peculiarities of the distribution of rainfall, it is by no 
means uniform. 

The rains of India depend on extraordinary sea winds, or *‘monsoons,” and their distribution 

is regulated by the topography of land and the relative position of any districts with regard to 

the mountains and the vapor-laden air currents. Thus excessive rainfall characterizes the coast 

line along the Arabian Sea to about latitude 20° N., and still more the coast of Lower Burmah, and 

to a lesser extent also the delta of the Ganges and the southern slope of the Himalayas. A mod- 

erately humid climate, if gauged by annual rainfall, prevails over the plateau occupying the large 

peninsula and the Lower Ganges Valley, while a rainfall of less than 15 inches occurs over the 

arid regions of the Lower Indus. In keeping with this great diversity of climate, both as to 

temperature and humidity, there is great variation in the character and development of the forest 

cover, The natural differences in this forest cover are emphasized by the action of man, who for 

many centuries has waged war against the forest, clearing it permanently or temporarily for agricul- 

tural purposes or else merely burning it over to improve grazing facilities or for purposes of the chase. 

Thus only about 25 per cent of the entire area of India is covered by woods, not over 20 per cent 

being under cultivation, leaving about 55 per cent either natural desert, waste, or grazing lands. 

The great forests of India are in Burmah; extensive woods clothe the foothills of the Himalayas 

and are scattered in smaller bodies throughout the more humid portions of the country, while the 

dry northwestern territories are practically treeless wastes. In this way large areas of densely 

settled districts are so completely void of forest that millions of people regularly burn cow dung as 

fuel, while equally large districts are still impenetrable, wild woods, where, for want of market, it 

hardly pays to cut even the best of timbers. 

The great mass of forests of India are stocked with hardwoods (i. e., not conifers), which in 

these tropical countries are largely evergreens, or nearly so, and only a small portion of the forest 

area is covered by conifers, both pine and cedar, these pine forests being generally restricted to 

higher altitudes. The hardwoods, most of which in India truly deserve this name, belong to a 

great variety of plant families, some of the most important being the Leguminosiw, Verbenacee, 

Dipterocarpee, Combretacew, Rubiacew, Ebenacew, Euphorbiace:e, Myrtacew, and others, and 
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but a relatively small portion of them represent the Cupulifer‘e and other important hardwood 

timber families so characteristic of our woods. 

In the greater part of India the hardwood forest consists not of a few species, as with us, but 

is made up of a great variety of trees unlike in their habit, their growth, and their product, and 

if our hardwoods offer on this account considerable difficulties to profitable exploitation, the case 

is far more complicated in India. In addition to the large variety of timber trees there is a 

multitude of shrubs, twining and climbing plants, and in most forest districts also a dense under- 

growth of giant grasses (bamboos), attaining a height of 30 to 120 feet. These bamboos, valuable 

as they are in many ways, prevent often for years the growth of any seedling tree, and thus form 

a serious obstacle to the regeneration of valuable timber. The growth of timber is generally 

quite rapid; the bamboos make large, useful stems in a single season. Teak grows into large-size 

saw timber in fifty to sixty years. But in spite of their rapid growth and the large areas now in 

forest capable of reforestation, India is not likely to—at least within reasonable time—raise more 

timber than it needs. In most parts of India the use of ordinary soft woods, such as pine, seems 

very restricted, for only durable woods, those resisting both fungi and insects (of which the white 

ants are specially destructive), can be employed in the more permanent structures, and are there- 

fore acceptable in all Indian markets. 

At present teak is the most important hardwood timber, while the deodar (a true cedar) is the 

most extensively used conifer. Teak occurs in all moist regions of India except the mountain 

countries, never makes forests by itself (pure forests), grows mixed with other kinds, single, or in 

clumps, is girdled two to three years before felling, is generally logged in a primitive way, com- 

monly hewn in the woods and shipped—usually floated—as timber, round or hewn, and rarely sawn 

to size. Teak is as heavy and strong as good hickory, has little sapwood, stands well after 

seasoning, and is remarkably proof against decay and the still more dreaded white ants, and is 

really the only important export timber of India, about $2,500,000 worth having been shipped in 

1894-95, bringing about SL per cubic foot, or more than four times as much as good pine timber 

in the market. 

As will be seen from the following figures timber forms only about 20 per cent of the export 

of forest products, which consist chietly of lac, the basis of shellac (really the product of an 

insect) and of tanning materials: 

Lerports of forest products from India, 1894-95, 

Time (basis Of SREILAO) <..c05 <2 ae anita pom eee eee a ee eee eee ae eee ee $7, 000, 000 

Peale 5. Ss cee cassie da ee o's c's > oot OSs See Sag one eo eee oe a oe ae oe ieee eee cee 2, 800, 000 

Miyrobnlanis: oct. 36 ok cic canyon tem mie ig a ale el are al ae ieee 2, 300, 000 

@iibolk amd Femi DLsr |... sec aie estes ane tae cena a2 eee an eae ee 1, 450, 000 

CSAOIDOUOWG © 5 0:0) ctacgaue ama viroimate: &. cist epesele eos Que. las ee el le st ar tte 530, 000 

Fanoy woods—sandal, slony; TOSCW.00G : 0: Sec cn noe cose wom een eRemiaae = eee 290, 000 

Gardamonis 22 22 ee 2 on3 ce isisthoeorwreis aca aacans: sera! sameeren eee at ate lems ata ee ae ee ae 1.40, 000 

Total cciicesass kiwcs dove he oka ae cute nents Ob ace ee oe eee See a ee OU) 

Theimports of timber into India have so far been very insignificant. Attempts at introducing 

American coniferous timber (pine, spruce, larch, and hemlock) from the Pacific coast have not 

been successful, though it would seem that some wood goods, such as boxes, sash and door, and 

cheap furniture, should find a favorable and extensive market if once the trade is established. 

Perhaps a treatment of these materials with some of the new fireproofing substances could be 

made to render them at the same time more resistant to white ants and other insect borers, 

and thus procure for them several important advantages at once. 
In the past the people of India, as far as known, never realized the importance of their 

forests. They were cleared, destroyed, mutilated at all times and in all places, and the use of 

wood never seems to have formed an important factor in Hindoo civilization. 

With the advent of foreign ecommerce the exploitation of the forests for the more valuable 

export timbers received a new stimulus and the forests were culled regardless of the future, either 
of forest or people. This matter was aggravated by the construction of railways, which, in 

themselves large consumers, also offered a premium on all that contributed to increased traffic. 

When, finally, it was noticed that the demands of timber for public works in some localities could 
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no longer be supplied without costly transportation, the matter at last received public attention. 
Tn 1856, Dr. D. Brandis was appointed superintendent of forests for Pegu; in 1562 he was charged 

with the duty of organizing a forest department for all India, and in 1864 he was appointed the 

first inspector-general for the forests of India. During the thirty-four years of its existence this 

department has steadily and rapidly grown in the area managed, the number of men employed, 

and the revenue derived for the State. In 1894-95 this forestry department had control of about 
112,900 square miles of forest, nearly half of all the forests, and about 12 per cent of the entire 

area of India. Of these State forests, 74,000 square miles are “ reserve” or permanent State forests, 
while the rest are held as “protected” and “unelassed,” a large portion of which will become 

reserve or permanent forests as fast as the necessary surveys and settlement can be made, 

With the irregular distribution of forests, the peculiarities of Indian affairs, and the unsurveyed 

wild, and difficult conditions of the forests themselves, if is but natural that the work thus far 

has been chiefly one of organization, survey, and protection, and to a far less degree an attempt 

at improvement both by judicious cutting and reforestation. 

Over 33,000 square miles have been surveyed for forest purposes since 1874, and over 4,000 

square miles were added during the year 1894-95, at a cost of over 3200,000. 

Work of establishing and maintaining boundary lines, which is often a very diffienlt and 

costly matter in the dense tropical jungles, involved during the same year an expense of oyer 
$40,000, and there are at present about 60,000 miles of such boundary lines maintained. Besides 

this survey work proper, there is a large force constantly at work to ascertain the amount and 

condition of timber supplies and to prepare suitable plans for their exploitation and improvement, 

so that about 12 per cent of the entire forest area, or over 570,000 acres, is by this time managed 

with definite working plans as to amount of timber to be cut, what aveas to be thinned, reforested, 

ete. The work of protection is chiefly one of preventing and fighting fires. This protection with 

present means can not be carried on over the entire forest areas, of which large tracts are not even 

crossed by a footpath, and in a land where the regular firing of the woods has become the custom 

of centuries, and where, in addition, intensely hot and dry weather, together with a most luxuriant 

growth of giant grasses, render these jungle fires practically unmanageable. In all forests near 

settlements the forest must be isolated by broad ‘fire traces” or otherwise. In the jungle forests 

these traces must be broad; the grass, often taller than an elephant, must be enuf and burned 

before the grass on either side is dry enough to burn. Similarly, the traces in the long-leaf pine 

forests must be very wide and first converted into grass strips, cut or kept clean by burning. In 

spite of the unusual difficulties there were in 1894-95 over 53,000 square miles protected against 

fire, and on only 8 per cent of this area did the element succeed in doing any damage. In this 

work, too, great progress has been made during the last twenty years; the efliciency has steadily 

increased, and the expense, about $10 per square mile in 1883, has been reduced to less than half. 

In the protection against unlawful felling or timber stealing and grazing, the Government 

of India has shown itself fully equal to the occasion by a liberal policy of supplying villagers 

in proximity to the forests with fuel, etc., at reduced prices or gratis. Over $2,000,000 worth was 

thus disposed of in 1894-95, the incentive to timber stealing being thereby materially reduced. 

A reasonable and just permit system of grazing, where again the needs of the neighboring 

villagers are most carefully considered, not only brings the Government a yearly revenue of nearly 

$800,000, but enables the people to graze about 5,000,000 head of animals in the State forests 

without doing any material damage to tree growth. 

Though the forests of India are now, and will continue for some time to be, little more than 

wild woods, with some protection and a reasonable system of exploitation, iu place of a mere 

robbing or culling system, yet the work of actually improving the forests steadily increases in 

amount and perfection. 

In the large teak forests of Burma, as well as other provinces, care is had in helping this 

valuable timber to propagate itself; the useless kinds of trees are girdled, huge climbers are cut 

oft, and a steady war is waged against all species detrimental to teak regeneration. Where the 

teak has entirely disappeared, even planting is resorted to. Thus in Burma over 30,000 aeres 

have been restocked with teak by means of taungyas, or plantations, where the native is allowed 

to burn down a piece of woods, use it for a few years as field (though it is never really cleared) on 

condition of planting it with teak, being paid a certain sum for every hundred trees in a thrifty 
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condition at the time of giving up his land. Similarly, the department has expended large sums 

in establishing forests in parts of the arid regions of Beluchistan, and on the whole has expended 

about $150,000 during 1894-95 on cultural operations, which up to that time involved about 

76,000 acres of regular plantations and 56,000 acres taungyas (mostly teak), making a total of 

112,000 acres, besides numerous large areas where the work consisted merely in aiding natural 
reproduction. 

In disposing of its timber the Government of India employs various methods. In some of 

the forest districts the people merely pay a small tax and get out of the woods what and as much 

as they need. In other cases the logger merely pays for what he removes, the amount he fells 

being neither limited in quantity nor quality. The prevalent systems, however, are the permit 

system, where a permit is issued indicating the amount to be cut and the price to be paid for the 

same, and the contract system, where the work is more or less under control of government officers 

and the material remains government property until paid for, Toalimited extent the State carries 

on its own timber exploitation, as appears from the following figures, where the eut for 1894-95 for 
the entire country is given: 

| Remoyed by— | 
Kind and quantity of product. Z a al 

State. | Purchaser. 

Timber (1,000 cubic feet) ............2. 2... e eee eee eee 5, 700 39, 900 
Fuel (1,000 cubie teet) 28, 000 69, 000 
Bamboos (1,000 pieces) 1, 600 132, 200 
Minor products ($1,000) 90 1,500 

| 
| 
| 
| 

In spite of the many difficulties, a poor market (no market at all for a large number of woods), 

wild, unsurveyed, and practically unknown woodlands, requiring unusual and costly methods of 

organization and protection, the forestry department has succeeded, without curtailing the timber 

output of India, in so regulating forest exploitation as to insure not only a permanence in the output, 

but also to improve the woodlands by favoring the valuable species, and thus prepare for an 

increase of output for the future, and at the same time has yielded the Government a steadily 
growing revenue, which bids fair to rank before long among the important sources of income. 

The growth of both gross and net revenue is illustrated by the following figures: 

See Proportion | 
Iixpenses. of expense 

to income. 

Gross in | 
Yearly income during the period— 

5 eome. | 

Per cent, | 

aia wicicrnaie'Salte ea eateaee ctu $2, 810, 000 $1, 960, 000 70 | 
3, 330, 000 2, 288, 000 69 
4,408, 000 2, 806, 000 64 

Sink 5,834,000 | 3,713, 000 G4 
Ree ee are eee 7, 974, O00 4, 266, 000 54 

le 

| 

| 
| | 

From this it is clear that in India as in Europe not only the gross but also the net income has 

become greater in proportion as a better organization is permitted to expend more money on the 

care of the forests. 

During the year 1894-95 the income from State forests was distributed as follows: 

Wold cuca Seetes anaes es neue siencees foes can ae eee = Cee eRe eee eee $6, 170, 000 

Minor PIrIOducts...<: 5 ds<.2s esac sees eee ees cos cece ee a ee eee 670, 000 

(Chic Ahi} 2 eee ee tease’ bin iccla me mph toa’ wt ae ieee ee ee ie = 780, 000 

Other INCOMES <5 Fe sins cian dipwaimes Soc ewae eee e ee ses Dieses eee ee ee eee ee 750, 000 

Totalincome' 222% ss sau: 5 eee eee oe eke oe ee eee ee eee 8, 370, 000 

The expenditures for the same year were: 

For administration (pay of officers, foresters, Cte.) .... 2... 22.2.2 ee eens cece cone cence cess $2, 200, 000 

Nor cutting. timber and removing it). 22. -so--56-+ seuss e eee ec. cee eee neo aee ee eee 1, 350, 000 

Other Work aos geiswsies. ved cinco soe Ree ee ek ae ee ee ee ee eee 760, 000 

POresh SGN GON. wise csieies 52 viata culac ax ss emetic ome ae ae eee Sea ee eas See ee eee ee eae 46, 000 

Wotal wevnrrinpiesponses..cé .. bcc meee sere seas = ten oi clan a cn ee ee 4, 356, 000 

For survey and other extraordinary work .1.........2 2-2. ..---- cos 2 nnn eee cece cove cone 300, 000 

Total expenditures. <... A. 22. oo se. Skee eo oon Soe ee ee eee DG O00 

Qr 
leaving a net revenue of $3,714,000, or 44 per cent of the gross income. 
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It is of special interest to note that the expense of fire protection amounted, under these most 

extraordinary circumstances, only to $130,000, or 1.6 per cent of the gross income, and that for 

cultural work, the horror of the American anti-forest proclaimer, only $150,000, or 1.5 per cent of 

the gross income, was paid. 

The forest laws of India were like those of most countries, a matter of growth and adaptation, 

with the important difference, however, that the well-defined object of preserving to this great 

and peculiar people a continuous supply of the all essential timber was steadily kept in mind. 

The principal acts are those of 1865, 1869, and especially the “Indian forest act” of 1878, with 

secondary legislation applying to particular localities, such as the act of IS8SL for Burma, aud 1882 
for Madras and others. 

In general these forest laws provide for the establishment of permanent or ‘‘reserved” State 

forests, to be managed according to modern forestry principles. ‘They provide for a suitable force of 

men; give the forest oflicers certain police powers; prohibit unwarranted removal of forest 

products, the setting of fires, or otherwise injuring the forest property. The laws also regulate 

grazing and the chase by permit systems, and prescribe rules by which the work of the depart- 
ment is carried on, as well as the manner in which officers are engaged, promoted, ete. Since the 

peculiar circumstances required men specially fitted and trained, schools were established to 

furnish the recruits for this steadily growing service. The one at Coopers Hill, England, where a 

thorough course is intended to prepare men for the superior staff positions, and the Imperial 

school at Dehra Dun, which is to supply the great number of the executive staff, the young men 

starting in usually as guards or rangers at a pay of about $25 per month, working their way up 

to places worth S70 per mouth, and if well suited, eligible for further promotion. In the Dehra 

Dun school and the executive staff the native element is fast making itself felt, and there is little 

doubt that the men of India will soon be able to manage the forests of their own native land. 
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